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1   ABSTRACT  

The current best practices of the industry-leading brand valuations firms are largely based on financial research 

and expert consultations. Therefore, in this paper we propose a methodology to complement brand valuations 

by deriving public opinion about a brand from social media data. To achieve this, we collected text data from 

16 brands’ Facebook pages from four industries, manually coded 16,000 comments and post and utilized 

supervised machine learning to analyze the conversations. To analyze the communication, we built four 

Domain-Specific text classification models to classify the text data according to a probabilistic method based 

on fuzzy set theory. The consequent result from these models led to the creation of ‘The Customer Opinion 

Scorecard’, a group of metrics designed to indicate different aspects of customer perceptions. In the process 

of analyzing the data and devising the scorecard, several interesting findings was found: 1) Facebook is being 

used as a feedback channel for brands, and the airline industry are more prone to receive complaints via this 

channel than the other three industries, 2) high customer satisfaction outweigh negative opinions from 

temporary PR-crises, 3) not all actions taken on a brands’ Facebook page are communication directed towards 

the brand, and can therefore not be considered as customer opinions used for brand valuation, and 4) there 

exists an interdependency between what brands posts on its Facebook page, and what the customers respond. 

The proposed methodology in this paper is meant to serve as a template for an actual implementation, where 

all aforementioned findings were adhered to in devising the scorecard and presenting the results. Lastly, the 

limitations of the proposed methodology and the challenges for implementing it in practice are presented, 

followed by considerations and recommendations for overcoming these, thus paving way for future work in 

the area. 

Keywords: Big Social Data, Fuzzy-sets, Domain-Specific Text Classification, Brand Valuation. 
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5   INTRODUCTION 

5.1   TOPIC, IMPORTANCE, RELEVANCE & MOTIVATIONS  
Today, firms specializing in conducting brand valuations utilize techniques heavily reliant on accounting- and 

financial models to arrive at brand value (cf. section 6.2). Some of the industry-leading firms within the field 

have also emphasizes the importance of including consumer perceptions in their investigations, but this is 

usually an inefficient and costly procedure in addition to the risk of not revealing the true perceptions of 

customers. Normally, customer perceptions are gathered through an amalgamation of in-depth customer 

interviews and surveys or expert consultations. While this theoretically might allow firms to understand 

customer perceptions, the practical difficulties in terms of executing such a process ultimately lead to 

unsatisfactory results. Academics and practitioners alike have failed to efficient incorporate customer 

perceptions in their valuations, which have led to the negligence of this component in practice. Nowadays, 

opinions about firms is readily available on social media, but research has yet to address how to efficiently and 

precisely utilize this rich data source. This constitutes a research gap, and this study thus seeks out to explore 

how to extract consumer opinions from social media, thereby making the process more efficient and cost 

effective.  

As opposed to consumer research, the actions (comments, posts, comment-replies) and the inherent opinions 

and sentiment expressed on a brand’s Facebook page comes from the customer without any “interference” 

from third party, such as the firms conducting the brand valuations. It can thus be argued that comments from 

customers/followers on social media are less prone to bias, and therefore reflect a more pure and true public 

opinion and attitude towards a brand. It is necessary to stress that this proposed methodology is not intended 

to replace or compete with existing methodologies. Contrarily, this study seeks to develop an approach which 

can complement and support these. The utilization of social media data unlocks many additional benefits. In 

addition to the argued unbiased nature of social media interactions (in relation to scenarios where customers 

of a brand posts on the brand’s Facebook page), this methodology allows for real-time brand valuations, as 

opposed to the time and expense it normally requires for existing brand valuation firms to perform the valuation 

(N. Bendle, personal communication, February 7, 2018). In light of the aforementioned, this paper suggests 

the practice of utilizing Domain-Specific text classification for obtaining otherwise inaccessible information 

from the communication on Facebook. The observations from this exploration was used to gain further insight 

into how Facebook is used - both generally and on an industry basis - which finally led to the development of 

the Customer Opinion Scorecard. It is the product of incorporating academic research and data discovery, 

which bridges psychology, marketing and data science. This peer-evaluation brand assessment scheme was 

designed to allow for easy interpretation, while taking into account industry specific communication patterns. 

Its purpose is to provide easy access to insights about customer perceptions in a fair and efficient manner.  
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5.2   PROBLEM FORMULATION & RESEARCH QUESTION 
It has been discovered that despite a rigid conceptual understanding of the concept of brand value, the 

execution of such valuations is still with immense difficulties. One problem which have been identified, is that 

the best practices for conducting brand valuations are largely based on tangible accounting- and finance 

techniques, where the concept of brand is largely intangible (Millward Brown, 2015; Ritson, 2015). That being 

said, practitioners have no optimal way of gathering true, unbiased public opinion about a brand, which is an 

important dimension of brand valuations. The investigation in this paper have thus centered on the practicalities 

of conducting a brand valuation and focused on the customer opinion dimension, since it was deemed the least 

accessible by the current methodologies. To do so, the exploration commenced by leveraging data science 

methodologies, more specifically Domain-Specific text classification, in order to build a more efficient means 

of obtaining the necessary insights. For this reason, the research question, which have guided this paper, is: 

How can Domain-Specific Text Classification of Social Data complement Brand Valuations? 

In order to answer this research question above, four sub-propositions are formulated to explore the social data 

in the light of the main research question and the conceptual framework.  

•   Sub-proposition 1: Facebook is used as a feedback channel for brands, and on average, the airline 

industry is more prone to receiving complaints via this channel.  

•   Sub-proposition 2: Whereas the negativity from a PR-crisis is temporary, high customer satisfaction 

can outweigh the overall perception of the brand. 

•   Sub-proposition 3: When considering customer opinions, not all actions taken on a brand’s Facebook 

page is a communication towards and/or about the brand. 

•   Sub-proposition 4: There exists an interdependency between what customers respond, and what the 

brand posts on its Facebook page. 

When devising such an approach, not only must the technical aspects be taken into consideration, but the 

contextual implications of the approach must also be examined. For this reason, the focus of this paper has 

also been to investigate the nature of data sources, and thus enable the identification of potential pitfalls within 

the suggested approach. The identification of these pitfalls aid in answering the research question, as it guides 

the interpretation of the solution, and recommendations for future practice in overcoming the pitfalls. This 

paper takes on the responsibility of providing both an executable solution, while also providing the necessary 

context for understanding the reasoning for the solution. As a first step towards creating and testing the 

methodology, data from case brands was required. Therefore, the consequent section presents the industries 

and brands within them from which data is used. 
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5.3   CASE BRANDS 
In order to devise the suggested approach for collecting customer opinions, a selection of case brands was 

chosen to test and showcase the approach. However, due to the unfortunate limitations regarding the data 

gathering process (elaborated in section 8.3.4), the choice of brands and industries was restricted to only brands 

which Copenhagen Business School already had fetched the data for previously. In total, 16 brands, divided 

over four different industries, was chosen for this study, and these thus constitute the foundation for devising 

the suggested methodology. Table 1 below presents the selected brands. From the available database, the 

reasoning for choice of brands was based on three factors: 

1.   They are all consumer-centric/B2C, offering products directly to customers 

2.   They all have an international presence, meaning a majority of Facebook actions was written English 

3.   They all have an either a large, or reasonable large volume of followers and activity on Facebook 

  
Industry 1 Technology 

  

  
Industry 2 Food/Beverages 

  

Brand Market Cap FB-Followers Brand Market Cap FB-Followers 

Apple $920.90 Bn 11 034 273 Coca-Cola $177.78 Bn 107 550 971 

Microsoft $744.81 Bn 12 371 062 Starbucks $78.72 Bn 37 153 736 

Electronic Arts $40.18 Bn 4 644 260 Wendy’s $4.019 Bn 8 549 102 

Netflix $143.58 Bn 42 188 401 Burger King $12.49 Bn 8 194 210 
  

Industry 3 Airlines 
  

  
Industry 4 Apparel 

  

Brand Market Cap FB-Followers Brand Market Cap FB-Followers 

SAS $970.92 Mn 1 237 836 Adidas $36.39 Bn 32 397 616 

Norwegian $152.76 Bn 1 082 754 H&M $27.45 Bn 33 705 152 

Lufthansa $13.51 Bn 3 553 918 Ralph Lauren $8.93 Bn 9 066 777 

Ryanair $26.07 Bn 3 092 280 Zara $100.28 Bn 26 072 255 

Table 1. Case Brands 

It was decided to include different industries to ensure validity by testing the methodology on a wide spectrum 

of brands. The chosen industries were chosen to represent different consumer patterns, and thus serves to 

illustrate that the approach could be applied as a general methodology, rather than simply a small subsection. 

The industries differ significantly in terms of the products/services and the price. Furthermore, the average 

purchase rate is more frequent for the brands within some industries, such as the food/beverage industry. The 

specific selection of the industries was also driven by preconceptions in terms of the potential for interesting 

findings. For example, the airline industry was chosen due to availability within the database of brands catering 

to a variety of consumers, and as well as the airline industry being prone to unfortunate events such as delays, 

cancellations and other inconveniences such as missing luggage and costly fees. This led to the selection of 
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the budget airlines, Ryanair and Norwegian, and the mid-price range airlines, SAS and Lufthansa. As the other 

three industries are not as prone to inconvenient events as the airline industry, it is also makes it interesting to 

see if the airline industry differs from the other in terms of for example customer satisfaction. The apparel 

industry and the technology industry differ in the products they sell, but they are similar in the way that many 

people identify with the brand and its products. However, in terms of social media presence and the interactions 

by its customers, the two industries were expected to differ. Since technology products (both hard- and 

software) is more prone to issues than for example a pair of shoes, it is hypothesized that customer might use 

social media as a feedback and support channel, effectively creating more interactions and thus data volumes 

than the apparel industry. Lastly, the food and beverage industry were chosen due to having many customers 

and high consumption rate, as well as the proneness to exceptional large social media efforts (see table 1). 

5.4   TERM DEFINITIONS 
Throughout the paper, there will be a lot of terms used interchangeably. In an attempt reduce confusion, this 

section provides a unified dictionary of some key terms. 

•   Actions: The type of action a user takes on Facebook. Such actions include comments, comment-

replies and posts. Action types is used interchangeably with actions. 

•   Users: When using the word users, it refers to Facebook users which have performed an action a 

brands’ Facebook page, and is used interchangeably with actors and followers. 

•   Facebook wall: This is the sphere which brands use to post information to its users, on to which users 

make actions. This term is used interchangeably with page. 

5.5   DELIMITATIONS 
The research has been limited due to a need for a more focused exploration, however this has undoubtedly led 

to the exclusion of other interesting findings. First, although the data collection and the resulting data fetch 

includes many metrics that allow for a variety of analyses, the authors have chosen not to analyze artifacts 

such as likes, reactions, number of times posts are shared, and actions made by the host of the Facebook pages. 

The actions of the brands have also been excluded from the examination, as the paper was focused on the 

actions and responses by the users. This study has also used notions from Social Set Analysis, and whereas it 

is acknowledged that other academic lenses could have in turn broadened the analysis, this were beyond the 

scope of the paper. For example, it is hypothesized that the virality of social media communication, which is 

the focus of Social Network Analysis, could have provide some insights into the magnitude of the findings. 

However, it was deemed necessary to focus on the relationship between the actors and artifacts solely. 

Additionally, the concept of brand value contains a multitude of interesting aspects. However, for this paper 

only a fraction of the complete source for this was explored. Alas, the paper has not investigated aspects such 
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as brand awareness, but instead brand perception. The paper has also excluded business-to-business (B2B) 

enterprises and focused on consumer centric firms. This have been done as it is speculated that B2B firms do 

not communicate directly with their customers on platforms such as Facebook. It is however still recognized 

that there are interesting comparisons to be found between these two types of firms. Lastly, it was decided not 

to look at correlations between purchase frequency and volume of Facebook interactions as the data supporting 

the purchase frequency was deemed too hard to acquire and interpret. 
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6   CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This section functions as a means to position the paper within existing research, as well developing the 

academic foundation for the subsequent analysis and discussion. First, the paper will conceptualize a brand’s 

value from an academic perspective, which is followed by an elaboration of how practitioners are conducting 

brand valuations have conceptualized and applied this. By understanding how the concept of brand value is 

understood and tackled, it was deemed necessary to both showcase the inherent difficulties within the brand 

valuation methodologies, and elaborate on some of conceptual ideas, which may aid in tackling these. It was 

therefore deemed necessary to discuss the importance of emotions in brand value context and marketing in 

general, as well as the customer decision journey. Finally, in order to provide a solid foundation for designing 

the solution, this paper both explores the nature of the data and how to properly analyze such data. This section 

will thus begin with defining the problem, and finish with the ground works for the solutions.  

6.1   BRAND & BRAND VALUE  
“People buy things not only for what they can do, but also for what they mean” (Levy, 1959, p. 118). Even 

though people pride themselves in their ability make rational choices, research clearly shows that their 

purchase habits its shaped by subjective perception of value (ibid.). A major component of this innate 

irrationality is the way brands fortify ideas of meaning and allow one to build their identity through their choice 

of brands. A brand can be categorized as "[...] a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or combination of them 

which is intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them 

from those of competitors" (Kotler, 1991, p. 442). However, despite a generally clear understanding of the 

concept of a brand, research have not yet converged on a decisive categorization of how to attribute it value. 

The term brand equity is often utilized to capture a brand’s value; however, researchers fail to agree on what 

exactly is captured by this term. Generally, brand equity is “[...] defined in terms of the marketing effects 

uniquely attributable to the brand - for example, when certain outcomes result from the marketing of a product 

of service because of its brand name that would not occur if the same product or service did not have the same 

name” (Keller, 1993, p. 1). However, despite a semi-uniform understanding of what the value is, the factors, 

which realizes the value is not generally agreed upon (Abdullah & Siraj, 2016).  

The two most prominent and cited conceptualizations of brand equity are Keller’s (1993) customer-centric 

approach and Aaker’s (1992) asset-centric approach. In both their works, Brand Awareness and Customer 

perception are considered as an intrinsic part of a Brand’s value. Aaker offers a 5-dimensional model, which 

not only centers on the two aforementioned concepts, but also proprietary assets, such as patents and 

trademarks, brand associations and brand loyalty. Conversely, Keller’s framework offers both a more granular 

understanding of the brand awareness and customer perception and extend the concept of brand equity as the 
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differential factor to which marketing efforts is amplified. Though most attempts at brand valuation, abide 

either of the two models, other researchers have strived to refine the valuation techniques by including factors, 

such as company identity etc. (Burmann, Jost-Benz, & Riley, 2009). However, due to the prominence of Keller 

and Aaker’s work, one can justly focus on solely these two modulations, as this paper does. The following 

section dissects the principles inherent in the two frameworks and highlight the important perceptual difference 

and how this may lead to difference in relation to how a brand’s value is measured.  

A common denominator found in the two frameworks is the element of intangibility. Though Aaker’s (1992) 

framework includes financially valued assets, such as proprietary assets and patents, a major part of a brand’s 

value is perceived to be somewhat a result of ill-defined metrics. His modulation of the concept perceives 

brand value as being interconnected with how the customer assesses the value of a product (both negatively 

and positively), but also the degree to which marketing efforts generally is ensured success. He emphasizes 

for example that brand loyalty lowers marketing costs and that brand associations ease effectiveness of 

information processing and positioning of brands. He also argues that proprietary assets, insofar they allow for 

competitive advantages to incur, must also be considered as part of a brand’s value. The effects which Aaker 

describes thus both generate direct value, such as increasing customers willingness to pay, but also indirectly 

by focusing on the cost effectiveness of campaigns. As mentioned, Aaker also emphasizes the intrinsic value 

of brand awareness. Aaker’s framework attribute value to the knowledge of the existence of a brand, since 

familiarity is acknowledged a positive factor for a brand. This notion was initially discovered by Robert Zajonc 

(1968), who revived the theory of ‘mere-exposure effect’. It was found that individuals, despite having no 

other cognitive association with a product other than knowledge of its existence, generally showed a greater 

positive attitude (ibid.). Ultimately, Aaker focuses on 5 brand equity dimensions: Brand loyalty, brand 

awareness, perceived quality, brand associations and other proprietary brand assets. 

Brand awareness is defined in Aaker’s words (1992) as “the ability of a potential buyer to recognize and recall 

that a brand is a member of a certain product category”. In other words, it signifies the presence of a brand in 

consumers’ minds and memory, which means it is an indication of how well a consumer will recall or recognize 

the brand (Abdullah & Siraj, 2016). Keller (1993) highlights the important role brand awareness plays in the 

consumer decision making phase by brining three advantages: learning advantages, consideration advantages 

and choice advantages. Conversely, when a customer feels a sense of attachment to a particular brand or 

company, this is defined as brand loyalty. Aaker define it as a situation which reflects how likely a customer 

will be to switch over to another brand (Abdullah & Siraj, 2016). This is especially relevant when the brand 

makes a change in price or in product features (ibid.). Keller (1993) on the other hand defines brand loyalty 

under the term “brand resonance”, which in turn refers to the nature of customer-brand relationships and the 

extent to which the customer feels that they are synchronized with the brand.  
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The customer’s perception of the overall quality or superiority of a product/service, regarding its intended 

purpose in comparison to alternatives is defining the third dimension, perceived quality (Aaker, 1992). 

Additionally, anything linked in memory to a brand is according to Aaker (1992) considered a brand 

association. They can be seen in all forms and reflects the characteristics of the product or aspects independent 

of the product itself (Cheng-‐‑ Hsui Chen, 2001). These associations create value to the firm and its customers 

and represent the basis for which purchase decisions forms brand loyalty (Abdullah & Siraj, 2016). Lastly, 

brand assets represent what distinguishes a specific brand from other brands. This can be patents, trademarks 

or relationship channels etc. (ibid.). According to Aaker (1992), the elements driving brand equity to go beyond 

customer associations, to also include a brand’s business assets are (but not limited to) intellectual property, 

business processes and distribution reach. 

In comparison to Aaker, who perceived brand value as being derived from a pool of elements/assets, Keller 

sought to gauge a brand’s value based on its impact in the purchasing decision (Abdullah & Siraj, 2016). This 

led him to device a methodology, which centered around the customer and a brands’ “differential factor”, i.e. 

how brand knowledge affects a customer’s response to marketing (Keller, 1993). This focus stems from his 

perceptions of brand equity, which centers around the value gains, which only can be realized whenever 

customers know of the brand name (ibid.). His model is comparatively more cognitive, since it springs from 

the individual's response to brand knowledge, in contrasts to Aaker who considered both perceptual 

differences, as well as practical “enablers”, such as proprietary assets and brand loyalty. Furthermore, he 

diverges from Aaker by bundling perception of quality with brand association under the umbrella-term “Brand 

Image”.  

However, Aaker’s and Keller’s models mainly differ in terms how they view measurement of value, rather 

than which dimensions must be attributed with value principally. Aaker’s asset-centric approach rely on a pre-

understanding of the causality between components of brand equity and their actual value gain. Keller inverse 

the thought process and ascribe value to a brand’s component, based on its differential effect. Keller’s 

perception disallows the measurement of components and subsequent aggregation of their combined value to 

form the premise for ascertaining a brand’s value, which is allowed in Aaker’s conceptualization. Although 

the differentiation allows one to understand the areas which requires strategic focus, it is not feasible to 

independently gauge each component since a purchasers decision-making process is a product of a mixture of 

elements. The complexity inherent in such decision process may deem it fruitless to separate some components 

of brand value. Brand awareness and brand image is easily separable, due to the difference in measurability, 

i.e. the ease of measurement. However, separation of brand association and brand perceptions is principally 

inseparable as they are expressed solely as the conglomerated response and following action.  

Comparing the two models, Aaker conceptualization offers the best strategic map of managing for brand value 

creation. Furthermore, it provides a neat methodology for identifying sources of brand value, which allows 
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researchers to easily identify proxy metrics, which can be used instead. However, the model lack of focus on 

the value actualization may lead applications to over-index on certain components. Aaker’s model functions 

best if the value and impact of a certain element is known. Keller’s model may be of less strategic value, but 

the customer-centric viewpoint rightly focusses on value actualization. In summarization, current literature has 

yet not developed a wholesomely capturing framework for understanding, managing and measuring brand 

equity, but have collectively provided an exhaustive repertoire of tools for different contexts. The two 

frameworks provide a vocabulary, which largely mirror each other in meaning and intent, thus providing a 

neat foundation for exploring the topic. Predominantly, this section allowed for a greater understanding of the 

difference in measurement dogmas, as well as mapping the components impacting brand valuation. It has 

furthermore been hinted that the nature of these parameters is different. The following section will elaborate 

on how these ideas have been applied by practitioners and what methodologies is used by the most prominent 

brand valuation firms.  

6.2   APPLIED METHODS OF BRAND VALUATION 
All brand valuation methodologies are similar to some degree. In order to attribute current and future earnings 

that can be attributed directly to the brand, rather than the corporation itself, they all use sophisticated 

mathematical formulas and extensive financial research (Millward Brown, 2015). Despite the general focus on 

financial data, one valuation firm in particular (presented and elaborated later in this section) also puts a focus 

on customer viewpoints. There has been an uncertainty in terms of accounting procedures, namely as how to 

treat the issue of placing a brand’s value in the financial statement since historically there has been little 

guidance and even less understanding over the accounting treatment of brand valuation (Seetharaman, Bin, 

Nadzir, & Gunalan, 2001). This section presents the brand valuation methodologies from the three big 

industry-leading brand valuation firms Interbrand, Millward Brown (Brand Z) and Brand Finance (N. Bendle, 

personal communication, February 7, 2018; Carruthers, 2015; Ritson, 2016). The aim is to present how brand 

valuation is performed today, and in that process highlight the component in existing brand valuations 

methodologies this paper strives to improve. 

6.2.1   Interbrand’s Methodology 

According to Interbrand, valuation of a brand is a strategic tool for ongoing brand management. It brings 

together the market, the brand, the competitors and financial data into a single unified framework (Interbrand, 

n.d.). From this, the performance of the brand can be assessed, and it allows the identification of growth areas 

as well as the financial impact of investing in the brand (ibid). Three key components are unison for all 

valuations Interbrand conducts: 1) The financial performance of the branded products and services, 2) the role 

the brand in question plays in purchase decisions, and 3) the brand’s competitive strength (ibid.). 
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The intent of the financial analysis is to measure the economic profit, defined as the brand’s after-tax operating 

profit, minus a charge for the capital used to generate revenue and margins, and the overall financial return to 

the organization’s investors. Conversely, the measurement of role of the brand strive to identify the portion of 

purchase decision that is attributable to the brand, as opposed to other purchase drivers such as price, 

convenience or product features. Interbrand has created a Role of Brand Index (RBI) which quantifies this 

measure as a percentage. Depending on the brand, three primary methods determines the RBI for the best 

global brands report for Interbrand: A historical review of the roles of brands for companies in that industry, 

primary research or an assessment from an expert panel (Interbrand, N/A). Lastly, brand strength measures the 

brand’s ability to derive loyalty from their customers, which consequently translates into sustainable demand 

and future profit. The general notion of this analysis is to deliver insights of the strengths and weaknesses of 

the brand and is later used as a roadmap or template for the brand to target activities that will grow the brand’s 

strength and value in the future. The brand strength measure constitutes of an evaluation across 10 factors 

which Interbrand considers constitutes the characteristics of a growing brand. The performance in these areas 

are consequently judged relative to other brands in the same industry, as well as relative to other top performing 

brands.  

6.2.2   Brand Finance’s Methodology 

Brand Finance defines brand as “trademark and associated IP including the word mark and trademark 

iconography” (Brand Finance, n.d.). They thereby emphasize the need for a clear financial accounting standard 

for intellectual property within the definition of brand. Brand Finance measurement of brand value is based on 

what they refer to as the “Royalty Relief Methodology” and can be understood as the value a company would 

be willing to pay to license its brand as if it did not own it (ibid.). It is a seven-step process which involves 

estimating future revenue that is attributable to a brand, and then calculating the royalty rate that users of the 

brand would be charged. This Royalty Relief approach is utilized in Brand Finance’s methodology for three 

reasons. First, it is favored by tax authorities since it calculates brand values by referencing documented third-

party transactions. Secondly, it can be done on publicly available information, and lastly because it is compliant 

with ISO 10668 and under the International Valuation Standards Authority, in order to determine fair market 

value of brands (ibid). Brand Finance also utilizes, similarly to credit rating firms, a brand rating/strength index 

(ranging from AAA+ to DDD-D), which benchmarks the strengths, risks and future potential of a brand relative 

to its competitors. The seven-step process of Brand Finance’s methodology is outlined below (ibid). 

Step 1: Calculate Brand Strength Index (BSI) - The first step of Brand Finance 

methodology is to calculate the BSI. This measure is represented on a scale from 0-100, and 

is based on a balanced scorecard, which includes relevant attributes such as financial 

performance, sustainability and emotional connection among others. 
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Step 2: Determine Royalty Rate Range - The Royalty Rate ranges is determined for the 

respective brand sectors. It is accomplished through the process of reviewing comparable 

license agreements from online databases and Brand Finance’s internal database.  

Step 3: Calculate Royalty Rate - The Royalty Rate is computed by multiplying the two 

metrics found in the previous steps. To illustrate with an example, given that the range 

(determined in step 2) for the brand’s sector is 0-5%, and the brand has a strength score 

(determined in step 1) of 80 out of 100, the royalty rate for the use of this brand in the given 

sector will be 4%. 

Step 4: Determine Brand Specific Revenues - In order to rightly allocate the value of a 

brand, Brand Finance estimate the proportion of a parent company’s revenues that are 

attributable to a specific brand and industry sector. 

Step 5: Determine Forecast Brand Specific Revenues - Using a function of historic 

revenues, along with equity analyst forecasts and economic growth rates, Brand Finance strive 

at extrapolating the revenue of the firm. 

Step 6: Applying the Royalty Rate - The calculated Royal Rate is then applied to the forecast 

revenues, which combined derives the implied royalty charge for the use of the brand. 

Step 7: Arriving at Net Present Value - Lastly, the forecasted royalties are then discounted 

post tax to arrive at a net present value. This represents the current value of the future income 

that is attributable to the brand asset (the specific brand in question).  

6.2.3   Millward Brown’s (Brand Z) Methodology 

Brand Z are uniquely distinguished from the two other brand valuation firms, in the degree to which they 

emphasize the importance of obtaining customer viewpoints. This includes on-going, in-depth quantitative 

consumer research, and trying to build a full global picture of brands on a peer-based evaluation (Millward 

Brown, N/A). Just like Interbrand, the methodology of Brand Z includes three steps: 1) calculating the financial 

value, 2) calculating brand contribution, and lastly 3) calculating brand value.  

Step 1: Calculating Financial Value - For Brand Z, the calculation of financial value is 

mainly an exercise of rightly attribute the correct value to a specific brand. Depending on 

whether a company only has one brand, or several brands in their portfolio, apportion of the 

earnings of the corporation across a portfolio is required, adn this mirror Brand Finance’s 

method. In order to ensure the correct portion of corporate earnings to be associated with each 

brand, financial information from annual reports are analyzed and the output is called 

“attribution rate” (Millward Brown, N/A). This attribution rate multiplied with the corporate 
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earnings is referred to as the “branded earnings”, i.e. the amount of corporate earnings 

attributed to each specific brand as seen below.  

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒	  𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠	   × 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑	  𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 

After the branded earnings have been defined, Brand Z strives to predict future earnings, and 

this requires another component, which is dubbed ‘brand multiple’. The brand multiple is 

derived using information from Bloomberg’s financial database and equity analyst. 

Ultimately, the branded earnings are multiplied with this brand multiple, which returns what 

Brand Z refers to as ‘financial value’ (ibid). 

Step 2: Calculating Brand Contribution - After defining the total financial value of the 

firm’s brand related activities, it is necessary to identify how much of this value is attributable 

to the branding efforts. To arrive at the actual brand value, in-market and logistical factors 

influencing the value of the branded business such as price, availability and distribution must 

be leveled out (Millward Brown, N/A), such that only the intangible asset of brand value is 

unaccounted for. In order to do so, the Brand Z assesses the ability for the brand to create 

brand associations in consumers’ minds to deliver sales, getting consumers to choose the brand 

over others, or pay more for it.  

Brand Z consequently focuses on three aspects they know make people buy more (or pay more 

for) which are: 1) being meaningful (a combination of emotional and rational affinity), 2) 

being different, and 3) being salient, i.e. brand associations - having the brand come to mind 

quickly in the consumers’ minds when they make purchases. After, identifying the purchase 

volumes together with any extra price delivered by these aspects, the firm can quantify brand 

contribution, i.e. the value of the unique role the brand plays in the purchase decision. This 

way the firm incorporates the customer viewpoint into their methodology through the 

quantification of the premium value contribution. 

Step 3: Calculating Brand Value - Finally, in order to arrive at the actual brand value, the 

financial value is multiplied with the brand contribution (expressed as a % of financial value) 

to arrive at brand value: 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙	  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	   × 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑	  𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	  (%) = 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑	  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 

The consequent result of this computation is the estimated Brand Value, i.e. the monetary amount a brand 

contributes to the overall value of the corporation (Millward Brown, N/A). By doing this three-step calculation, 

Brand Z isolates and measures this intangible asset which reveals a source of value for the shareholders that 

would otherwise go missing, brand value. 
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6.2.3.1   Obtaining Consumer Viewpoints 

In order to truly understand the efficacy and pitfalls of Brand Z’s approach in relation to obtaining consumer 

viewpoints, it is required to understand the manner of which they acquire the desired data. Although this is not 

considered as a critique, it highlights the implications of the approach for obtaining the data. Brand Z gathers 

the data by consulting panels of experts, who contributes their opinions, in addition to conducting the 

aforementioned on-going in-depth quantitative research, which includes three million consumers and more 

than 100,000 brands spanning over 50 markets worldwide (Millward Brown, N/A.). As pointed out by 

Kucharska (2016), the advantage of research-based interviews with customers is that the information comes 

“straight from the horses’ mouth”. On the other hand, consumers may not be aware of certain behavioral or 

market mechanisms. Therefore, questions may be answered in good faith, but the information passed on may 

be incomplete or even untrue. Furthermore, when sourcing information from experts, there is a risk that the 

experts’ knowledge may be flawed by routine and other biases (ibid.).  

6.2.4   Brand Valuations: Brilliant or Bullshit? 

Despite the power and prestige of the big valuation firms, Mark Ritson (associate professor at Melbourne 

Business School) suggests that there is a possibility that much of what they do are, in Ritson’s own words 

"bullshit" (Ritson, 2015). For example, he highlights that the published estimates of brand equity were vastly 

different among the firms, e.g. he points at the $100,000,000,000 difference between Interbrand's valuation 

and Millward Brown's estimate (ibid.).  

In an attempt to answer the critique, the trademark specialists Markables found 68 examples (ibid.), that had 

been valued using a purchase price allocation approach, i.e. instances where a real financial transaction of a 

brand was conducted. They compared the valuation firm's estimates of brand equity for that year, to the actual 

price that was paid for the transaction of the brands. This investigation undermined the three firms approaches, 

as the average difference between the actual price paid and the estimated value was found to be 254%. In 

particular, two sectors that showed the greatest disparity between the estimated value and the actual transaction 

price paid were big banks and telecommunications companies. It was shown that it is more likely that the 

average valuation for these sectors was overvalued by 400% than being within 20% of the actual price paid 

(ibid.). Consumer retail brands on the other hand only varied by 39%, and consumer brands averaging around 

60% variance (ibid.). 

According to Ritson there exists a disparity of quality among the methodologies and present Millward Brown 

(Brand Z) as the "the least inaccurate one" (ibid.). Interestingly, out of the three presented methodologies, 

Millward Brown is focusing the most at customer perception, and had the best approximation of brand value. 

Their valuations were overstated by 119% compared to the selling price, which is the most accurate of the 

larger valuation firms presented in earlier sections. In contrast, Interbrand's valuations averaged at 261% off 
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target, whereas Brand Finance overvalued brand’s value by 301% on average (ibid.). With such huge 

disparities between brand valuations and the actual price paid, Ritson states that "it's difficult not to conclude 

that the entire brand valuation game is unfortunately another example of 'fluffy marketing'" (ibid.). This 

indicates that brand valuations might need to shift more focus towards the “fluffy” aspects of valuations, i.e. 

customer perceptions. The following section will dwell further on the complexity of subjectivity in brand 

valuations and how emotional response is connected to marketing efforts both broadly and in terms of brand 

building.  

6.3   DIFFERENTIATING SUBJECTIVITY & INTRINSIC VALUE 
As described, studies have strived to tackle the definition of brand value by defining components that ads to 

its value, but in practice have failed to effectively integrate customer perceptions in the measurement. As 

emphasized by both Aaker (1992) and Keller (1993) the purchase decision is the product of a subjective and 

contextual perception of value for the an individual and is an amalgamation of intrinsic value of a 

product/service good (objective value) and brand value (subjective value). Although the differentiation allows 

one to understand the cognitive mechanics of the effects of a brand, it is difficult to independently gauge the 

exact value of this subjectivity. However, this subjectivity is an enactment of emotional connections presiding 

in the consumers (Bagozzi, Gopinath, & Nyer, 1999). In order to properly measure this value, one can thus 

strive to measure emotional connections to a product/brand. This section will further deconstruct the 

conceptualizations of brand value and introduce the role of emotions in marketing.  

Emotional attachment is not just a proxy for Brand Value, but it is its crudest expression. To understand 

emotions, it important to understand what it is not. Research of affect - the umbrella term for mental processes 

- includes emotions, moods and attitudes (Bagozzi et al., 1999). Mood is considered to be a person's frame of 

mind, and attitude is the product of processing of one or encounters (ibid.). Conversely, emotions are defined 

as the “[...] mental readiness that arise from appraisal of events or one’s own thought” (Bagozzi et al., 1999, 

p. 184). In other words, emotions are the immediate expression of an attitude in a specific context, thus prone 

to bias. Furthermore, emotions are often physically expressed through facial expression or body movements, 

and generally immediately recognizable. Whereas the former is less prone to influence from non-lasting 

impressions, they generally require a degree of probing by researchers. For practitioners, this can halt any 

research, due to resource concerns. This is for an example the reasoning for the reliance on experts by Brand 

Z. Alas, in order to rightly, efficiently and timely capture attitudes towards a brand, one can investigate 

emotions in relation to a brand more easily. However, this propel a new problem, as there arise an innate need 

for an exhaustive understanding of the nuances of emotions, and how they are expressed. The following section 

will focus on the formulation of an appropriate syntax for emotions in the context of brand valuation, and 

thereby provide a foundation for developing a rigorous methodology for measuring brand value.  
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6.3.1   What are Emotions?  

In contrast to other psychological explorations of the effect of marketing, such as the investigation of 

information processing and behavioral decision-making, research of emotions lacks a clear vocabulary 

(Bagozzi et al., 1999; Ding & Tseng, 2015; Prinz, 2012). This is mainly due to lack of a unified understanding 

of 1) whether emotions are modular, 2) whether “acquired” emotions is considered intrinsic and lastly 3) 

whether the intensity of emotion or its nature carries the most value.  

Emotions is an evolutionary trait, but all emotions are not universally understood and expressed (Ekman, 1992, 

2016; Prinz, 2012). Paul Ekman developed a Darwinian approach for classifying emotions, but it fails to 

capture the complexity of the modern society. Furthermore, it offers a disproportionate degree of granularity 

for negative emotions (Prinz, 2012). Besides Ekman’s evolutionary model of emotions, two major competing 

etymologies dominate the discussion regarding the connection between emotions and brand value. Whereas 

Ekman strived to map out the landscape of basic emotions, researchers investigating the nature of ‘hedonic 

consumption’ sought to explain how actions - especially purchase decisions - occur given certain emotional 

stages (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982).  

The researchers pertaining to this branch emphasizes that purchase occurs by the introduction of thrilling 

experiences, experiences that generates “emotional arousal” and euphoria (ibid.). They thus refuse the modular 

conceptualization of emotions, and rather focus the degree of intensity. The concept has been transferred to 

branding, there the focus either reside at mapping the constellation of associative imagery and/or how 

perceptions of value is formed (Ding & Tseng, 2015; Thomson, MacInnis, & Park, 2005) or disintegration of 

utilitarian and hedonic value, i.e. objective and subjective value (Voss, Spangenberg, & Grohmann, 2003). 

Theorists abiding to the notion of hedonic consumption are countered by those who hold onto Ekman’s 

modular conceptualization. The Darwinian model fail to both capture the complexity of the modern emotional 

range, as well as hinging on bodily expressed emotions. These theories explore how an individual is “[...] 

faring in relation to the environment” (Prinz, 2012, p. 184), and consider emotions as cognitive states in relation 

to an event, object or context. Due to the relational conceptualization, scholars refer to this branch as appraisal 

theory, as it encompasses the manner of which something is assessed. The modularity inherent in this 

perception provides researchers with more easily interpretable definitions. For example, it is easier for humans 

to express that they love or like someone, rather than expressing it on a scale as suggested by the theorists 

abiding to the hedonic perception of emotions. Their main departure from Ekman’s conceptualization is that 

it is recognized that all emotions do not necessarily require a bodily response, i.e. a physical expression. They 

thus consider emotions in a more “modern” perspective, as they further allow additional emotional states to be 

include, some which is “acquired” through socialization and thus a trait of the modern society. Comparatively, 

it is difficult to assess which emotional conceptualization most truthfully captures the human mind. For 

example, it cannot easily be decided if anger is a more intense expression of irritation, or whether it by its 
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nature is different. Conclusively, instead of dwelling on the model of the mind, the discussion should rather 

focus on understanding the implications for operational and strategic decision making. In order to initiate this 

discussion, it must be explored how customers makes decisions, as this provides a map of how the emotions 

discussed in this section may lead to a purchase decision and thus brand value.  

6.3.2   AIDA Model: Mapping the Customer Journey 

One of the most prominent models for mapping the customer decision path is the AIDA model (Attention, 

Interest, Desire, Awareness). The AIDA model is useful in relation to assessing the impact of advertising, as 

it maps every step of the psychological transformation in the users/customers minds from the point of being 

exposed to a brands’ advertisement, up to the point of purchase (Hassan, Zaleha, Nadzim, & Shiratuddin, 

2015). The model is a four-step formula, explaining the process for a sale to happen. Brands can use the model 

to develop specific marketing communication strategies to gain attention, attract interest, create desire which 

will lead to action, i.e. purchase. The first step of this process is the cognitive acknowledgement of the existence 

of a brand, product and/or campaign. Depending on the effectiveness of the marketing efforts, an interest for 

the product may be installed. This second stage of the cognitive process of the purchase consideration process 

may conjure questions from the customers, those interest have inspired a search for more information. If the 

interest is great enough, it can lead to a desire to acquire the product or service. The difference between the 

two phases is existence of a favorable disposition towards the brand and/or the product for the latter. Lastly, 

at the point there the customer decides to enact the desire. At this point, the soon to be customer ultimately 

must decide on the specifics of the purchase (location, time etc.)(Hassan et al., 2015). The AIDA model only 

concerns itself with the process leading to the purchase decision. However, it is recognized that post-purchase 

is an important cognitive stage as well. Due to the interactive nature of social media, creating interest in 

consumers mind is a strong beneficial aspect of online marketing. Simply by following a brand on Facebook 

allows the company to push a lot of information in an interactive and interesting manner with the intent of 

creating customer interest and awareness in the products/services being offered (ibid). Therefore, social media 

is also a platform for engaging with customers belonging to different phases of AIDA model, as it continuously.  

Although the marketing funnel do not directly tie into the concept of brand value, the degree to which a 

customer has interacted with a brand may unveil some deeper understanding of the future value. For example, 

customers who already know and have tried the products of a brand have naturally a better understanding of 

the product. Their perception of the brand may thus be more ingrained (Hennig-Thurau & Klee, 1997). 

Additionally, current customers may also function as brand ambassadors and through ‘Word of Mouth’ spread 

goodwill (Hutter & Hautz, 2013; Kimmel & Kitchen, 2014). Furthermore, customers, which are just aware of 

the brand, might not even be the target group of the firm, and their dislike may ultimately be of no importance. 

It is thus very crucial to map out this additional dimension before measuring brand value. This and the previous 

sections have focused on the concept and issues related to brand valuations, as well as the nuances, which must 
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also be incorporated into any suggested approach. The two areas, emotional stage and decision process of a 

customer functions as the foundation for the later exploration. However, as mentioned, the primary problem 

of brand valuations is the practicalities of incorporating the customer dimension into any approach rather than 

understanding the concept. The next section will thus shift the focus and introduce the type of data that is 

suggested to be used for analyzing customer perceptions.  

6.4   SOCIAL DATA 
Nowadays, widespread usage of social media Networks (SMNs) translates into millions of actions and 

interactions taken every day throughout the globe that is recorded and stored. The result is huge volumes of 

unstructured data which has been dubbed Big Social Data (BSD). 

On the user-side (demand), the type of interactions that produce this data are known as socio-technical 

interactions, which in turn can be broken down into two types: 1) Individuals interacting with technologies 

(e.g. using an app to access the network), and 2) interacting with other individuals (conversations), where this 

can be liking a photo, commenting on a post etc. (Mukkamala, Hussain, & Vatrapu, 2014b). This conceptual 

model of social data is illustrated in figure 3. The result of these micro interactions are digital traces, which 

put together constitute the macro landscape known as “(big) social data”, and it is this data type that is the 

focal point of analysis for this paper (ibid.). Social data can be further categorized into two types: Social Graph 

and Social Text. The former consists of the structural relationships from social media affordances, i.e. the 

actions you take, such as posting, liking, sharing etc., whereas social text covers the linguistic and 

communicative part of social data, such as the sentiments inherent in a comment, the topics discussed, 

pronouns and keywords mentioned etc. (Mukkamala et al., 2014b).  

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Model of Social Data (Mukkamala, Hussain, & Vatrapu, 2014c, p. 3) 

Within this large amount of unstructured data from social networks lies possibilities for businesses to 

strategically adopt and structure this data. If done correctly, it has the potential of increasing organizational 

effectiveness, co-creation with stakeholders, as well as empowering employees and operations within the 
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company (Mukkamala et al., 2014c). The “supply-side” of BSD refers to both private enterprises and public 

institutions that have initiated such procedures, and thereby strategically adopt and use social media. Such 

organizations are referred to as social businesses (ibid). This paper will focus mainly demand-side of BSD and 

the social graph that it produces, but only in the context of these social businesses. By examining social media 

pages of industry-leading brands, the paper thus explores the ways that users interact in these context, without 

focusing on the content produced by the supply-side. A Facebook page is an interesting arena for exploring 

the interactions among users, since the followers have actively agreed to receive updates and news from the 

brand. More importantly, the page allows customers to participate in discussions and opinion making on social 

media, which effectively make the page a platform for user feedback. The following section will elaborate on 

how the different components of interactions within BSD can be understood and analyzed. 

6.4.1   Social Set Analysis 

Societal and organizational adoption of social media generates vast amounts of data which was earlier defined 

as BSD. However, when it comes to analyzing this type of data, the current analytical approaches do not 

incorporate ways to conceptualize, model, analyze, predict and most importantly explain social media 

interactions in the light of individuals’ associations with values and ideas inherent in these interactions 

(Vatrapu et al., 2015). To meet this challenge, rather than only focusing on the relationships between actors, 

where Social Network Analysis (SNA) is the analytical method of choice, Mukkamala et al. (2014b) presents 

a novel approach called Social Set Analysis (SSA). This approach offers a way to find associations or 

“association-ship” between actors and artifacts (ibid.). This is possible since SSA is grounded in associational 

sociology, as opposed to SNA, which is based on relational sociology (ibid.). Although both are built on the 

philosophies of computational social science, SSA furthermore combines the conceptual and formal models 

of social data with an analytical framework for big social data sets (ibid). The mathematics on which SSA is 

built upon is set theory (crisp-sets, fuzzy-sets, rough- and random-sets), which is ideally situated to model and 

analyze these human associations to ideas, values and identifies from the perspective of the sociology of 

associations as it embraces uncertainty (ibid.). Together, it enables this type of analysis which is sought after, 

since there is a research gap, but also a real-world organizational need to model, describe, analyze, explain and 

predict social media interactions, which holds individuals’ associations to values, ideas and identifies (ibid.).  

As demonstrated by Mukkamala et al in their paper (2014 [3]), SSA analysis is particularly suitable and 

effective for conceptualizing, formalizing and analyzing big social datasets gathered from social media 

platforms such as Facebook, for event studies such as coordinated marketing campaigns or unexpected crises 

for brands. Illustrated in one of the case studies in their paper, which examines a company’s Facebook activities 

before, during and after a PR-crisis, Mukkamala et al (2014 [3]) conceptualizes, among other things, the action 

of a Facebook “like” as a positive association with a Facebook post or comment (artefact) and the Facebook 

user (actor). Although this paper is deliberately not analyzing the social media artefact “likes” (as stated in the 
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delimitations), the idea of association-ship between actors and artefacts will similarly be used to explain and 

conceptualize part of the results. An intrinsic aspect of social media is the ability for users to share and initiate 

a conversation regarding a topic. Although analysis of this aspect falls under SNA, it indirectly shapes the way 

that people are communicating, and thus how to apply SSA. The following section therefore explore the mental 

mode, which produces such interactions, and thus fully capture the nature of the data, which is being analyzed. 

6.4.2   Why People Share: The Psychology of Social Sharing 

One of the unique aspects of the way that user interact with artifacts on Facebook and other social media site 

is the sharing aspect. Often this is even part of the created social graphs, as embodied by mentions, i.e. the 

option to tag another user in a comment or post and thus make them specifically aware of what the creator of 

the social graph have stated. Since the datasets used in this paper contained a lot of these mentions, it is 

beneficial to understand the psychology behind sharing. A study conducted by The New York Times Customer 

Insight Group (New York Times Customer Insight Group, 2015), which included in-person interview, sharing 

panels and a quantitative survey of over 2,500 medium/heavy online sharers found six major reasons for why 

people share online: 

Reason 1: To bring valuable and entertaining content to others - 49% of the respondents 

reported that sharing allows them to inform others of products/services they care about. In 

turn, they believed the sharing could change opinions or encourage action. 94% out of these 

respondents also said they carefully consider how the information they share will be useful to 

the recipient.  

Reason 2: To define ourselves to others - 68% share to give people a better sense of who 

they are, and what they care about. People often share content for self-presentation purposes 

or to communicate identity. Therefore, positive or interesting content for example, may be 

shared more because it reflects positively on the sender (Berger & Milkman, 2011). 

Reason 3: To grow and nourish our relationships - 73% share information because it helps 

them connect with others who share their interests.  

Reason 4: Self-fulfillment - 69% of the respondents share information because it allows them 

to feel more involved in the world. For example, people share practically useful content for 

altruistic reasons (e.g. to help others), or for self-enhancement purposes such as appearing 

knowledgeable, funny or more involved (Berger & Milkman, 2011). 

Reason 5: To get the word out about causes or brands - 84% share because it is a way to 

support causes or issues they care about. To get the approval of these people is the ultimate 

goal for any brand or content provider. These people endorse what they hold dear which makes 
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the sharing feel natural and will become an ambassador for the brand/cause, whether they like 

it or not. 

Reason 6: As an act of information management - In addition to the five motivations above, 

73% said they share information more deeply, thoroughly, and thoughtfully when they share 

it to others. 

These six reasons exemplify that users share for many reasons, and that it sometimes does not relate directly 

to the content that they are sharing. This concludes the elaboration of the nature of the data, that will be 

analyzed in this paper. Following section will dwell into the specific technique applied. 

6.5   HOW TO ANALYZE TEXT: THE PRACTICE OF NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING  
Human being’s capacity to understand and interpret language is trained from the day they are born and is a 

natural act for most of us. However, for machines, this exercise is immensely difficult, due to the added 

complexity of the contextual dependency inherent in any interpretation of language (Chowdhury, 2005; Pang 

& Lee, 2006). The field, which seeks to unravel these difficulties, and train machines to mirror human’s ability 

to understand language has been dubbed Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP is a cross-field research 

area, which requires understanding of computer science, statistics, linguistic, psychology and plurality of other 

fields. The scope of NLP research span from Machine Translation to Psycho-profiling, and generally covers 

any automated analysis of text and speech (ibid.).  

Within the field of NLP there are three distinct and prominent methodologies (Chowdhury, 2005): 1) Statistical 

prediction, 2) finite-state automation, and 3) lexical reference systems. Most non-collaborative research focus 

on the usage of statistical rooted processing, i.e. the process of predicting the most likely meaning of a given 

text. These researchers apply supervised learning like Naïve Bayes Classifiers and Artificial Neural Network 

to train machines using large data-sets to perform a specified task (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009). 

Other applications, such as Topic Modelling, relies on unsupervised learning methodologies for pattern 

detection and clustering (Nikolenko, Koltcov, & Koltsova, 2017; Steyvers, Smyth, Rosen-Zvi, & Griffiths, 

2004). For research focusing on investigating the correctness of a linguistic input, finite-state automaton, may 

be more suitable (Chowdhury, 2005). This methodology compares a text with a conditional dependent regular 

expression and relay the degree to which these matches (ibid.). Lastly, a large collaborative effort within the 

community of NLP researchers have been focused on the building of lexical reference systems, most 

prominently is the WordNet from Princeton University (Chowdhury, 2005; Fellbaum, 2006; Pang & Lee, 

2006; Princeton University, 2018). These systems are libraries of synonyms, which ease processing of 

language, by providing a useful reference for human semantic memory (ibid.). This paper, however, focuses 

on the application of statistical prediction. The following sections will dwell on some of the difficulties arising 

from this type of NLP and how to tackle some of them. 
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6.5.1   Contextual Dependency of Language 

A major issue in NLP is the ambiguity of the data inputs. Linguistic subtleties, such as sarcasm, exaggeration 

and referencing, can completely alter the meaning of a statement (Chowdhury, 2005). There exist three types 

of skewers (ibid.), i.e. complexities, which may change the meaning altogether. First, the same words and/or 

sentences may carry multiple meanings. For example, a ‘yard’ can both refer to a location and unit for 

measuring lengths. Furthermore, words may be used as replacement of others to carry a different meaning. 

The usage of metaphors and/or hyperbolic language in general adds complexity to NLP. Someone stating that 

they will “kill someone”, might mean that they are incredible angry at that person. This distinction is very 

difficult to make, if one also does not understand the context of the linguistic input. The second difficulty is 

exactly this; language is produced from a thought process. Both the actor and context influence how a statement 

must be interpreted. Taking the previous example, if this was stated by a regular man about a friend of his, the 

statement should not be considered as a true threat. However, if the statement was made by a gang member 

about someone who had betrayed him, this may truly be a threat. Context thus matters greatly in interpretations. 

Lastly, language processing must include on an understanding of the world and its history. Some concepts or 

words may be loaded with historical and symbolical value. For an example spurs the slogan ‘All Lives Matter’ 

associations to the Alt-Right movement and racism, despite its objectively positive message. These 

complexities are very difficult to hedge for. However, there are means for mitigating these issues such as 

amending the multisets, the data structure usually applied for NLP, with counts of frequently occurring phrases 

or bi-words, as well as including metadata to contextualize the text. However, text from social data offers its 

own unique challenges, which will be addressed in the following section. 

6.5.2   Social Media Semantics  

Communication has become more digital, and a large part of these interactions occurs through social media. 

The tone and language on these platforms for interactions divert greatly from other text, mainly due to the 

informal writing style and contextual dependency (Liu, Weng, & Jiang, 2012). Furthermore, the usage of 

nonstandard tokens and platform dependent non-text inputs (Emojis etc.) can undermine non-tailored NLP 

processing (ibid.). The informality of the language makes it difficult to apply rule-based data processing, such 

as finite-state automaton, since users tend to neglect general use of grammatical rules and replace common 

words with slang, as well as unintentional misspellings (“u” in replacement of “you” and “2gether” in 

replacement of “together”) (ibid.). Other difficulties are found in the usage of non-letter characters, e.g. “?”, 

“!” and “^”. These are commonly used to further the emphasis of a statement, and/or indicating a coupling to 

other users. Lastly, the language of social media has evolved to a distinct pattern, which is expressively more 

engagement-seeking (C. Lee & Chau, 2018; Scott, 2015). For example, Hashtags (“#”) are used actively on 

social media to both show affiliation or simply as a new format for expression (ibid.). These new formats are 

both dynamically fostered and exhibit strong patterns of trending, while also following distinct writing styles. 
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For these reasons, the social media Semantics cannot be analyzed or processed by means of codifiable rule-

based NLP (Liu et al., 2012), but rather through adaptive supervised learning techniques as exemplified later 

in this paper.  

The complexity of the text processing is further elevated by Social/interpersonal nature of social media 

communication. Albeit, some communication has no predefined recipient (mass communication), most 

communication has one or few recipient (interpersonal communication) (Cappella, 2017). Whereas mass 

communication tends to require no or little pre-existing knowledge of the context of the communication to 

allow inference, interpersonal communication is strictly contextually dependent (ibid.). In such cases, the train 

of thought is normally required for inferences, since the language may provide limited ques to the opinion 

expressed. For all these reason, NLP is inherently uncertain, and the methodology applied to classify text must 

capture this uncertainty. The following section will introduce the idea of fuzzy sets, and how a probabilistic 

perspective of classification enables a more effective and interpretable training of a machine learning classifier.  

6.5.3   Deciding with Uncertainty: The Usage of Fuzzy-Sets 

There are multiple methods for analyzing text, however not all methodologies provide the same degree of 

agility and precision. Classical classification methodologies are computed to output crisp sets, i.e. depicting 

predictions as bivalent conditions. For most cases, class predictions do not mirror such relationship and is 

better explained as a probability, and those approaches thus fail to capture the nuances required for NLP. In 

contrast to the classical set methods, fuzzy sets express class membership in probabilistic terms. This is the 

methodology applied in this paper, and the following section will elaborate on the usability of this approach 

and how it is uniquely suitable for the context for NLP.  

The scope of this paper is to understand how customer perception can be interpreted from BSD and 

incorporated into brand valuations. It is thus critical to understand how data (in this context text) can be 

interpreted. This process is usually referred to as text mining and covers all methodologies there the scope is 

to extrapolate insights from unstructured data. To achieve this, typical approaches convert the problem into a 

classification problem, where it utilizes the vectorized of words of a text as input data. There exist multiple 

methods for during this classification, and most can be converted into representing the result as fuzzy-sets. The 

machine learning algorithms based on fuzzy logic outputs a score between 1 and 0 indicating the degree of 

membership of a class (Mukkamala et al 2, 2014). A value of 1 indicates full membership, and 0 consequently 

indicates no membership (ibid.). In fact, the semantic associations between documents is always a fuzzy 

relationship, and the foundation for measuring the semantic relationships is grounded in the statistical 

relevance among words in the set of a document (Lui & Song, 2003). Due to its ability to deal with ambiguity, 

vagueness and uncertainty of judgements and qualitative ideas, fuzzy-sets are compatible for the study of social 

systems (ibid). The classes of objects that is encountered in the real world do not offer a clear-cut defined 
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criterion of membership, and these imprecisely defined classes is an vital part of fundamental human thinking, 

and thus must it be incorporated into pattern recognition and communication of information (Zadeh, 1965). 

This is where traditional classifiers fall short, as they attempt to sort each text in a single class, in a “winner-

takes-it-all” fashion (Khoury et al, 2005).  

Due to the probabilistic expression of class membership, using fuzzy rules for classification allows one to 

specify a hierarchy of classes, which to a higher degree represents reality. For example, a lot of words can 

represent similar concepts as mentioned in previous section. Furthermore, if there is a scarcity of 

information/ques and/or duplicate meanings represented in the analyzed texts, it is not representative to 

categorize a text to a certain class with certainty (Liu & Song, 2003). By presenting the output in terms of 

probabilities/degrees of membership, instead of binary outputs, the fuzzy rules aid in balancing and tackling 

these aforementioned challenges inherent in NLP. The following section will change perspective and focus on 

work, which have been conducted related to this paper’s main area of analysis.  
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7   RELATED WORK 

This section will map out examples of academic work which resemblance that of this paper. The purpose of 

this section is to portray the general landscape of the literature within the chosen field and how it can be 

applied, while also allowing for a general positioning of the paper. As the specific topic and approach of the 

paper is novel, only few papers have touched upon related work. This section will therefore present works 

mainly related to studies connecting brand value with social media activities, and how the main method of this 

paper, text classification, have generally been used gain insights. 

7.1   CONSUMER ASSESSMENT OF BRAND VALUE WITH SOCIAL MEDIA 
Earlier on in this paper, the concept of brand equity was defined. The specific nature of brand equity, which in 

consumers minds’ takes the form of general impressions, associations opinions and values, is a resource 

generated by a company but accumulated and stored outside of the company with the consumers (Kucharska, 

2016). In this sense, the consumer is the carrier of brand equity, and it can be argued that they are the best 

source of information related to it (ibid). The work of Kucharska (2016) engages in an investigation to 

determine whether contemporary consumers, in today’s world of overabundance of brands and products with 

similar offerings and qualities, are able to assess brand equity. Kucharska has accepted the theoretical 

assumption that social media creates brand equity, and a close examination between brand values and social 

media metrics in relation to the used brand equity methodology. Similar to this paper, Kucharska compares 

the valuation methodologies of Interbrand and Brand Z but investigates the correlation between brand value 

and number of fans on the brands’ Facebook page. The existence of this correlation only in the case of 

Interband’s methodology leads to the conclusion that brand valuation by panel of experts (in Kurchaska’s 

methodology) is more reliable based on the aforementioned theoretical assumption of social media and brand 

value. This conclusion supports Kuracharska’s thesis that differences in brands become insignificant in the 

existing conditions of oversupply of brands, products and communications. As a result, the consumer alone is 

not able to accurately assess the brand value (ibid).  

7.2   DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF TEXT ANALYSIS 
The increasing interest from individuals to display opinion about products and services online is something 

that both researches and the brands of these products/services alike are paying interest to (Pang & Lee, 2008). 

In order to utilize these rich data sources, new processes and methodologies have spurred, and many different 

operationalizations of text data has been developed. Within text analytics, the target of an exploration can be 

either 1) predictive, 2) visual. 3) descriptive or 4) prescriptive (Vatrapu et al., 2015). The following section 
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will map out some of the most proliferated approaches for each of the four mentioned types of analytics and 

provide concrete examples where they have been used. 

Within analytics, forecasting is at the center of used approaches as it allow academics and practitioners alike 

to view into the opaquest part of our history; our future. Predictive text analytics is the practice of incorporating 

text data into forecast (Mukkamala et al., 2014b; Vatrapu et al., 2015). Examples of this practice is prediction 

of sales (ibid.), movie reviews (Owsley et al., 2006) or stock prices (H. Lee, Surdeanu, MacCartney, & 

Jurafsky, 2014). A common denominator in all three mentioned examples is that they convert correlation 

between a certain numerical expressed variable and strive to identify trends between the usage of words and 

this value. Such approaches thus rely on a clear perception of what need to be predicted. Another usage is 

visualization, which is the practice of making inference easier with the usage of graphical representation of 

data. Due to the non-numerical nature of text data, this exercise is very difficult, and examples are few. 

However, researchers have for an example strived to show trends in language usage or inter-temporal 

development of word usage (Don, A., Zheleva, E., Gregory, M., Tarkan, S., Auvil, L., Clement, T., 

Shneiderman, B. and Plaisant, 2007). 

Like visualizations, descriptive text analytics strive to ease understanding. Such efforts include classification 

or clustering of text or other efforts to reduce “noise” levels to allow deductions from text data. Topic 

modelling, i.e. the unsupervised clustering of text data, and domain-specific text classification (this concept is 

elaborated next section) are two prominent applications. Topic modelling strive to detect patterns in language, 

e.g. ‘dog’ and ‘barking’ may occur more frequently together than ‘cat’ and ‘purring’, and cluster those 

documents. Examples of topic modelling is categorization of authors by topics (Steyvers et al., 2004) or 

discovering trends for which news articles ends on the front page (Toraman & Can, 2015). However, there 

currently exists two difficulties, because of the “[...] lack of a good quality metric that closely matches human 

judgement in understanding topics and the need to indicate specific subtopics that a specific qualitative study 

may be most interested in mining” (Nikolenko et al., 2017, p. 88).  

Lastly, prescriptive analytics is the practice of leveraging the approaches already outlined in order to decide 

the most proper response to a certain situation. Prescriptive text analytics requires a pre-understanding of what 

constitute a wanted outcome, and how different actions influence the variables. Although prescriptive text 

analytics is not commonly used, one example of text analytics being used in such a way was for identification 

of social media crisis in relation to the case of ‘Marius’ (Vatrapu et al., 2015; Zimmerman, Chen, Hardt, & 

Vatrapu, 2014). Following the euthanization and following dissection of a giraffe at the Copenhagen Zoo, 

researchers found that the amount of actions on the Zoo’s wall increased, especially form user, which 

previously never had interacted with the brand. (ibid.). Using a plethora of analysis tools, including text 

analytics approaches such as Domain-Specific Modeling (Sentiment analysis) and Topic-modeling, the 

researchers were able to identify the nature of the crisis and asses the proper management response. For an 
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example, sentiment analysis was utilized for identifying the difference in media response, locally and 

internationally, using Asur and Huberman’s (2010) metrics for subjectivity (1) and polarity (2):  

(1) Subjectivity = >?@ABACD	  >?@B@EFDGHBACD	  >?@B@
FDIBJHK	  >?@B@

, (2) Polarity Ratio = FDGHBACD	  >?@B@
>?@ABACD	  >?@B@

 

It was found that although mainstream media remained fairly objective, the Facebook discussions were 

extremely subjective (Zimmerman et al., 2014). This was even more prevalent for English speaking 

commentators, who also showed the highest degree of polarity (ibid.). These findings would allow for easier 

management of social media crises, as it enables monitoring of the most critical areas within the discourse 

Text analytics is not very different from other areas within analytics, but the non-quantitative nature of the 

data intrinsically changes the way researchers and practitioners alike develop their solutions and investigations. 

Albeit the data on an aggregated level is relative more inaccessible, the richness, which comes from exploring 

the way we communicate provides great opportunities. As mentioned, a further in-depth explanation of the 

technique of Domain-Specific modelling will follow this section. This technique is a pillar of the exploration 

within this paper and have thus been awarded special attention.   

7.2.1   Domain-Specific Text Classification 

Domain-Specific text classification is an NLP data processing methodology, which allow researchers and 

practitioners to train and explore text documents easily and efficiently (Staš, Juhár, & Hládek, 2014). It is 

generally applied as a descriptive text analytics approach; however, it may also be utilized for forecasting and 

prescriptive analytics. The purpose of this practice is to categorize text according to a set of predefined 

categories. It thereby differs from the unsupervised learning method, Topic modelling, as the objective of the 

classification is known for Domain-Specific text classification which thus falls under supervised learning. The 

central idea in Domain-Specific text classification is that text can be categorized according to the wording, and 

algorithms can be trained to perform this task. This technique thus combines statistical modelling, computer 

science, text processing and linguistic, but is often utilized to explore other areas. For example, Domain-

Specific modelling has been utilized to extract opinions about certain topic, such as movie reviews (Owsley et 

al., 2006) or for psycho-profiling of contributors to online forums (Reichert, Kristensen, Mukkamala, & 

Vatrapu, 2017). Generally, the methodology allows for easy approximation, however it usages carry some 

issues. Firstly, like other NLP research, its prone to ambiguity, and its strength relies in the richness of the text 

used for analysis. Furthermore, like other supervised learning techniques, the performance of the processing 

depends on the size and precision of the training sets. However, when these criteria or difficulties is handled, 

the approach opens up for a very efficient processing of data.  

Another difficulty lies in initial bias of researchers in terms classification. As Domain-Specific text 

classification allows for exploration of predefined text classes, the predictions are ultimately dependent on the 
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perceptual framework for exploration (Staš et al., 2014). In order to properly assesses the methodology applied, 

this must be understood if the framework is exhaustive. For example, if researchers want to examine the 

political opinion of public forums, it must identify all potential categories prior to the training of their model. 

For efforts striving to classify sentiments, e.g. Go, Bhayani and Huang’s (2009) exploration of sentiments of 

Twitter posts, exhaustiveness is easily achieved. However, this exercise is more difficult in more 

comprehensive modelling, such as psycho-profiling. For this reason, attempts at Domain-Specific text 

classification is often restricted to solely sentiment analysis. However, this paper will strive to go beyond 

sentiment, and explore other domains as well. This section provided insights to research, which have been 

conducted in somewhat similar fashion as this paper. The next section will conversely elaborate on the 

methodology applied in this paper.  
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8   METHODOLOGY  

The purpose of this section is to provide a wholesome overview of the research. It will reflect on the 

practicalities of the research such as the data collection, processing and analysis, as well as the workings of the 

machine learning artifact used for this research. This section will also present the Domain-Specific text 

classification models included in this paper, and finally the suggested technique for answering the research 

question. However, prior to presenting on these parts, the overall research paradigm of the paper is outlined. 

8.1   RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY AND METHODOLOGY 
It is important to provide additional context to a research by elaborating on its philosophy, approach and 

methodology. The research onion (figure 2; Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) will be used in order to 

structure this portrayal of the foundation of the paper, which allow for a wholesome depiction of the different 

aspects that must be considered prior to any research. 

This paper adheres to the philosophical theory of positivism, which emphasizes the necessity of rigid evidence 

for building arguments (Moses & Knutsen, 2012). This perspective thus belongs to empiricism, a philosophy 

that consider evidential proofs as a means of validating knowledge (ibid.). This study therefore refrains from 

imposing meaning to findings, which cannot be substantiated through these evidential proofs. This philosophy 

is useful for research, which is explorative and practical, as the ethos of such papers stems directly from 

concrete observations. This is a more prudent approach for studies entering into uncharted fields, as it cannot 

be guided through existing predispositions nor amalgamations of studies. Furthermore, the explorative nature 

of the study disallowed any pre-configured conceptualizations on the topic to serve as the overarching lens 

from, which this study has been conducted. Despite the study being driven by a research objective and 

preconceived sub-propositions, the research process has not been structured around testing a set of theoretical 

notions and beliefs. The conceptual framework of this paper has aided in terms of shaping the structure of the 

methodology but have not been utilized for interpretations of the eventual findings. As such, the study has 

been largely inductive, meaning that the evidence has been the driving force in terms of building the concepts 

and ideas presented in this paper. The implications of this perspective are that the findings of this paper must 

be considered as probable truths, rather than absolute truths. The role of research in inductive reasoning is to 

provide evidence for a grand conceptual belief system, rather than defining its premise altogether, thus 

applying a ‘bottom-up’ logic to the knowledge creation. The positivistic philosophical perspective and the 

inductive reasoning is thus well suited for the tasks at hand.  
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Figure 2. Research Onion highlighting the chosen Research Approach 

However, the paper is ultimately self-restrictive due to the disallowance of both non-evidence driven 

conclusions and acceptance of an epistemological uncertainty. The following section will present some of the 

specifics of the strategies and other aspects of the research design. As asserted to in the outline of the project, 

this research strives at tackling the practicalities of retrieving customer opinions. It thus tries to actively provide 

a solution to an issue, faced by many actors, such as the brand valuation firms. Albeit this research was not 

executed for a specific actor, it was developed with the purpose of providing a solution to the constellation of 

actors faced with the issues at hand. This means that the paper adheres to the principles of an Action Research, 

despite not departing from the participatory frame and execution of this type of research strategy. The authors 

have taken the position of practitioners in order to arrive at a solution, where the research have thus been 

primarily guided towards focusing on the practicalities of execution, rather than fueling the general 

epistemological truth. In order to arrive at this practical solution, this paper have only applied one method, a 

quantitative analysis of text classification. This aligns with the research philosophy and approach, which must 

encompass a larger and broader evidence base to fulfill its duty to complement the epistemological truth.  

Quantitative methods are able to lift this burden, by easily aggregating the sum of results from vast amount of 

observations, thereby providing a sufficient data foundation, without reliance on interpretations and 

undeserved extrapolations. The quantitative approaches applied in this paper have primarily encompassed 

comparison of data points in the manner of a cross-sectional study, although the data source span over four 

years. In other words, when analyzing an object (brands, comments etc.), those objects is not considered to be 

the product of a temporal development, and their nature is considered as static. This means that the features 

ascribed to them (class membership, length etc.) is not believed to change. However, the study has also 

included longitudinal studies in order to explore the dynamic nature of the object of analysis. The paper has 

thus deliberately strived to tailor itself to both the research philosophy, as well as the specific task it strives to 
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solve. The subsequent data collection and analysis, which will be elaborated upon in the following sections, 

abide to the principles stated in this section. Thus, by elaborating of on these principles and decisions in terms 

of research design, this section functions as the foundation of the entire research. The consequent section will 

dwell on the process of the data analysis. 

8.2   DATA ANALYSIS PROCESS  
In order to allow for reasonable consistency, repeatability and objectiveness, there needs to be a well-

understood process which places a structure on the problem. This is true for all crafts, and data mining is no 

exception. The data mining process in this paper is inspired by the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data 

Mining (CRISP-DM; Shearer, 2000), and is illustrated in figure 3. The strength of CRISP-DM is that it breaks 

down and divides the lifecycle of a data mining project into six phases: business understanding/problem 

formulation, data understanding/exploration, data preparation, modelling, evaluation and deployment (ibid.). 

The biggest inspiration comes from CRISP-DM’s iterative nature, which highlights that the parts of a data 

mining process is connected, and that each phase can give rise to new understandings for the initial business 

understanding/problem formulation stage. 

 

Figure 3. CRISP-DM Inspired Data Analysis Process Diagram 
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As illustrated in figure 3, the data analytics part of the methodology involves applying machine learning 

algorithms for text classification of the Facebook text corpus, specifically on user-generated actions in English. 

This is done in MUTATO and will be elaborated later in section 8.4.1. The initial handling and preparation of 

the data involved cleaning out the unreadable comments, blanks, and non-English texts. Then, preparing for 

the consequent text classification, approximately 16,000 of the cleaned comments have been manually coded 

against four domain-specific models (4,000 comments for each model). These four training sets, which have 

been labelled for the respective models, was then used to build the models and train the MUTATO classifier 

which is using Natural Language Toolkit, built with Python programming language. Once the four 

classifiers/models where built and trained, they were used to classify the full (cleaned) text corpus which 

include 647,140 Facebook comments from the 16 case brands. The subsequent step involved evaluating the 

results of the classification in light of the conceptual framework, through data exploration by representing the 

results using the visual analytics tool, Tableau. Lastly, the deployment phase, where the end product is created, 

covers the suggested methodology, the Customer Opinion Scorecard. This is the contribution of the proposed 

methodology, which could complement brand valuations in terms of harnessing the public opinion about a 

brand. The next sections will elaborate of these steps, and first present the data collection procedure and 

cleansing.  

8.3   DATA COLLECTION 
The social data used in this paper was collected with the Social Data Analytics Tool (SODATO), an IT artefact 

whose objective is to collect, store, analyze and report on big social data created through engagement on social 

media on conversations about organizations (Hussain & Vatrapu, 2014). SODATO utilizes the open source 

API’s that SMN’s provide to fetch the data, and for this project it accessed Facebook’s Graph API to collect 

the social data used for analysis (ibid.). It is well suited to collect data for research like this, as it supports both 

descriptive and prescriptive analytics in terms of the social graph (which actors are involved, what artefacts 

are created by the actors, what actions are taken and what activities are engaged), and social text (sentiments, 

topics, keywords etc.) and presents this information in a easily readable output. The next section presents the 

datasets used for analysis. 

8.3.1   Dataset Description 

As aforementioned, the primary source of data used in this paper comes in the form of social data. More 

specifically, data from the 16 case brands’ respective Facebook pages have been collected. The data sets are a 

comprehensive collection of the activities on the pages, including information on the action type (i.e. whether 

it is a post, comment, comment-reply, like, share etc.), the actor name, timestamp, and what type of post it is 

(text, photo, video etc.). The date range for the collected data differs from brand to brand, but generally at least 
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2 years of data has been collected. Table 2 below summarizes the original, uncleaned datasets for the 16 brands’ 

respective Facebook pages. 

Datasets 1-4: Technology Industry 

Brand Date Range  
(dd/mm/yy) 

Total 
Posts 

Total 
Comments 

Total 
Comment-

replies 

Unique 
Actors 

Apple 30/01/14 - 10/10/16 2,263 27,48 1,489 177,796 

Microsoft 02/05/15 - 30/09/17 1,221 52,151 14,066 1,085,708 

Electronic Arts 01/10/15 - 30/09/17 719 30,663 13,312 175,513 

Netflix 26/05/15 - 18/09/17 106 10,276 4,517 123,657 

Total  4,309 120,57 33,384 1,562,674 

Datasets 4-8: Food/Beverages Industry 

Brand Date Range  
(dd/mm/yy) 

Total 
Posts 

Total 
Comments 

Total 
Comment-

replies 

Unique 
Actors 

Coca-Cola 18/12/15 - 24/10/16 3,024 31,518 9,396 2,603,201 

Starbucks 20/11/15 - 30/09/17 302 34,888 19,907 955,397 

Wendy’s 15/10/15 - 24/10/16 230 99,638 42,079 367,766 

Burger King 25/10/14 - 14/10/16 326 178,304 82,127 1,351,397 

Total  3,882 344,348 153,509 5,277,761 

Datasets 8-12: Airline Industry 

Brand Date Range  
(dd/mm/yy) 

Total 
Posts 

Total 
Comments 

Total 
Comment-

replies 

Unique 
Actors 

Norwegian  10/01/15 - 20/09/17 1,553 8,699 4,032 71,636 

SAS 01/01/15 - 24/10/16 7,912 13,517 6,34 471,278 

Lufthansa 06/11/15 - 24/10/16 19,099 75,254 23,406 1,418,540 

Ryanair 31/12/14 - 14/10/16 388 17,78 3,583 282,442 

Total  28,952 99,248 31,655 2,243,896 

Datasets 12-16: Apparel Industry 

Brand Date Range  
(dd/mm/yy) 

Total 
Posts 

Total 
Comments 

Total 
Comment-

replies 

Unique 
Actors 

Adidas 25/10/14 - 17/10/16 482 16,641 5,085 254,466 

H&M 21/12/13 - 24/11/16 31,015 61,399 21,687 2,778,889 

Ralph Lauren 02/10/15 - 14/09/17 502 11,174 1,486 406,739 

Zara 11/05/17 - 29/09/17 151 2,798 1,424 213,447 

Total  32,15 92,012 29,682 3,653,541 

GRAND TOTAL  69,293 656,178 248,230 12,737,872 

Table 2. Original Social Data Corpus of Facebook pages for the 16 case brands 
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8.3.2   Data Pre-Processing (filtering, transforming, combining, cleaning) 

The initial handling, filtering, cleaning & transformation process of the datasets was executed in MS Excel. 

The cleaning part was mainly centered around removing all the text comments, which where unreadable in the 

data fetch, such as actions only containing emojis, or symbols (and no additional text) not recognized by the 

SODATO fetch. Moreover, since the methodology focuses on user inputs, all the datasets were filtered so that 

only the actions made by users was included. This means that all the actions made by the brand would not be 

processed in the text classification stage. Furthermore, there are actions in the dataset which are not in English. 

Therefore, one issue that needed to be tackled was how to filter out all the non-English comments from the 

English comments. In order to efficiently detect the language of the comments, ‘=detectlanguage()’ in Google 

Sheets was utilized (Google, 2018). This function is based on Google’s TensorFlow engine (ibid.), and 

performed better than other considered options, such as ‘textcat()’ in R (Hornik, 2017). Furthermore, this made 

it easy to find the text values which were not identified as any language (i.e. symbols, non-text etc.), as these 

were labelled as ‘und’. The last step involved combining the 16 cleaned (English) datasets into one master 

sheet and shuffling it which was done in R. The 16 datasets was compiled using the ‘rbind()’ in R in this order 

(sorted according to industries): Apple, Microsoft, EA, Netflix, Coca-Cola, Starbucks, Wendy’s, Burger King, 

SAS, Norwegian, Lufthansa, Ryanair, Adidas, H&M, Ralph Lauren and Zara. 

Next, the seed was set to 100 before the rows were shuffled in the dataset using the formula 

‘df[sample(nrow(df)),]’. Afterwards, four small, separate data frames were compiled, and reshuffled with 

respectively seeds of 1, 2, 3 and 4. These four datasets were to be used as training datasets for each of the 

Domain-Specific Models suggested in this paper, and consisted of 3,000 rows, in order to leave room for 

skipping potentially undetected, unwanted data points, despite only around 2,000 would eventually be used. 

The four datasets were classified in a cloud instance of the MUTATO engine by two coders (cf. section 8.4.2) 

for more in-depth explanation of this process), and the large, reshuffled dataset was classified using the four 

training datasets. The next section presents this final master dataset, highlighting the cleaning part of the data. 

8.3.3   Final Dataset 

The final dataset consisted of 647,140 Facebook actions (approx. 6.5 million data points), i.e. 64% of the 

original data collected. Generally, the largest reasoning for cleansing was non-English comments, however it 

varied among the brands. For example, 0.007% of the comments on Wendy’s wall were classified as non-

English, whereas 52% and 37% of all comments on respectively SAS’s and Lufthansa’s walls were non-

English. The second largest reasoning for removal of data points was unreadable comments, but this was 

mainly driven by only 26% of all comments on H&M’s wall was not recognized as a language by Google’ 

function. After reviewing the datasets, it was decided to also remove a significant amount of data points from 

Ryan Air’s data set(*). Due to an effective marketing campaign, the firm had successfully increased 
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engagement immensely through the launch of a competition that required people to comment on their wall 

using a common phrase to participate. As this engagement was 1) easily detectable (hashtags), 2) deemed 

inorganically acquired, and 3) did not signify any true brand engagement, equity or relationship it was 

removed. Table 3 below shows the data cleaning steps, as well as the final actions, both per brand and in total. 

Brand Total 
Actions 

Brand 
Actions 

Null/ 
Blank 

Unreadable/ 
Undefined 

Not in 
English 

Final 
Actions 

Apple 31,232 -2,309 -492 -1,781 -5,896 20,754 

Microsoft 67,433 -745 -943 -2,23 -6,353 57,162 

Electronic Arts 44,694 -3,519 -11 -1,257 -8,003 31,904 

Netflix 14,615 -112 -277 -944 -5,735 7,547 

Coca-Cola 43,938 -598 -2,283 -646 -4,229 36,112 

Starbucks 53,74 -1,479 -2,837 -1,314 -4,979 43,131 

Wendy’s 141,945 -3,35 -2,39 -2,187 -100 133,918 

Burger King 260,757 -709 -2,047 -6,439 -45,646 205,916 

Norwegian  14,281 -1,794 -157 -196 -1,101 11,033 

SAS 27,766 -8,317 -387 -435 -14,295 4,332 

Lufthansa 117,756 -13,598 -4,51 -4,269 -43,288 52,091 

Ryanair 21,748 -1,006 -82 -229 -1,099 6,842* 

Adidas 22,205 -887 -185 -550 -4,456 16,127 

H&M 114,098 -7,506 -14,025 -84,43 -5,928 2,209 

Ralph Lauren 13,159 -490 -296 -539 -2,145 9,689 

Zara 4,37 -340 -141 -440 -2,076 1,373 

TOTAL 993,737 46,759 31,063 107,886 155,399 647,140 

Table 3. Data Cleaning Process 

8.3.4   Limitations of Data Collection 

Due to stricter regulations/data privacy laws, Facebook is no longer allowed to give out unique user IDs 

(Albright, 2018). The biggest drawback of this is that it becomes harder to map out the most frequent poster 

(most active user) for the respective brands, as well as show the customer journey expressed on social media. 

The same issue persists when matching “cross-posting” of users, i.e. one user posting on one brand’s wall, and 

later posting on another brand’s wall. Another limitation is that since SODATO fetches the default page (i.e. 

not country specific), it means that a chunk of the comments and posts were in languages that are not English.  

Even more problematic, in light of the surfaced scandal at Facebook concerning the data analytics firm 

Cambridge Analytica in relation to the Donald Trump’s presidential campaign (NY Times, 2018), Facebook 

has set even stricter regulations in terms of what and how data can be sourced from their APIs. For example, 

Nike had only had around 300 total comments over 5 years. This is obviously not a reasonable number for a 

brand whose Facebook page has nearly 30 million followers. Another problem with the data that the authors 
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discovered that for most walls, between 95-99% of all the posts and comments (excluding the brand itself 

posting to its own wall) had actor names which were not private users. The vast majority of actions were 

instead made up of other brands, and even webpages. This led to the disbarment of the initial data fetch. Instead 

were datasets that had previously been fetched by Copenhagen Business School’s Computational Social 

Science Laboratory used for this study. These data sets were however varying in date ranges and this limitation 

disallowed rigid exemplification of possible time dependence in the data. Nevertheless, this was deemed as 

the most proper solution to the data fetching issue. The limitations that rose from this decision will be 

elaborated upon the following section. 

8.3.4.1   Reflections & Implications of Datasets 

One of the major implication due to the data fetch is the uneven size of the datasets. Two brands in particular 

stand out in terms of number of actions, namely Burger King and Wendy’s. For example, the remaining 14 

brands contain on average 21,450 comments after cleaning, whereas these two contain 205,916 and 133,918 

comments respectively, which is almost half of the total dataset. This means that the training set contained 

many comments from these two brands, and the full dataset was trained accordingly. On the other hand, this 

skewness of data may be reflected when visually displaying the results from the final classification of the full 

dataset, although this have been countered by disaggregating many of the results. It is acknowledged however 

that this uneven size of datasets could also have been an issue for the original data fetch as well, so it is not to 

be blamed on the limitations regarding the data collection. 

The second implication affecting the results and the subsequent analysis which is worth reflecting on, is related 

to the fact that the data had previously been chosen by students as a part of courses provided by Copenhagen 

Business School, ‘Big social data analytics’ and ‘Big data analytics’. The implications of this was identified 

during the manual training of the datasets, when it was discovered that for particular brands there was a vast 

majority of negative comments related to the same issue/topic. This led to the investigation of these brands in 

light of the date ranges for the datasets, and it was identified that these data ranges specifically covered a period 

where either the brand has launched a new (controversial) product and promoted it on social media, or that the 

brand had experienced a PR-crisis, which was consequently reflected on their Facebook page by the public 

opinion. In the latter situation, there is thus bound to be more negatively connotated comments than positive 

ones, and this will obviously skew the results for this brand and affect the application of the proposed 

methodology in this paper. In other words, analyzing social data over these specific time periods may not paint 

the real picture of how the brand is perceived on social media. The particular brands which are affected by this 

and that could be identified are illustrated on next page in table 4. 
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Brand Crisis (red) / Campaign (blue) / Other (orange) 

Wendy’s Horse meat controversy / 4 for $4 offer 

Burger King 
Halal meat controversy / Chili Burger / Halloween Burger (black buns)  
/ Hot Dogs / Awareness for dyslexia (anti-bullying PR campaign) 

Lufthansa Transporting Greyhound dogs to China to be killed 

Ryanair #RyainairWinFlight competiton 

Windows 
Automatically updating users operating systems to Windows 10 
without giving an pre-warning 

Ralph Lauren Designing Melania Trump’s dress worn at the presidential inauguration 

Starbucks Hiring 10,000 refugees over US war veterans 

Table 4. Identified events in date range of datasets 

In the case of Lufthansa however, it was noted that the greyhound scandal was not the sole reason for negatively 

related comments. As for the two other airlines SAS and Ryanair, there were generally a lot of negatively 

connotated comments in relation to lost baggage, delayed or cancelled flights and poor customer service. In 

any data collection procedure, there exists a risk of unbiased data. It thus more important to understand the 

possible implications of this. Whereas this section has covered the problems related to the data collection, the 

following section will elaborate on some of the inherent problems with conducting text classification on BSD. 

8.3.4.2   Limitation due to the Nature of Social Data 

As previously mentioned (cf. section 6.5.2), language on social media text data is inherently difficult to rightly 

process. First, the general shallowness of the data offers some problems, for example 4,346 comments 

consisted of only one word or symbols. Secondly, the recipient is sometimes unclear, especially due the usage 

of mentions. Although a user may engage with the brand, the thought process spurring the initiative was not 

indicated in the comments if a user simply ‘tags’ another user. Furthermore, it is inherently inaccessible using 

only the available data. The following conversations must thus be deemed as interpersonal communication, as 

the engaging parties intended to solely engage each other. Thirdly, the usage of tokens, such as unreadable text 

inputs (emojis etc.) and hashtags to signify affiliation or expressed opinion, adds to the complexity of 

processing. For example, the intensity of a comment can be expressed, using these indicators. “I like Burger 

King” may hold less intense emotions than a “Burger King <3!!!!”, but since the intensity of the emotion is 

indicated using non-word cues, these are inaccessible for the MUTATO classification model. Furthermore, the 

usage of capital letters may also indicate stronger emotions, however this is also disregarded by the text 

processing tool, which only reads UTF-8 recognized characters. This of course a pitfall, which may lead to 

inaccuracy for specific predictions. However, despite this limitation, on an aggregated level, the utilization of 

fuzzy-sets reliefs some difficulties in terms of misclassification. As the data is classified using a probabilistic 

methodology, the model does not over-index certain ambiguous classifications. This is crucial, as ambiguity 
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created by the lack of cues is coped with. The following section will discuss the means of analyzing this data 

and present the IT-artefact used for this purpose. 

8.4   DATA ANALYTICS - MODELLING, METHODS & TOOLS 
After the pre-processing of the data was completed, the subsequent step was the actual data mining process, 

which in this case involved text classification of social data. Once the classifiers were built and trained, the 

cleaned text documents were classified, and the output/results were visually represented in Tableau. The sub-

section below will focus on the text mining and include an in-detail explanation of the workings of text 

classification, highlighting the benefits of supervised machine learning and why it is appropriate to use for the 

proposed methodology. 

8.4.1   MUTATO 

The tool used for text classification of the social data was an IT-artefact called Multi-Dimensional Text 

Classification Tool (MUTATO), developed as a part of Copenhagen Business School’s Computational Social 

Science Laboratory with the purpose of analyzing and classifying text corpora using supervised machine 

learning algorithms and text mining (Mukkamala & Vatrapu, n.d.). The tool allows for the use of multiple 

domain-specific classification models (introduced in section 8.4.2) to analyze the social data, by assigning text 

data to the predefined categories. MUTATO is thus useful for Domain-Specific text classification, which is 

the main method in this paper. The tool has been developed in Python programming language and uses the 

machine learning library Scikit-learn, which contains a vast library of NLP functions. The subsequent 

subsection serves to elaborate on the workings of MUTATO, but also supervised text classification generally. 

8.4.1.1   Text Classification in General & the Workings of MUTATO 

As mentioned, text classification is the practice of categorizing, and MUTATO does so using an input of 

documents (represented as d), a fixed set of classes/labels (C= {c1, c2…, cj}), and manually coded documents 

{(d1, c1) ..., (dm, cm)} which serves as training set (of size m). This set of data is used to build a classifier, which 

can be used to return the most probable class for a specific text. To achieve this, MUTATO uses a probabilistic 

supervised machine learning algorithm called Naïve Bayes to classify text. Naïve Bayes utilizes the bag-of-

words approach, i.e. a representation of a document as a feature vector. The bag-of-words approach is a 

standard representation of text for many linear classifiers. Linear classifiers are preferred over more complex 

models in many problem domains (Heap, Bain, Wobcke, Krzywicki, & Schmeidl, n.d.). This is partly due to 

their efficiency, robustness and interpretability (ibid.). The representation of text as bag-of-words are well 

fitted since it can capture sufficient information for linear classifiers, such as Naïve Bayes, to make highly 

accurate predictions (ibid.). Bag-of-words/the vector space model express a document or documents as a 

multiset of its words (w), thus disregarding the order of words. The vector expression of the object is n-
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dimensional with unique words (k) and documents (D) as two dimensions. An example of a set of trained 

documents converted into a ‘bag-of-words’ can be represented as following in table 5,  

D 𝑤M 𝑤N  𝑤O  𝑤P 𝑤Q 𝑤R  ... 𝑤S C 
𝑑M 1 1 3 2  1  3 𝑐T  
𝑑N      1 2  1 2       𝑐T  
...         3   1  1 ... 
𝑑U 5 3  1      2      1   𝑐T  

Table 5. Representation Bag-of-Words Vectorization 

Although this simplification disallows full sentences to be included in the machine learning algorithm, it is 

heavily reducing the data size. The Naïve Bayes classifiers, which is based on Bayes’ theorem of conditional 

probabilities, applies a simple, yet powerful approach to learn the relationship between words and categories. 

It works by using the training set of the data to learn about the distribution of the words in a text document, 

then estimating the probability of a given text document in the testing set based on the joint probabilities of 

words and categories (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013). In order to compute the probability of a specific document 

belonging to a class, a Naïve Bayes classifier first requires the computation of the overall probability of a class 

(3), expressed as, 

(3) 𝑃	  W𝑐TX = 	  
YZ
U

 

With the general probability being found, the classifier then requires the computation of the likelihood of a 

word belongs to a specific class. This is done for 𝑤S, i.e. also words, which have not been classified for the 

specific class. The probability of 𝑐T for 𝑤S can be represented as (4),  

𝑛: Number of w associated with the c in 𝑑U 
𝑛S: Number of occurrences of 𝑤S occurring in c  

 

(4) 𝑃	  W𝑊S	  |	  𝑐TX = 	  
]^	  E	  M
]ES

 

The predicted class (𝑉F_) for a class is found by returning the class, which have the highest joint-probability, 

i.e. the product of the overall probability and the probability of the words in the documents being classified. 

The joint probability is found by taking the product of the probabilities of the words of the documents being 

classified belonging to a class and the probability of the class overall (5):  

(5) 𝑣T = 𝑃	  W𝑤M	  |	  𝑐TX 	  × 	  𝑃	  W𝑤N	  |	  𝑐TX 	  × …	  × 	  𝑃	  W𝑤S	  |	  𝑐TX 
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The classifier (6) is ultimately expressed as, 

(6) 𝑉F_ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥	  𝑣T 	   ∈ 	  𝑉𝑃	  W𝑣TX	  ∏ 𝑃	  S
f∈YZ W𝑤|	  𝑣TX 

there only the most probable class is returned.  

The Naïve Bayes classifier is a simple computational classifier but is often very effective for this reason. It’s 

reliance on simply probabilities and bag-of-words’ simple data structure makes it computationally cheap. This 

makes it more practical and efficient than more complex classifiers, which. coupled with the fact that it yields 

accurate results, also makes it one of the most used techniques in text classification (Mukkamala & Vatrapu, 

2016). In other words, the bag-of-words approach takes the frequency (occurrence) of each word, and then 

uses that as a feature for training the classifier (ibid.).  

Despite the bag-of-words approach reducing the data size immensely, researchers have still developed 

approaches to reduce the data size even more. One prominent technique used in text classification, but not used 

in the MUTATO classifier, is stemming, which purpose is to compress words to its most basic form (Grimmer 

& Stewart, 2013). This removes the ends of words, which reduces the total number of unique words in the 

dataset, i.e. reducing the dimensionality of text (ibid). By doing so, stemming reduces complexity by mapping 

words which refer to the same basic concept to a single root. As an example, take the words (“family, families, 

families’ and familial”) which with stemming all becomes “famili”. In addition to discarding word order, text 

classification algorithms also discard uses of “stop words”, punctuation, capitalization and very common 

words (“and”, “or”, “the” etc.). MUTATO tackles this task by using a module of the Scikit-learn packaged 

called CountVectorizer. With this, it applies a regular expression tokenizer which in turn filters all the words, 

removes words with hashtags and other symbols (e.g. exclamation marks, question marks etc.). In addition, it 

also converts all characters into lower case letters for uniformity. 

Another important feature in text classification and information retrieval is the presence of terms in a document 

vs. the frequency of terms in all documents, also known as TF-IDF (term frequency times, inverse document 

frequency) weighting (Pang & Lee, 2008). Due to the varying importance of a term from text to text, there 

needs to be a variable called term weight associated with every term (G. Salton, Wong, & Yang, 1975; Gerard 

Salton & Buckley, 1988). However, MUTATO does not incorporate this technique, and instead utilizes a 

vectorization technique in the CountVectorizer module to achieve similar outcomes. It converts a collection of 

text documents to a matrix of token counts, and can among other things remove the most, and least frequently 

used words, and effectively remove stop words from the text corpus. TF-IDF on the other hand, is composed 

of two expressions: The term frequency (TF), which measures how frequently a term word occurs in a 

document and the inverse document frequency (IDF), which incorporates the logic of term importance, so that 

the weight of each term (word) is inversely related to the number of text documents containing the term 

(Robertson & Spark Jones, 1976). It is also common to perform normalization of the weighting, due to potential 
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for extreme occurrences of single words. TF-IDF is also commonly used for information retrieval, since it 

allows the computation of similarity between two documents as represented as a numerical figure, thus easily 

allow ordering according to relevancy. There exist multiple versions of TF-IDF, and a common representation 

of the selection is represented by the SMART notations (see figure 4 below).  

 

Figure 4. SMART notation for TF-IDF (Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2007, p. 128) 

One of the reasons for using a supervised learning is due it its prefixed scope. However, as the classes, which 

is strived to be built using the training data, is not derived from natural clusters, it may not perform well or as 

intended. It is therefore important to test the performance of one's model. These main performance measures 

for machine learning algorithms consists of precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy (Mukkamala & Vatrapu, 

n.d.). In turn, these measures are derived from the four statistical variables, where True Positives (TP) and False 

Positives (FP) are the total number of predicted values correctly- and respectively incorrectly identified by the 

machine learning algorithm. Consequently, True Negatives (TN) and False Negatives (FN) refer to the values 

which were correctly rejected and incorrectly rejected respectively (ibid). Together, these variables are used 

to derive joint and marginal probabilities as shown in table 6. These marginal probabilities are labelled Real 

Positives (RP = TP + FN ), Real Negatives (Rn = FP + TN ), Predicted Positives (PP = TP + FP) and lastly Predicted 

Negatives (PN = FN + TN). 

Predicted 
Real   

TRUE FALSE   

TRUE TP FP PP 

FALSE FN TN PN 
   RP RN   

Table 6. Predicted and Real Values 

With the foundation of the statistical variables defined, the first performance measure precision (7) is the true 

positive accuracy, which in turn is the ratio of the real positive values and the predicted positives. Recall (8), 

or true positive rate as it is also known as, is the ratio of correctly predicted values, over all positive values. 

Moving on and building on precision and recall, the F-measure (8) is a trade-off between these two 

aforementioned, which results in the harmonic mean of the two. Lastly, having the information for the three 
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previous measures which provide performance information at the level of labels, the accuracy (10) in turn 

provides information on the overall classifier performance by summarizing the correctly identified and 

rejected, then dividing them by the marginal probabilities.  

(7) precision = gh
>h

, (8) recall = gh
ih

, (9) F-measure = Nj(kJDYA@A?]	  ×	  JDYHKK)
(kJDYA@A?]	  ×	  JDYHKK)

, (10) accuracy = gh	  E	  gl
ih	  E	  il

 

These measures are perceived as the best practice for bivalent predictions, however there exists “[...] no 

consensus about how to act when problems with more than two classes are faced” (Indola & Ebecken, 2005, 

p. 29). As this paper use multi-class classification as its main method, it is difficult to devise a decisive means 

to measure the performance of the model. Furthermore, as acknowledged in section 6.5.1, ambiguity makes 

NLP hard. So, if the social data corpus that is being classified contains a lot of ambiguity, the accuracies of the 

classification models may vary. For these reasons, it has only been decided to do accuracy and precision 

measurement, but later section will also include a reliability test using inter-coder agreement. This is meant to 

support the ethos of the chosen model, as well as show the ambiguity inherent in text classification. The 

following section will elaborate on the decide model for text classification, and present classes, which the IT-

artefact, MUTATO, will strive to classify.  

8.4.2   Domain-Specific Models (DSM) 

In order to analyze the social interactions on the brands respective Facebook pages, it is necessary to make 

sense of what each conversation and action entails, in the context of each specific brand. For that reason, four 

different domain-specific models (DSMs), which are tied to the conceptual framework, functions as guidance 

for the analysis. The section below will elaborate on the concept of Domain-Specific text classification and its 

usage and benefits, as well as introducing the four respective models used in this paper. 

As mentioned in the conceptual framework, brand valuation is often difficult to execute, due to potential 

problems with data collection of customer perceptions (cf. section 6.2.3.1). Therefore, the chosen model will 

strive to investigate this using BSD, in order to effectively automate the inference collection process. Domain-

Specific text classification was chosen due to its ability to be tailored with a specific purpose. Furthermore, as 

also noted in the conceptual framework, emotions are the easiest gateway to these customer opinions, and thus 

will these be one of the dimensions, which the model is supposed to explore. As it is not apparent whether 

hedonic consumption or appraisal theory best captures users attitude, it was decided to include versions of both 

in the model. Later sections will discuss this decision and the merits of the two perceptions comparatively. 

However, it is not only necessary to understand how customers feel about a brand, but also what their 

relationship to said brand is. The AIDA model was chosen as the conceptual foundation for the fourth DSM, 

due to its proliferated usage. For that reason, all of the brand-specific models try to incorporate the notion of 

consumer-decision making, or at least including domains that can translate into actions, which in turn can 
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result in direct monetary returns (e.g. sales) and indirect returns (e.g. Word of Mouth etc.). The four chosen 

DSMs, as well as a more elaborate reasoning, will be presented in the following sections. 

8.4.2.1   DSM1: Sentiment Analysis 

The first model to be introduced is sentiment analysis, i.e. analysis of whether the emotions expressed by the 

user is ‘Positive, ‘Negative’ or ‘Neutral’. Since a vast amount of social graph data related to a brand’s conduct, 

products, services, policies, processes and actions are expressed on SMNs, sentiment analysis based on this 

data can be very useful when monitoring brand image, loyalty and reputation (Mukkamala, Hussain, & 

Vatrapu, 2014a). Although actions individually do not carry sentiment, it is in the artifact created by this action 

that carry sentiment expressed, i.e. the social text that is produced. Since it is the actor who performs this action 

(creating an artifact carrying sentiment), the actor can be attributed to the sentiment. With that stated, sentiment 

analysis in this project can be viewed of as a cornerstone model. In the context of brand value, sentiment 

analysis gives insight into the emotions of each individual user to engage with the brand online. Table 7 below 

illustrates the classification process with examples from the dataset used for classification. 

Example Comments Positive Negative Neutral 
1) “LOVE IT!!!” X          
2) “Terrible, no thanks”      X     
3) “My store does too.”           X 
4) “Jake Hall”           X 

 Table 7. Example of classification DSM1 

As introduced in section 6.5.2, the semantics and language in social media differs quite significantly from 

other text sources. In addition to the use of emojis, abbreviations (“lol”, “idk”, “smh” etc.), the presence of 

‘mentions’ is large in social media contexts. Mentions are a function which allows for the user to type in a 

friend’s name in the comments section, which notifies the person so that he can view the post he was tagged 

in. In many cases, there is no additional message along with the tag, so it is impossible to know (even when 

seeing the post, the mention was made on) to know the real sentiment behind it. That is only known by the 

person writing the mention, and the person being mentioned. Therefore, when there is no additional text in 

addition to the mention, these are treated as ‘Neutral’ as example 4 in table 7 illustrates.  

8.4.2.2   DSM2: Intensity of Comments  

Solely capturing the sentiments of a potential customer towards a brand, may provide a hollow understanding 

of brand’s value, as postulated by those adhering to hedonic consumption theoretical perspective. As pointed 

out by Keller (1993) and Aaker (1992), a brand’s value stems from its differential effect. In order for this value 

realization to occur, the hedonic perspective of marketing’s influence on a purchase decision prescribes that 

the emotional attachment must not only be positive, but also profound. It can for example be assumed that 

artifacts generally containing words such as ‘love’ and ‘hate’ contains a stronger emotional connection to the 
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brand, than those containing words such as ‘like’ and ‘dislike’. In order to properly explore this idea, it has 

been decided to also classify the language in regard to how intensely sentiments is expressed in the examined 

artifacts. The language will be classified on a scale (‘Strong’, ‘Mild’, ‘No-Intensity’). Table 8 below contains 

examples from the dataset and its respective classification in the training. 

Example Comments Strong Mild No-Intenstiy 
1) “This is awesome. Thank you Microsoft!!!” X          
2) “Thank you.”      X     
3) “Maddie Powel”           X 

 Table 8. Example of classification for DSM2 

Just as with the previous model, mentions has to be classified as well. In this model, most of the comments 

falling under the “no-intensity” label is these mentions without any additional text. The thought process in the 

training for the “strong” label however looks primarily at usage of exclamation marks, capital letters, the usage 

of “heavy” words (e.g. love, amazing) in combination with the overall intensity of the topic. Consequently, for 

the comments in the “mild” label looks for the lack of these characteristics which makes up the strong category. 

This means that stand alone comments such as “nice” or “cool” without any additional text would still fall 

under the mild category. 

8.4.2.3   DSM3: Emotions 

In order to cope with the lack of dimensions in the hedonic perspective of emotions, the artifacts will also be 

trained and classified to include groupings of emotions. This perspective follows that of appraisal theory (cf. 

section 6.3.1). The choice of classes is derived from both a consideration of proportional sample sizing, mutual 

exclusivity and collective exhaustiveness, as well as a general understanding of the human emotional range 

based on the literature. This modulation departs from that of sentiment analysis by including considerations of 

how customers react to a firm, and how their relationship is. For example, ‘Disgust’, ‘Sadness’ and ‘Angry’ 

will be considered as distinct emotions, since they indicate of diverting reactions. ‘Irritated’ have been included 

in the framework to capture mild annoyance that, though negative, do not imply a strong emotional reaction. 

Likewise, the degree of a positiveness is also strived to be predicted. ‘Happy’ and ‘Affection’ is considered 

distinct due to their indication of profoundness of the devotion to a brand. ‘Anticipation’ is also considered a 

positive emotion, however it also signifies a strong connection with a future happiness. Furthermore, the 

artifacts will also be trained to recognize different types of neutral emotional stages, such as ‘Interest’ and 

‘Surprised’. These emotions are not inherently positive or negative but indicate generally a different type of 

reaction and relationship towards a brand. For example, requests or questions indicates a longing or 

consideration of a purchase decision, whereas emotions of surprise may signalize a reversal of opinion towards 

a brand. It is also understood that the declaration of emotions may be sparse, due to the relative shallow nature 

of Facebook interactions. Comments and replies exhibiting no true expression of emotions will be categorized 
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under that general class of ‘Neutral/No Emotions’. Examples of how comments from the dataset have been 

classified is found in appendix A.  

This model is the largest one in terms of number of classes. The idea was to include a wide range of emotions 

as to exhaustively encompass the possible ways customers express themselves on social media. In this model, 

mentions without any additional text are labelled under “Neutral/No-emotion” for the same reasons as 

aforementioned in the brand sentiment section, i.e. that only the one commenting and the one being mentioned 

can know what the true emotion/reason behind sharing is. Therefore, it is assumed that these hold no emotions 

when classifying. Furthermore, more labels also bring more ambiguity in terms of training the classifier. For 

example, comments 2-3 in appendix A could just as well be labelled as ‘Happy’, but the topic of the comments 

place them in affection and anticipation respectively.  

8.4.2.4   DSM4: Purchase Funnel/AIDA 

In addition to the models presented above, the fourth and last domain-specific model aims at classifying how 

social media outputs (posts) from the brand are perceived in relation a sales funnel. More specifically, using 

AIDA (introduced in section 6.3.2) as the foundation for the labels, it will measure how the social media 

campaigns/the brand on social is performing. However, the AIDA model is only explaining the steps leading 

up to a purchase, and therefore a fifth label have been added, which covers customers who has made a purchase, 

and thus already passed the last step in AIDA (action). Since the proposed methodology of this paper tries to 

complement existing brand valuations by extrapolating the voice of the customers through social media, it is 

sensible to try to identify the proportion of customers, which are more likely than others to add value to the 

brand by making a purchase, and those who have already made a purchase (and added value). Furthermore, 

this also aligns with the theoretical perspective of Keller and Aaker’s shared notion of brand value, that the 

value is derived from the impact on the likelihood of actualization of a purchase. In training the machine 

learning algorithm for this model, the way in which the user refers to the brands’ product or service is given 

attention. In contrast to brand the previous three models which looks at emotions, the tone, jargon and 

sentiment of the text comments, this model looks more at what the user is actually saying about the brand or 

the product that is being promoted, but obviously, this model will also take into account how the user is 

speaking about the product/service/brand in some sense. Examples of these types of classifications according 

to this model are presented below in table 9, which include actual comments from the dataset that is classified. 

‘Awareness’ is translated to business potential, where the customer becomes aware of the product the brand is 

promoting on its Facebook page. Therefore, short comments like “wow” and “looks nice” fall into this 

category. Mentions (as introduced in brand sentiment section) are also included in the awareness category, 

however if the mention is followed by a text saying, “we should try this burger soon!”, it would fall into the 

‘Interest’ class. ‘Desire’ is more related to the affection one user has for the brand or a specific product to 

which they develop a favorable disposition towards. 
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Example Comments Awareness Interest Desire Action Post-Purchase 
1 ) ”OMG, it is back!” X         
2) “I could go for a iced chai latte right now!”   X       
3) “I would eat BK over McDonald’s any day. It 
just taste so much better!”     X     

4) “Looks great, going to try one now”       X   
5) “I had it yesterday and it was delicious, it made 
me go crazy!”          X 

 Table 9. Example of classification for DSM4 

Therefore, as illustrated in table 9, comments where the user is displaying affection for the brand up to the 

point where they prefer it over competitors falls under this category. Comments falling under the ‘Action’ label 

on the other hand are simply the ones which have the most actionable message, i.e. the comments which most 

indicate a future purchase. For the comments classified under the Post-purchase’ label, when pairing them with 

the other three models will provide an indication whether the commenter is a satisfied customer or a dissatisfied 

customer. Furthermore, by analyzing comments from users replying to a post by the brand and classifying 

them according to AIDA labels allows for quantifiable results such as discovering where the largest 

percentages of users are in the funnel, how the brand is perceived on social media, how the launch of a new 

product is met by its followers and how many comments that really are actionable and can lead to added value 

for the brand. As mentioned, in total 16,000 artifacts was labelled according to these four DSMs and the 

following section will elaborate on the initial reliability testing of these. 

8.5   COHEN’S KAPPA - RELIABILITY OF CODING 
Since the manual coding was done by two different coders, a reliability check of the coding was required. 

There are different ways of checking the reliability, and one is inter-coder agreement value, which can be 

calculated by taking the proportion of the total number of agreed texts divided by the total number of coded 

texts (Mukkamala & Vatrapu, n.d.). The purpose of this ratio is to display the agreement rate between coders, 

however this ratio has a flaw in the sense that it does not account for discrepancies occurred by chance, i.e. 

where the agreement between coders for a text might have been based on the basis of chance. Therefore, to 

overcome this limitation and ensure validity of inter-coding agreement, Cohen’s Kappa (k) (11) is used to 

calculate the reliability,  

(11) k = >m	  n	  >o
Mn	  >o

 

where PO is the proportion of units where coders agreed, and PC is where agreement happened on the basis of 

chance (ibid). Ranging from values 0 to 1, the value 1 indicates an exact agreement, and consequently 0 means 

no agreement between the coders (other than what is expected on the basis of chance). The numbers used to 

calculate this can be represented in an inter-coder agreement matrix. Table 10 below is the matrix for the first 
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domain-specific model (brand sentiment) and serves as an example. The inter-coder agreement matrices for 

DSM2, DSM3 and DSM4 can be found in appendix B, C, and D respectively.  

  Coder 1: Andreas 

  Positive Negative Neutral Total 

C
od

er
 2

: 
A

nd
ré

 

Positive 474 (24%) 34 (2%) 113 (6%) 621 (31%) 
Negative 25 (1%) 415 (21%) 73 (4%) 513 (26%) 
Neutral 67 (3%) 92 (5%) 689 (35%) 848 (43%) 
Total 566 (29%) 541 (27%) 875 (44%) 1982 (100%) 

 Table 10. Inter-coder agreement matrix for DMS1 

The matrix can be understood in the following way: the integer values are the number of texts that are coded 

by each coder, under each label (‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, ‘Neutral’). The percentage figures in the parentheses 

represents the proportion of coded texts under each label, against the total number of coded texts (e.g. PpP
MqrN

=

24). Looking at the matrix, the proportion of agreed texts (grey fields) are (12), 

(12) 𝑃? = 24% + 21% + 35% = 80% 

Secondly, the proportion of texts which are agreed by chance (13) for DSM1 is computed by multiplying the 

marginal totals for each label (Bold values), as such, 

(13) 𝑃Y = (29%	   × 	  31%) + (27%	   × 	  26%) +	  (44%	   × 	  43%) = 	  32% 

Therefore, the Cohen’s Kappa for DSM1 (14) can be calculated as: 

(14) 𝑘 = 	   r�%nON%
MnON%

 = 71% 

The general rule is that k > 60% implies a significant agreement of reliability between coders (Mukkamala & 

Vatrapu, n.d.). Since the Cohen’s Kappa of DSM1 is above this threshold, the reliability of the coders inter-

coder agreement is acceptable. The above assessment has been conducted for all four of the Domain-Specific 

models and the results is presented in the below table 11.  

Model Pc P0 K 
DSM 1: Brand sentiment 32% 80% 71% 
DSM 2: Degree of Intensity 35% 73% 59% 
DSM 3: Emotions 18% 59% 50% 
DSM 4: Purchase Funnel 32% 77% 66% 

 Table 11. Reliability Results Cohen’ Kappa 

As indicated in above table (11), two of the four Domain-Specific models meet the threshold of a Cohen’s 

Kappa of 60%, which solidify the validity of the model and justifies their usage. It is also acknowledged that 
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one model, Degree of Intensity (DSM2), borderlines the benchmark. Although the overall validity of the model 

must be questioned, the discrepancy is not large enough to justifiable dismiss its entire premise. Regrettably, 

DSM3 showed a significant low agreement among the coders as it had a Cohen’s Kappa of only 50%. This 

model had 10 classes (5 more than the second highest), which may have been the root of the discrepancies in 

classification. As previously mentioned, complex models may exhibit poor performance due to difficulties in 

distinguishing and evaluating the subtleties separating the different categories (cf. section 7.2.1). Alas, 

distinguishing emotions as a nuanced plethora may be explanatory powerful as prescribed by appraisal theory, 

however for in the context of deriving useful insights for brand value it is too difficult to achieve the desired 

agreement in the training stage. The reasoning for this undesired result is not easily defined, but a salient 

explanation could be the shallowness of text being codified. In a review of the discrepancies, it was apparent 

that the codes were not equiprobable for certain classifications. Notably, was there a large disagreement 

between the coders regarding what constitutes signalizes of ‘Happy’ and ‘Affection’ as emotions (cf. Appendix 

C). For example, Coder 2 2.5 was times more likely to label a comment as showing ‘Affection’ and Coder 1 

was 2.6 more likely to classify a comment as indicating ‘Happy’ emotions. 

This clearly signifies that in terms of coder agreement, it can not only be difficult capture the nuances, but they 

may be interpreted widely differently. In addition, it was as expected the model with the worst accuracy (cf. 

section 9.1). The shallowness of the text data made it problematic to distinguish for certain fine subtleties, 

which especially becomes problematic due to the complexity of the model. For those reasons, the model was 

excluded from the analysis. Although, it is still recognized that appraisal theory may indeed be an effective 

approach for assessing brand value with more elaborate data points, the simpler models is ultimately expected 

to tackle the task at hand better. With that stated, the analysis and discussion only include consideration of 

DSM1, DSM2 and DSM4. The following will explain the Customer Opinion Scorecard, which is the suggested 

operationalization of the three used Domain-Specific models. 

8.6   DEVELOPMENT OF THE CUSTOMER OPINION SCORECARD 
It is recognized that in order for the text classification to produce substantial value, its insights must be easily 

accessible for firms. It is argued in this paper that this can be achieved by devising metrics that allow for quick 

understanding of the relationship between the brand and its customers. In an attempt to achieve this, this section 

will outline a list of metrics, which can be measured using the three Domain-Specific models explained in the 

previous section. The criteria for each metrics have been 1) readability/ease of understanding, 2) fairness and 

3) indication of brand value. Conceptually, each metric embraces the notion of ambiguity existing in text 

analytics, since the probability of class membership will be inputted in the computations due to the fuzzy-set 

based approach, rather than simply using the most likely class membership. Alas, this decision spurs concerns 

of readability, which have been addressed by producing a easily understood grading scale (0-10). The scaling 

has been achieved using feature scaling and the simple nearest integer function. As will be elaborated in the 
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findings, the way that users interact with the brand on social media is dependent on the industry the brand 

belongs to. This is why it have been deemed necessary to base the grading of each metric based on an industry 

determined peer-evaluation (peer groups). The efficacy of this will be shown in section 9.3.2. Ultimately, the 

scaling has been achieved by using below function (15):  

𝑥: Score of brand 
𝑥UA]: Minimum score in the peer group of brands 
𝑥UHj: Minimum score in the peer group of brands 
 

(15) 𝑋 = 	   �10	   × jnj��l
UHj��	  UA]

� 

In total seven metrics have been developed for this paper, where five of them is supposed to express the opinion 

of towards a brand and two of them functions as a sanity test of the different metrics. The seven metrics will 

together make up what is referred to as the ‘Customer Opinion Scorecard’. 

The purpose of the Scorecard two-fold. First, to produce a map for firms which firms can use to strategize, 

with the intent of strengthening their brand value. Secondly, by doing the first step, the results are quantifiable 

metrics which can be used to complement brand valuations by providing insights from the public opinion from 

BSD. With that stated, prior to the presentation of the final metrics, it is important to dwell on some general 

consideration of how the formulation is constructed. Firstly, the decision to make the metrics relatively 

expressed allows it to be used as an anchor. If one understands the relative predisposition to a brand versus 

another, which have already been successfully evaluated, it is easier for financiers to justify their valuations. 

However, as the evaluation hinges on a proper peer group collection, it requires aptly criteria for comprising 

these. It is suggested that peer groups should simply be based on the industry that the firm belong to, rather 

than other criteria, as this may lead to overfitting. 

Another aspect of the relativistic modelling, besides their usage in their peer group, is the internal relativity. 

None of the suggested measures strive to capture the volume of certain emotions or customer types but strive 

to express the composition of emotions and purchasing patterns expressed on SMN. Ultimately, this leads to 

the measures being self-contained expressions. For example, the Customer Satisfaction score does not capture 

the volume of happy customers, how happy the customers generally are. This notion must also be incorporated 

into the consideration of the efficacy of the suggested approach. Therefore, begs the question - how can these 

metrics ascertain brand value? Largely, the difficulty in interpreting relativistic measures lies in its problem in 

sizing. However, in line with the words of Aaker, brand value is the aggregate of effect for value addition per 

individual (cf. section 6.1). Defining the individual value, and extrapolating it to the sum of all purchasers, 

ultimately leads one with the value of a brand. Due to disinterest with sizing, utilization of this approach allows 

for easier forecasting as it provides a means for defining a multiplier effect. Secondly, the suggested 

methodology leverages neutrality. While volume of engagement constitutes the sum of the general interest, 
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pervasive neutrality functions as relativistic lever for discerning the strength of the signal, i.e. 1,000 positive 

comments is only a great signal if the total sum of the comments is relatively close to a 1,000 as well. Volumes 

are easier to capture than opinion, so it is not problematic that this methodology only strive to measure the 

average effect of opinions. In summary, the Customer Opinion Scorecard was devised, not as the ultimate 

method for valuing brands, but as a method to access the most difficult composition of brand equity and brand 

valuations, namely customer perceptions. Despite some shortcomings, most distinctively the internal 

relativism, the value of this target analysis is both valuable and novel, and the following section will present 

the seven metrics, which have been devised.  

8.6.1   Customer Satisfaction & General Attitude score 

When devising the metrics for measuring brand value, it was critical to provide a measure for understanding 

the attitude towards the brand. This is mainly captured in DSM1, and the scores devised with that purpose, 

uses this model as the main premise. However, failing to include the degree of product experience into 

consideration could skew the results. For example, a happy customer does not solely express a successful 

purchase but may also lead to the creation of brand ambassadors. Conversely, users simply being aware and 

positive about the brand does not necessarily indicate a future purchase. Therefore, happy customers may be 

more valuable than positive non-customers. For this reason, two different scores were devised to capture the 

sentiment towards the brand. The sentiment of the existing customers, referred to as ‘Customer Satisfaction 

score (𝑥@)’ (16), will be measured as, 

𝐶k: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Post-purchase’ 
𝐴k: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Positive’ 
𝐴]: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Negative’ 
𝑛: The total number of classified artifacts  
 

(16) 𝑥@ = 	  
∑ (�h�(�h�n�l�))l
���

∑ (�h�)l
���

 

 
and the sentiment of the solely aware customer, referred to as ‘General Attitude metric (𝑥G)’ (17), will be 

measured as, 

𝐶H: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Awareness’ 
𝐴k: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Positive’ 
𝐴]: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Negative’ 
𝑛: The total number of classified artifacts  
 

(17) 𝑥G = 	  
∑ (���(�h�n�l�))l
���

∑ (���)l
���
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The distinction allows practitioners and researchers to firstly, properly assess brand value and secondly, 

identify difference between public pressure and pressure from customers. Whereas the former may require 

focus in managing the public relations, the latter would be indicative of problems with product selection or 

service level. This penultimate/spillover usage furthermore cement how proper monitoring of social media can 

have strategically advantages. 

8.6.2   Engagement score 

Another critical aspect of brand value is to understand how ones’ customers engage with a brand and how deep 

this connection is. Highly engaged customers may indicate that the brand possess a strong connection with 

their customers, whereas disengaged customers may signalize a weak personality of a brand. Whether or not 

the engagement is positive or not, the intensity may determine the degree of response to other actions. Imagine 

a brand, in which customers have intense emotions towards the brand, where in times of crises, these emotions 

may be even more intense as both positive and negative emotions are generally expressed more furiously when 

the topic is regarding something sensitive or that the person feels strongly about. Furthermore, rapid changes 

may indicate the influence of impactful exogenous effects, such as media crises or successful marketing 

campaigns. Monitoring of the intensity of the engagement provides a mechanism for identifying potential 

critical communicative opportunities or the surfacing of disastrous media storms. Thus, can it be expected that 

brand’s prone to high intensity of emotions both harbor potential for massive downfall and rise due to changes 

in the public perspective. In order to capture this intensity, the ‘Engagement score (𝑥D)’ was devised based on 

DSM1 (Sentiment), & DSM2 (Degree of Intensity). The objective of this score is to measure hyperbolic 

language, i.e. strong intensity of emotions. However, it is recognized that for an artifact to be truly emotionally 

loaded, and thus indicate true engagement, some kind of sentiment must be expressed. This metric (18) will 

thus be calculated as such:  

𝐵@: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Strong’ 
𝐴k: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Positive’ 
𝐴]: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Negative’ 
𝑛: The total number of classified artifacts 
 

(18) 𝑥D = 	  
∑ (_��(�h�n�l�))l
���

]
 

 
By excluding both neutral emotions, low and no intensity language, the metric implicitly is also useful for 

gauging disengagement. Albeit, a metric (19) could easily be devised to capture these excluded emotions.  
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Mathematically, below statement is true,  

𝐴�: Probability that a user is classified as ‘Neutral’ 
𝐵U: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Mild’ 
𝐵]: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘No intensity’  
 

(19) 1 −	  𝑥D = 1 −	  
∑ �_��W�h�n�l�X�l
���

]
= 	   ∑ (���(_��n_l�))l

���
]

 

because  

𝐴k + 𝐴? + 𝐴] = 𝐵@ + 𝐵U + 𝐵] = 1 

The inverse result of this formula thus captures the sentiments and language, which indicates disengagement, 

and it is thus redundant to separately express this. 

8.6.3   Fans & Critics Score 

An important aspects of brand value is not only how it is generally perceived, but how strong a connection is 

felt for the customer (cf. section 6.3.1). As mentioned, previous customers may be a source of brand strength 

or weakness, however, it is also interesting to understand exactly how strongly individuals support or 

antagonize the brand. It follows the hedonic perspective of emotions, that not only the sentiment, but also its 

intensity is important for understand when a brand acts as a differential factor (prescribed as well by Keller 

[1993]). In order to capture this, two metrics was devised. The two metrics are suggested to compliment the 

previous Engagement score, since that one indicate how strongly emotions generally are felt. The two other 

measures functions as a means of understanding if how many of comments is comprised of strongly felt 

positive or negative emotions, thus indicating how many fans and critics interact with a firm online. The ‘Fans 

score (𝑥�)’ (20) is defined as,  

𝐵@: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Strong’ 
𝐴k: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Positive’ 
𝑛: The total number of classified artifacts  
 

(20) 𝑥� =	  
∑ (_��	  ×	  �h�)l
���

]
 

whereas the ‘Critics score (𝑥Y)’ (21) is defined as,  

𝐵@: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Strong’ 
𝐴]: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Negative’ 
𝑛: The total number of classified artifacts  
 

(21) 𝑥Y = 	  
∑ (_��	  ×	  �l�)l
���

]
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Mapping out both of these metrics allows firms to understand if there is potential for leveraging the strong 

connection found with the Engagement score. However, if the Critics score is high relative to the Fans score, 

this may also indicate that firm is either having a general PR problem or is in the middle of a media crisis. 

Understanding these metrics thus allow firms to both exercise strategic decisions, like exemplified by the case 

of BSD analysis of the case of ‘Marius’ (Zimmerman et al., 2014) in addition to understanding the brand value 

indicated on the social media platform. 

8.6.4   Purchase Consideration & Review rate 

In order to fully understand the result from the five aforementioned metrics, a firm must also contextualize the 

results by understanding how users interact with them. As will be presented in the Result section, the way users 

interact with a brand on social media tend to shape the results. Therefore, to solidify findings, it must be 

understood how users interact with a brand. Two areas of interest have been identified. Firstly, it is interesting 

to understand how the social media activities of the brands lead to different customer responses. Secondly, it 

is interesting to understand to what degree the Facebook wall is utilized as a means of communicating with 

the Brand (feedback, support etc.). Starting with former, out of the four steps in the AIDA model, awareness 

constitutes the bare minimum of interaction, and are therefore is not considered to be indicative that the 

potential customer has initiated the purchasing process. Rather, it is more interesting to understand whether 

marketing activities tend to spur an awakening of an interest, creates a desire, or lead to an actual purchase 

decision. The insight however is meager from seeing these separately, and in order to gauge the effectiveness 

of a firm's social media activities, the share of the three phases in the purchasing funnel will be represented 

with the ‘Purchase Consideration rate (𝑥k)’ (22), as seen below:  

𝐶A: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Interest’ 
𝐶� : Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Desire’ 
𝐶j: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Action’ 
n: The total number of classified artifacts  
 

(22) 𝑥k =	  
∑ (���E	  ���E	  ���)l
���

]
 

This metric indicates how much of the social media activities is leading to purchase consideration. This is 

important to understand, as it may indicate whether the firm actively strive to create activities and responses 

on social media, or if is solely used as a platform for pushing out information. In case of the former, if the firm 

is effective at invoking purchase considerations, it may skew the responses positively as individuals is prone 

to respond solely based on an immediate reaction, instead signifying a lasting, impactful affection for the brand 

(cf. section 6.3.2). A very effective social media management may indeed create brand value, but it also altering 

of the results by leading to more positive sentiments to be expressed. It is thus important to contextualize the 

result and investigate the degree of effectiveness of the marketing efforts.  
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Additionally, understanding who the customers are, and how customers interact with the brand is highly 

important as well, as it was found that different types of actors and interactions tended to lead to very different 

responses. A major skewing of sentiments and intensity of comments were found to be the degree to which 

customers tended to actively review the products online. Some brands had seemingly high number of 

complaints on their Facebook walls, which increased the number of negative artifacts. It was furthermore found 

that not all brands allowed customers to post on their walls, which heavily skewed how many product reviews 

was on posted on the respective walls. In order to provide a means of contextualizing this, it was deemed 

necessary to devise a measure for how frequently customers provides feedback about products. The metric was 

dubbed ‘Review rate (𝑥J) and is defined as,  

𝐶k: Probability of artifact being classified as ‘Post-purchase’ 
n: The total number of classified artifacts  
 

(23) 𝑥J = 	  
∑ (�h�)l
���
]

 

 
and represent the proportion of artifacts indicating a prior purchase. Neither of the measures mentioned in this 

section is supposed to directly translate in brand value, but they serve as a sanity check of the other results of 

the five other scores. The next section will function as the ultimate summary of the methodology, as the entire 

process from data collection to output will be mapped out. 
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8.7   METHODOLOGY PROCESS 
The development of the suggested models and finally the scorecard was the product of the dynamically created 

process. Insights were used to continuously develop and refine the project, which is common in explorative 

research. Nevertheless, figure 5 below map of the process of the methodology shows how the research have 

progressed and provides another of the parts covered in this section. 

 

Figure 5. Diagram illustrating the Process of the Proposed Methodology 

With the research methodology outlined, the following section will present the findings from the classification, 

as well as present the customer opinion scorecard and its consequent results. 
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9   FINDINGS 

This section will present the findings from the classification of the 647,140 actions and evolve into a 

comparative depiction in order to illuminate certain commonalities or interesting compositions. Furthermore, 

attention will also be allocated to explore discrepancies between different action types, as well as how 

communication may change over time (temporal fluctuations). Lastly, this section will focus on the design and 

validity of the Customer Opinion Scorecard in order to both justify its existence, but also guide its usage. As 

only the most interesting findings will be highlighted, certain brands have received comparatively more focus. 

However, prior to the presentation of these results, the overall performance of classifiers is presented.  

9.1   CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE 
As MUTATO unfortunately does not provide performance measures, performance was manually evaluated. 

Since four models were built, 300 instances per model have been evaluated in accordance with the process for 

measuring accuracy (cf. section 8.4.1.1). However, since there are multiple classes in each model, a multi-

class confusion matrix was devised. Despite it is already understood that DSM3 cannot be used due to its low 

inter-coder agreement, the result of the classifier will still be presented to emphasize the decision to exclude it 

from the further investigation. Below in table 12, the different accuracy rates for the four models is displayed. 

Models Accuracy 
DSM1 78.67% 
DSM2 69.80% 
DSM3 62.00% 
DSM4 78.00% 

Table 12. Classification Accuracy 

The accuracy of the four models mirrored that of the inter-coder agreement. Again, DSM3 showed the worst 

performance, and combined with the low Cohen’s Kappa, it is reasonable to exclude it from this study. 

Interestingly, DSM4 performed almost as good as DSM1, however this is regrettably a misrepresentation of 

the results. Whereas DSM1 saw very uniform accuracy rates, DSM4 saw very fluctuating performance (see 

appendix H). For example, ‘Awareness’ had an accuracy rate of 90.1% and ‘Desire’ had an accuracy rate of 

only 43.8%. This exemplifies the problem of using the accuracy rate to measure performance for data with 

uneven class sizes, as the performance of the class ‘Awareness’ unevenly skewed the result. The overall 

performance of the model does not imply that the general performance of the model is good. Even the best 

performing model do not show great results. However, this only emphasizing the problem of all NLP 

methodologies, and thus justifies the usage of fuzzy-sets, and the importance of understanding the results as 

probabilities and not bivalent outputs. Whereas this section has presented on the general performance of the 
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models, the following section presents the overall results (distributions of labels) for each respective model, 

and later going into more specific findings from the visual data exploration. 

9.2   CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
The overall distribution of the labels for all models is presented in figure 6, and figure 7 shows the most 

common labels for each model, split over action types (see appendix I & J for full size visualizations of figure 

6 & 7). As aforementioned, after reviewing the Cohen’s Kappa score and the consequent classification results, 

it was decided not to use the DSM3 (emotions) for analysis. With that stated, the rest of the section is structured 

as follows. First, each of the models (except DSM3) are presented independently as subsections, where the 

labels are distributed per brand as well as the distribution of labels over the action type (comment, comment-

reply, post). Following this is a section which presents different model combinations, e.g. pairing the labels of 

DSM1 with the labels of DSM4 to uncover findings which will be addressed in the discussion. 

  

Figure 6. Classifier results (Full size in Appendix I)      Figure 7. Classifier results per action (Full size in Appendix J) 

9.2.1   DSM1: Sentiment 

As seen in figure 6, the most frequently classified label for brand sentiment (DSM1) is ‘Neutral’ (40.3%). 

Looking at the ‘Neutral’ label’s distribution over industries, the technology industry has the highest average 

(52.7%), followed by apparel (49.7%), then food/beverages (40.7%) and lastly, airlines (27.7%). The ‘Neutral’ 

label is closely followed by positive, which is assumed to reflect good results for the case brands, as people 

seem more positive than negative towards them. However, as shown in figure 8 below, the composition of the 

sentiment labels for each brand is widely different. For example, note the 60.4% difference in share of the 

‘Neutral’ label between Apple and SAS.  
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Starting with the two largest datasets, Burger King and Wendy’s, which also are the closest competitors in the 

food/beverages industry, there is an almost similar distribution of labels between the two. However, Burger 

King has a slightly larger distribution of ‘Negative’ labels, whereas the ‘Neutral’ label is more frequent in 

Wendy’s dataset. 

 

Figure 8. DSM1 results per brand 

This is surprising, as the date range of Wendy’s dataset covered a period where they were in the midst of the 

horse meat controversy (cf. section 8.3.4.1), as opposed to Burger King, which only promoted new product 

launches during the selected date range. Looking at the other two brands in the food/beverages industry, which 

are not direct competitors, but offer substitute products to each other, Starbuck’s has almost 30% more negative 

comments than Coca-Cola, but on the other hand 34% more positive comments. As the Starbuck’s data also 

covers a specific period in which controversy lies, having the positive sentiment as the dominant label can 

indicate a strong brand loyalty from its customers on social media. In the technology industry, we see a fairly 

similar distribution between Microsoft, EA Sports and Netflix, where Apple is the outlier. Having 78% of the 

comments labelled as ‘Neutral’ indicated that a closer look of this particular the dataset’s actions was required. 

After reviewing the posts made by Apple in the original dataset, it was found that a majority of the comments 

were simply mentions without any additional text, and/or were made up of single words (which would mean 

that the classifier worked accurately). 48.3% of the 20,745 comments analyzed on Apple’s wall was only one-

word long. Furthermore, 12.7% of the comment were simply the brand name, “Apple”. This clearly indicate 

that despite that Apple is an outlier, it seems as the classification was correct. Out of the four airlines, Ryanair 

displayed the lowest negative rate, as well as the highest positive rate. Surprisingly, even though Lufthansa 

was the only other airline where the date range of the dataset covered a scandal, it is not the airline with the 

most negative actions. SAS topped the list with 65.5% of their comments being labelled as negative, and a 
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deeper investigation into the posts and comments in the dataset revealed that many comments were negatively 

expressed due to SAS customer service, where an example of such a comment is presented below: 

“I am resorting to Facebook to raise a complaint about the 'service' provided by SAS. I have 

today for the third time made a call to the customer service number for the UK [...]” 

The four brands in the apparel industry displayed quite different results compared to each other. What three of 

the brands have in common though is that the dominant label is ‘Neutral’, except for Ralph Lauren where the 

positive label is dominant with 45.3%. This is also an interesting finding as the date range of the dataset covered 

the period where the brand had designed the clothes for the first lady Melania Trump, which she wore during 

the presidential inauguration. Despite the problematic of being connected with such a divisive political 

individual, it may hint a robustness of the brand. Finally, figure 7 (appendix J) shows the type of actions taken 

on the full dataset, and the composition sentiments attached to the actions. Comments, which is the dominant 

action and accounts for 71.9% (465,480) of the actions, was mostly labelled as ‘Neutral’ for DSM1. 

Interestingly, for comment-replies, the distribution is almost the same, but with ‘Negative’ and ‘Positive’ being 

a bit more common (cf. figure 7, appendix J). This is however not true for posts. Despite only making up only 

2.5% (16,328) of the actions in the total dataset, is still interesting to explore, as these are actions, which have 

been provoked solely by outside stimuli. Some brands disallow users to post on their wall (examples of these 

are Burger King, Netflix, Ryanair, EA, Adidas, Apple, Zara), which generally is anticipated to lower the 

amount of posts. However, posts are still expected to make up a relative lower share compared to the other two 

action types. In the small proportion of user-generated posts, the ‘Negative’ label is dominant (79.3%). It is 

also noted that both SAS and Lufthansa, the two brands with most negative actions, also had the most posts 

(SAS: 41% & Lufthansa: 21%). It is speculated that direct communication to the brand through their Facebook 

wall, predominantly is due to negative emotions and generally tend to be done in anger where the user wants 

the brand to acknowledge them instead of just leaving a comment, which may disappear in the sea of other 

comments. 

9.2.1.1   Subjectivity & Polarity of Sentiments 

Using Asur & Huberman’s (2010) measures for subjectivity and polarity (cf. section 7.2), it was found that 

brands with high subjectivity also tended to be more prone to negative comments (see figure 9 below, and 

appendix K for full size visualization). Even without the extreme observation of SAS, the correlation is still 

significant (p-value < .001, RN = .78, ρ = .88). Interestingly, this trend was found to be less pervasive on a 

temporal level for all brands (see figure 10, and appendix L for full size visualization). The correlation was 

still found to be largely positive, however with vastly lower confidence levels (p-value < .001, RN = .17, ρ = 

.42).  
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Figure 9. Subjectivity and Polarity per brand                             Figure 10. Development of Subjectivity and Polarity 

Considering that ‘Positive’ actions makes up comparatively more than ‘Negative’ actions in the classified data 

(cf. figure 6), it indicates that although peak days of emotionally loaded action tends occur due to increased 

negativity, it is far from definite. This differing outcome clearly indicates that negativity is not the only driver 

of emotional responses, but brands tending to spark emotional responses is mainly due to how they invoke 

negative emotions.  

 

Figure 11. Subjectivity and Polarity per action type 
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Amur and Huberman’s measures also indicated a strong disparity between the different action types. As 

discussed in the previous section, posts were considered to have the highest tendency of negativity (see figure 

11 above; Polarity ratio: 9.1), whereas both comments and comment-replies showed both relative similar 

tendencies. Also apparent in figure 11, post also had the highest subjectivity (7.4), which further mirrors the 

previous finding of the tendency of categories prone to subjectivity also are prone to negativity. Interestingly, 

comment-replies had a subjectivity score substantial higher than that of comments (2.1 vs. 1.2). This is 

somewhat surprising, as this would indicate that users respond more strongly to other user’s comments than to 

what the firm posts themselves. Comparing this to the small disparity between the polarity ratio between the 

two action types, it shows that despite users showing more emotions, they are not relatively more likely to be 

negative simply because of the increased subjectivity. It is speculated, that the difference in the direction of 

comment may be a reason for this difference, thus indicating that individuals tend to be more positive towards 

their fellow users, rather than the firm itself.  

9.2.2   DSM2: Intensity of Comments 

For the second Domain-Specific model, the Intensity of Comments, the proportional distribution differs greatly 

from DSM1. The ‘Mild’ label is predominant and make up 65.7% of the total actions in the complete dataset.  

 

Figure 12. DSM2 results per brand 

This distribution is apparent also when looking at the different brands respectively, as illustrated in figure 12. 

The brand which differ most from the rest of the brands is Apple, there approximately half of the comments 

are classified as ‘No-intensity’. However, the answer to this can be found in the same reasoning can be applied 

here, as shallow comments also is indicative of little to no emotional intensity as was explained in the previous 

section concerning the Apple dataset. Otherwise it is clear to see that most post contained, some or strong 

emotions. 
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The industry with the most occurrences of comments being classified as having a strong intensity is the airline 

industry. This correlates with the results from DSM1 (cf. figure 8), where the brands in this industry displayed 

the largest distribution of negative comments, as the intensity of language is prone to increase when writing in 

anger. For example, 41% of Lufthansa's comments and 40% of SAS’s comment have been labelled with strong 

language. Furthermore, looking at the model in terms of actions taken (as illustrated in figure 7), we see that 

‘Mild’ is the dominant label for both comments and comment-replies, however, interestingly that is not the 

case for posts. For posts, the dominant label is ‘Strong’ (57%), which again correlates with the notion that 

when the customer wants to be heard by the brand, they may choose to post on the wall instead of commenting 

on a post by the brand. 

9.2.3   DSM4: Purchase Funnel/AIDA 

In the last domain-specific model (DSM4), figure 13 tells us that the most classified label is awareness, making 

up 63% of the total dataset for this model, followed by post-purchase (22.5%). ‘Interest’ (8.5%), ‘Action’ 

(2.8%) and ‘Desire’ (3.2%) constituted the smallest share of the classified artifacts. For most brands, this 

distribution holds true except for some outliers. These results are neither strange nor unexpected, as it is 

reasonable that most customers in a sales funnel are in the awareness stage (cf. section 6.3.2). However, 

looking at Figure 13 below, it is clear that that there are some exceptions. Once again, it is the airlines that 

differ greatly in comparison to the other industries, with SAS contributing mostly to this discrepancy.  

 

Figure 13. DSM4 results per brand 

Out of the total actions on SAS’s wall, 70.7% were classified as indicating post-purchase behavior. This 

indicate that SAS’s wall is proportionally more used as a platform for customers to interact with the firm, 

rather than a channel for pushing out marketing material. Other interesting findings looking at figure 13 is 

found for the technology industry, where Microsoft has the highest rate of post-purchase comments (32.8%) 
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after the airlines and is followed closely by EA Sports (29.4%). Conversely, very few actions were classified 

as indicating a prior purchase, and the label ‘Awareness’ was extremely dominant (83.9%). Again, it is 

assumed to be due to the shallowness of most of the actions, as previously mentioned. 

The most coherent and similar results between the brands in their respective industry is seen for the 

food/beverages industry and the apparel industry. For the former industry, all brands have between 65 and 

70% awareness-related comments, which makes sense as these brands utilize social media heavily to promote 

new drinks, burgers and other products. One explanation for this lies in the aforementioned unevenly sized 

data, where the two biggest brands (in terms of number of actions) Burger King and Wendy’s are promoting 

various deals and new foods during the selected date range. For theses posts, there were many mentions, and 

the classification algorithm was trained to label mentions as ‘Awareness’. The posts which were made by the 

users on to the brands page on the other hand were mostly made up of post-purchases (69.8%), which again 

signalizes that when users want to express their opinions about a brand or a product/service, they might choose 

to do so via a post instead of as a comment. Since this model (DSM4) will be ascribed extra focus going 

forward, the following subsection strive to test how well one this model performs in terms of mirroring the 

theoretical principles it relies on.  

9.2.3.1   Testing the Theoretical Adherence of DSM4 

Due to expected hierarchical relationship between classes in DSM4, it was chosen to investigate the second 

most probable outcomes (labels) for this model. This was done by excluding the highest probability for each 

of the labelled actions and reclassify each of the comments. Due to initial skew due to the weight of classes, it 

was expected that awareness and post-purchase would greatly decrease their share, whereas the other labels 

were expected to experience a relative high lift due to the redistribution. Moreover, it was also expected that 

the labels initially having the greatest share, would continue to dominate, despite their relative decrease in 

occurrences. Albeit this hypothesis largely holds true, an interesting redistribution was found when the share 

was examined individually for the labels. In order to truly understand whether the second most probable 

outcome was due to coincidence or due to an overlap in labelling, the new share per previous label was 

compared with the new distribution. This weight-adjusted probability metric (𝑃f) (24) can be expressed as: 

P: Probability that one label follows another 
PB: Overall probability that a label is the second most probable 
 

(24) 𝑃f = 	  
>n	  >�
Mn	  >�

 

The weight-adjusted probabilities and the overview of the most- and second most probable labels along with 

the metrics from the expression (24) can be found in appendix M. Moreover, the relationship between the 

labels is also visually represented as a Sankey diagram in figure 14 on the next page, showing the flow between 

labels and relative share of the probabilities. 
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Figure 14. Sankey diagram showing relationship between first and second most probable labels for DSM4 

Looking at the result from the weight-adjusted probabilities and figure 14, it was found that ‘Awareness’, 

despite decreasing its overall share from 63% to 18%, still were considered as the second most probable 

outcome for actions previously labelled ‘Interest’, ‘Desire’ and ‘Post-purchase’. This may be attributable to 

‘Awareness’ being a proxy for classifying shallow interactions, and many interactions bear this feature. More 

interestingly, the two labels, ‘Action’ and ‘Interest’, were overlapping uniquely. There was a 45% probability 

that ‘Interest’ was the second most probable label for actions previously labelled as ‘Action’ and a 25% 

probability of the inverse constellation. Additionally, actions labelled as exhibiting post-purchase language 

also tended to have ‘Action’ as the second most probable label, but not ‘Interest’ nor ‘Desire’. This seems to 

indicate that the hierarchical relationship persists for these three labels. Conversely, the label ‘Desire’ was 

seemingly not closely connected to either ‘Action’ nor ‘Interest’, thereby challenging the notion of the 

marketing funnel. This is both surprising and problematic, as this break with the theoretical conceptualization 

of the model. An in-depth examination of the actions being labelled as ‘Desire’ revealed that the actions rarely 

indicated true desire for a product/brand, but simply a general notion of a wanting or no expression of wanting, 

i.e. a mislabeling. This may also be due to the small share of the training being labelled as ‘Desire’ (9%), or 

simply due to complications for the algorithm to distinguish between the language use. However, the class 

‘Desire’ can largely be deemed as not fulfilling the its intended use, thus making it obsolete for this modulation. 

The following section will dwell more on the actions labelled as ‘Post-purchase’ and how these are labelled in 

DSM1. The reason for this focused analysis lies in the importance of understanding customer satisfaction, as 

this is ultimately considered as a crucial component for brand valuations.  
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9.2.3.2   Investigating Post-purchase Actions’ Sentiments  

An action labelled as ‘Post-purchase’ is considered as a product review (either directly or indirectly) since the 

user actively indicates that they have experienced the product/service. Therefore, can sentiments attributed to 

actions labelled as such be considered as indicative of how the customers perceive the products. It is thus 

interesting that all brands, except for Apple, has a dominant negative sentiment for the post-purchase labelled 

actions (see figure 15). In the food/beverage industry, a similar split is seen between Burger King and Wendy’s. 

Both utilize their respective Facebook pages heavily for promoting new deals and other product-related posts, 

i.e. the topics discussed are often regarding their product selection. This makes them very interesting to 

investigate in terms of customers satisfaction. 17% of actions on Burger King's wall relates to previous 

purchases and the majority are labelled as negative (61.8%). Wendy’s exhibit very similar results, where the 

post-purchase related actions account for 18% of the total dataset and 52.6% of them are labelled as ‘Negative’. 

Compared to the general degree of negativity for the two brands, this is significantly higher for this specific 

action.  

 

Figure 15. DSM1 results for actions labelled 'Post-purchase' (DSM4) per brand 

However, the industry with highest number of negative reviews, averaging at 76.6% ‘Post-purchase’ actions 

being labelled as ‘Negative’, is the airline industry. This is significantly higher than the technology industry 

(‘Negative’: 48.6%), the food/beverages industry (‘Negative’: 50.7%) and the apparel industry (‘Negative’: 

49.9%). This confirms the sub-proposition stating that the airline industry is prone to complaints. Out of the 

airlines (and out of all brands), SAS has the highest negative post-purchase rate of 83.7% with only 7.1% 

positive actions, which translates to a Polarity rate of 11.8 times. SAS is followed by Lufthansa (‘Negative’: 

79%), and Norwegian (‘Negative’: 74.5%). For the technology industry, the two brands which exhibit the 

worst results in terms of post-purchase is Microsoft (‘Negative’: 71.9%) followed by EA Games (‘Negative’: 
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65.3%) which is expected as Microsoft pushed the automatic update of Windows 10 to its users during the date 

range of the data, causing criticism from its users.  

Due to the major differences found in terms of classification among the three action types (figure 7), it has 

been deemed necessary to further explore the general trends among these. Therefore, the following section 

will cover some of the general attributes of these action types, as well how these attributes related to the 

different brands and industries. 

9.2.4   How to Identify Complaints 

As mentioned in section 9.2.1.1, it was found that a post is 9.1 times more likely to be classified as ‘Negative’ 

than ‘Positive’. Furthermore, the constellation ‘Negative’ & ‘Post-purchase’ is 6.6 times more likely for posts 

than for the other two action types. As this constellation is considered as complaint or bad review of a product, 

this finding indicates that posts tend to use primarily as the means for complaining about a product. 

Additionally, this also clearly signifies that that the result of the overall sentiment is largely dependent on the 

propensity of a brand to receive communication through the different action types. However, it is not all brands 

which allow users to post on their wall. Out of the 16 brands, only 8 brands allow it (SAS, Lufthansa, H&M, 

Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Starbucks, Ralph Lauren and Wendy’s).  

 

Figure 16. Share of posts for each brand 

It was found that the airlines had the highest propensity to experience user posts. For SAS in particular, almost 

half of all actions (45.2%) are posts. The second highest ratio of posts were found for Lufthansa (23.7%), and 

the fourth highest ranking was found for (Norwegian, 9%). Moreover, the posts on the airlines walls also 
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tended to be complaints. Of all the posts on SAS’s wall 78.2% was labelled ‘Negative’ and ‘Post-purchase’. 

Similarly, of the posts on Lufthansa’s and Norwegian’s walls, respectively 68.1% and 66.3% was classified as 

complaints. The absence of posts from Ryanair’ wall is thus notably, as it’s industry tend to very prone to lots 

of user posts. Furthermore, it is speculated that this may inevitably skew the result of the sentiment classifier, 

and thus the overall results.  

It was also explored if there existed a relationship the type of actions a user would make, and how many words 

was used. It was found that 34.2% of all actions types was less than four words. However, the shallowness of 

the text was stronger for some action types. On average, posts contained 61.7 words, comments 11.7 words 

and comment-replies 13.4 words. This may be indicative that post serve as a more expressive means of 

communicating. Additionally, since there is no context in which the post is made (unprovoked by social 

media), user may feel as they require to provide a more in-depth reasoning (the difference between mass and 

interpersonal communication. Since posts tend to be longer, and that the airline industry tend experience more 

posts, it is unsurprising that actions posted on these brands’ wall have on average is among the longest, SAS 

having the highest average with 38.7 words (see figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. Average number of words per brand 

Since the airline industry is also the industry showing the biggest rate of negative post-purchase actions (cf. 

section 9.2.3.2) and the highest rate of posts over total actions (figure 16), this is an interesting finding for two 

reasons. First, it can be hypothesized that there exists a relationship between longer comments and negative 

post-purchase actions. It was therefore explored if there existed a correlation between the number of words 

and the predicted probability of a class of an action. Interestingly, it was found that there existed some 
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correlation (though not strong) for actions being labelled as ‘Post-purchase’ and ‘Negative’ (see table 13). 

Furthermore, the correlation was even higher for the joint probability for the two classes (ρ = .48). This 

indicates that complaints tend to be written in a longer language.  

Label ρ 

Negative 0.38 
Neutral -0.22 
Positive -0.19 
Mild -0.07 
No-Intensity -0.17 
Strong 0.23 
Action -0.13 
Awareness -0.28 
Desire -0.08 
Interest -0.12 
Post-Purchase 0.42 

Table 13. Correlation between number of words in an action and probability of being a certain label 

 The previous section has focused on presenting the results from the analysis of the classifiers, however, to 

truly solidify the results, it was deemed necessary to probe further into the validity of the findings. The 

classifier was tested in terms of reliability of inter-coder agreement and accuracy testing, but as mentioned, 

this only provide some indication of the strength of the classifier. Therefore, it was decided to conduct a small 

temporal analysis on the dataset to spot spikes in terms of actions, and the following section will present some 

of events, which may have skewed the results. 

9.2.5   Examination of Specific Events: Dyslexia & Pumpkin Spiced 

In particular, two events saw a spike in actions, and were seemingly miscategorized by the classifier after in-

depth examination of the actions on those dates. Therefore, this section is dedicated to presenting these spikes, 

explaining the reasons for them, as well as the implications. 

Looking at figure 18, the first example is found in the date period between the 29th and 30th of September, 

2016. Over these two continuing days, there are a total of 1198 negative ‘Post-purchase’ actions (712 

comments, 428 comment-replies, 58 posts), as opposed to 221 positive post-purchase actions on the same day 

(129 comments, 86 comment-replies, 6 posts). 91% of the total ‘Negative’ posts are normally attributed to 

airlines, (Lufthansa 52%, SAS 38%, Norwegian 2%). However, the distribution for the most frequent 

‘Negative’ action, comments, for these two days are attributed to Burger King, having 65% of the total 

comments. It was identified that during these two days (29-30 September), a PR campaign was running (cf. 

table 4 in section 8.3.4.1). Interestingly, as this campaign was about raising awareness and money for younger 

kids with dyslexia in an attempt to stop bullying (which should be considered good PR), it was expected that 
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these would be labelled as ‘Positive’ (DSM1), and min the ‘Awareness’ class, and not ‘Post-purchase’ 

(DSM4). This however was explained by a deeper investigating of these comments in the classified dataset. It 

was found that the possessive language used normally to indicate post-purchase relation to a product, was 

prominently featured on these dates as well, however not in relation of a product review. Instead, users were 

expressing sympathy which showed tendencies of being largely negative language use and with many 

references to their own experiences. A user for example wrote: “My 15 year old is one of those people I have 

tried everything to teach how to read and write but nothing is working she has ADD and she's intellectually 

challenged so I don't know how to get her to read and write.”, which was classified ‘Negative’ (fuzzy 

probability of 60.8%) and ‘Post-purchase’ (probability of 99.3%). It is speculated that the trained model exhibit 

difficulties at separating between product related experience sharing and general sharing of experiences, due 

to the overlap in language use. This further emphasizes the imperative of understanding both the limitations of 

domain-specific text classification, as well as looking at the results through a contextual lens. 

 

Figure 18. Number of actions labelled as 'Negative' and 'Post-purchase' from 27/03/14 to 06/10717 

The second date which was found to skew the results was September 5th, 2017. It is one of the few instances 

where comment-replies is the dominant action type (as shown in both figure 18 and 19). The investigation 

revealed that for all the action classified as ‘Positive’ and ‘Post-purchase’ on that day (358), only two actions 

(comments) were attributed to Microsoft and Netflix respectively. The remaining 147 comments and 209 

comment-replies are attributed to Starbucks. An explanation for this is that the original post (by the brand) 

which received this positive attention is about a launch of their Pumpkin Spice Coffee selections, in time for 

Halloween. However, a closer look into the actions on that day, especially the comment-replies (as it was the 
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dominant action type), revealed that many comment-replies was not directly directed to the brand nor the 

content of the post (the brands). To give two examples: “It's that time of the year! ^_^ ???” and “Greatest day 

ever!!!”. Although these are positive actions, without a context (knowing to what they are being replied to), 

they can seem out of place and thus not being contributed to the brand or the post. Contrasting that to figure 

18 and looking at the same date (05/09/17), there are a total of 386 post-purchase actions labelled as negative. 

It is also the comment-replies that are the dominant action for the negative set as well. Furthermore, the brand 

distribution is similar, where 89% of the comments (131) and 98% of the comment-replies (228) are attributed 

to Starbucks. The only two posts made that day are both attributed to Norwegian. 

 

Figure 19. Number of actions labelled as 'Positive' and 'Post-purchase' from 27/03/14 to 06/10717 

Having presented the findings from the data exploration, the consequent section introduces the first notion of 

the final output of this paper, the Customer Opinion Scorecard.  

9.3   THE CUSTOMER OPINION SCORECARD 
This section will present the results of the Customer Opinion Scorecard. However, prior to presenting the final 

results, certain aspects of the modelling will briefly be justified using preliminary results. It is also important 

to understand that the result found in this section mainly strive at showcasing how to interpret the scorecard, 

rather than to make general assumption about the brands. Any actual interpretation is beyond what is possible 

granted the difficulties in establishing a good baseline, due to the datasets non-comparable date ranges and that 

some are spanning during media crisis.  
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9.3.1   Testing the Premise of Peer-Grouping 

It is suggested earlier in this paper that the metrics which make up the scorecard should be based on a peer 

group evaluation. This section will showcase some of the considerations behind this decision, by comparing 

the results with and without peer-group evaluations. It will furthermore compare the results, in the light where 

different action types were included, as it was mentioned previously that this is a skewing factor as well. In 

order to validate the results of the scorecard, the efficacy of the modulations will be compared based on the 

degree to that industry membership are affecting the results or not. As previously shown, there is significant 

differences in the way that customers interact on Facebook depending on what industry a firm operate in, and 

this may wrongly skew the results. In order to test the validity of these evaluations, a simple test have been 

designed (25). As the average score of an industry is supposed to be fairly similar, the test strives at identifying 

the model there the average of the industry is deviating the least from the expected average, i.e. 5. The test can 

be mathematically expressed as,  

𝑥A: The average score for an industry 
n: Number of scores included in the evaluation  

(25) 𝜖 = 	  ∑ �(j�nj�)�l
���

]
 

The closer to 0, the fairer the modulations are considered to be, as the industry averages are closer to 5. Only 

the measures, which are supposed to be included in brand assessment, was included in the calculation since 

the others is simply used as a method for understanding how users interact and respond to a firm’s social media 

content.  

Average deviation (𝜖) from 𝒙𝒆 = 𝟓 
Peer-grouping 

No Yes 

In
cl

ud
ed

  
ac

tio
n 

ty
pe

s All 1.93 1.66 

Only Comments 1.91 0.75 

Only Posts 2.37 0.91 

All except Comment-replies 1.99 0.59 

Table 14. Average deviation from expected mean 

As expected, the results, shown in table 14, clearly indicates that peer-grouping have a great impact on the 

mitigating the disparity between different industries. This is also the general practice by brand valuation firms, 

thus indicating that is generally understood that comparisons with peers is necessary. However, different 

compositions of action types are seemingly also influencing greatly. If the entire dataset is used, the average 

industry deviation is only meagerly improved, whereas if one or two action types are excluded, the results are 

significantly better. This indicates that the composition of actions types is not only different between industries, 

but that certain action types distort the analysis all together. Of the eight different scorecards calculated (see 
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appendix N), it appears that the least biased one was when peer-grouping is applied, and comment-replies is 

excluded. Interestingly, without peer-grouping and using a dataset without comment-replies it performed very 

poorly. However, it saw an immense improvement by introducing the peer-scaling mechanism. It can be 

extrapolated from this that despite the composition of classifications for posts and comments differing greatly 

and thus skewing the results, the industries exhibit fairly similar compositions for these two action types. There 

is also a logical reason for excluding comment-replies, since there is a likelihood of these comments being 

interpersonal between two users, rather than being directed towards the brand and/or its social media content. 

It is however recognized, that the results from these tests may be skewed due to the limitations in the dataset 

(cf. section 8.3.4). In other words, the results may differ with a larger peer-group sample or better data 

sampling. Nevertheless, using this methodology for testing the performance of the models can allow for later 

validation by other researchers. For this paper, the final scorecard will be based on a dataset without comment-

replies and with peer-grouping based on industry affiliation. The following section will present the scorecard 

based on this modulation and show the connection between the descriptive measures and the brand assessment 

metrics, as well how the different variables correlates. 

9.3.2   Presenting the Scorecard and Understanding the Results 

The results of the scorecard can be found in below table 15. Less emphasis will be put on interpreting the 

specific metrics. To serve as a reminder and allowing the reader to interpret table 15 below, all the previously 

presented scores are outlined below: 

𝑋@: Customer Satisfaction score 𝑋Y: Critics score 
𝑋G: General Attitude score  𝑋k: Purchase Consideration rate   
𝑋D: Engagement score  𝑋J: Review rate 
𝑋�: Fans score 

 
Industry Brand 𝑿𝒔 𝑿𝒈 𝑿𝒆 𝑿𝒇 𝑿𝒄 𝑿𝒑 𝑿𝒓 

Tech Apple 10 3 0 0 0 5 0 
Tech Netflix 5 5 7 7 6 10 5 
Tech Microsoft 0 10 10 10 10 0 10 
Tech EA 2 0 6 2 7 7 8 
Food/Beverages Wendy’s 10 10 5 7 3 10 9 
Food/Beverages Starbucks 2 8 10 10 10 0 10 
Food/Beverages Burger king 0 7 5 5 6 3 6 
Food/Beverages Coca-Cola 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Apparel RL 10 10 10 10 1 8 0 
Apparel H&M 4 4 3 2 3 10 8 
Apparel Adidas 7 0 0 0 0 9 2 
Apparel Zara 0 3 9 4 10 0 10 
Airlines Ryanair 10 10 0 10 0 10 0 
Airlines Norwegian 6 6 3 4 4 6 4 
Airlines Lufthansa 4 0 10 5 8 3 2 
Airlines SAS 0 5 10 0 10 0 10 

Table 15. The Customer Opinion Scorecard 
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However, prior to drawing any real conclusions about the scorecard, it is vital to truly understand the results 

and how to interpret them. First, it is important to understand whether there is any interconnectedness between 

the different scores, as this may hint at some of the metrics being redundant. For example, it is interesting to 

investigate whether there exists is a correlation between the attitude of customers and those who do not indicate 

prior product/service experience. In order to test this relationship, the Pearson correlation between each of the 

estimated metrics (26) is applied, which is defined as,  

𝑋j, 𝑋ª: The two scores being assessed 
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑋j, 𝑋ª): The covariance between the two scores being assessed 
𝜎𝑋j, 𝜎𝑋ª: The standard deviation of the two scores being assessed  
 

(26) 𝜌	  W𝑋j, 𝑋ªX 	  = 	  
Y?C	  (�,®)	  
¯�¯®

 

The Pearson correlation provides a value between -1 and 1, where ρ = -1 indicates that the two scores is 

perfectly inversely correlated and ρ = 1indicates that the scores is perfectly directly correlated. ρ = 0 indicates 

that there is no correlation between the two scores. Interestingly, there was no strong correlation found between 

the Customer Satisfaction and General Attitude scores (ρ = .22), which means that a firm can easily have an 

overall positive customer base but face grave difficulties in terms of public perspective and vice versa. For 

example, Burger King had the least satisfied customers, but a General Attitude score of 7. Even more extreme 

is Microsoft, which had the least happy customers in the technology industry, as well as the most positive 

general attitude. A similar, low correlation is to be found between the Fans and Critics (ρ = .21), indicating 

that it is possible for a brand to both receive a lot of action being classified as ‘Strong’, ‘Negative’ and ‘Strong’, 

‘Positive’, and vice versa. Conversely, there is a strong, inverse correlation between the Customer Satisfaction 

score and the Critics score (ρ = -.81). Surprisingly, this relationship does not transcend to the Fans score. 

Customer satisfaction and strong positivity is not correlated (ρ = .13), however strong positivity is highly 

correlated with the general attitude towards the brand (ρ = .80). Again, the inverse is not true for the Critics 

and General Attitude score. This is very interesting, as it seems that hyperbolic language is more pervasive for 

dissatisfied customers and positive response without prior purchase indicated, whereas more dampened 

language is more common for satisfied customers and initial, negative reactions.  

 𝑋@ 𝑋G 𝑋D  𝑋�  𝑋Y 𝑋k 𝑋J 

𝑋@ x       

𝑋G 0.22 x      

𝑋D  -0.51 0.26 x     

𝑋�  0.13 0.80 0.45 x    

𝑋Y -0.81 0.06 0.82 0.21 x   

𝑋k 0.71 0.11 -0.46 0.08 -0.64 x  

𝑋J -0.67 0.20 0.56 0.11 0.79 -0.35 x 

Table 16. Scorecard correlations 
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Additionally, while examining the explanatory rates (Purchase Consideration & Review rate), a correlation 

was found between these, and some of the customer opinion scores (see table 16 and figure 20). Especially the 

Customer Attitude score and Critics score were strongly correlated with the two explanatory rates. This is not 

surprising, since the two brand assessment metrics are also correlated with each other. As previously mentioned 

(cf. section 9.2.4), customers discussing a product tend to be more negative on average, which is also expressed 

in the way the Review rate score is inversely correlated with customer satisfaction (ρ = -.67). More surprisingly 

is it that the more effective a brand’s social media marketing is in terms of invoking purchase consideration, 

the more prevalent the positive customer reviews are on their Facebook wall (ρ =.71).  

 

Figure 20. Correlation between Customer Satisfaction score v. Review rate and Purchase Consideration rate 

This have great implications for the assessment of the results, as the results may be skewed unfairly. For 

example, Ryanair don’t allow users to post on their page, which may have hidden customer complaints in the 

data. As they have the lowest Review rate they are expected to also have the highest Customer Satisfaction 

score. Conversely, Wendy’s Facebook page are prone to customer reviews, but still remain high on the 

Customer Satisfaction score, thereby illustrating that their customer truly is happy and have an overall good 

perception of the brand. SAS on the other hand exhibit a very strong trend of dissatisfied customers, but their 

social media efforts rarely provoke positive customer recalls and reviews. EA is another different but equally 
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interesting example, since they are effective at installing purchase considerations, but still see poor customer 

satisfaction. Furthermore, in order to understand the predictive power of the Purchase Consideration rate and 

Review rate, a multiple regression model was fitted with Customer Satisfaction score as response variable and 

the two rates as explanatory variables. Although it is recognized that the sample size is too small for any 

absolute meaning to be extrapolated from the results, it is still interesting to see that both variables had 

sufficiently low p-values (see table 17 below), and that the 𝑅N of the regression was acceptable (0.71). 

     Estimate Std. Error t-value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) 4.3741 1.3936 3.139 0.00784 
Xr -0.4515 0.1499 -3.012 0.01001 
Xp 0.5115 0.1497 3.417 0.00459 

Table 17. Linear fitted model for predicting Customer Satisfaction score with Review rate and Purchase Consideration rate 

Both of these strong correlations indicate that a blind consideration of the metrics may indeed lead to a wrong 

assessment, and it must thus be recognized that isolated analysis will lead to wrong conclusions. Thus, it must 

be discussed how this score have to be interpreted, as well as its validity overall. Generally, the findings in this 

section have shown many interesting results, and together with the implications for interpretation, these will 

be discussed in the following section. 
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10  DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this project was to propose a methodology which complements brand valuations, more 

specifically a novel approach for how brand valuation firms can derive customer opinions about a brand from 

BSD. It need to be highlighted that the methodology presented in this paper is merely a template which serves 

as a recommendation for how these brand valuation firms could utilize it and is only to be viewed in that light. 

The following section will strengthen the overall understanding of the implications of the findings presented 

in the previous section, and thus contextualize the manner in which this methodology must be interpreted and 

incorporated. This section will also strive to arrive at a solution to the guiding research question, as well as 

reflect on the limitation of the research. Finally, it will focus on the position and merit of this study generally, 

and illuminate the areas, that the authors consider valuable to explore further by other researchers.  

10.1  REFLECTIONS ON THE FINDINGS 
The following sections will present the five key discussion points derived from the data exploration stage. 

They will cover areas of customer dissatisfaction and crises, how customers interact with brands on social 

media, model design, and how social media communication is interdependent of the actors participating in the 

conversation. 

10.1.1   Resilience to Negativity: Customer Dissatisfaction vs. Crises 

Given that the data is skewed in regard to the date range (cf. section 8.3.4), it influenced and steered the focus 

of the results presented in section 9. There were several instances which tended to focus on the negative results 

as these were in abundance for some brands. However, as section 8.3.4.1 presents the identified events which 

skews the data, it is interesting to compare these datasets to ones where no specific event had occurred. In light 

of this, Wendy’s and Burger King, which are two close competitors, serves as the first example for this type 

of investigation. In both datasets, specific events have been identified, but it is only Wendy’s who has a PR-

crisis-related event (cf. section 8.3.4.1 compared to Burger King who only have promotions identified). 

Therefore, it is interesting to see that Burger King still has more actions being labelled as ‘Negative’. Looking 

at the results in the scorecard for these two brands in table 15 (cf. section 9.3.2) could provide an explanation 

for this. Out of all brands in the food/beverages industry, Wendy’s has the highest customer satisfaction score, 

whereas in turn Burger King has the worst score. This seem to indicate that the brand loyalty of Wendy’s 

customers is strong enough that it outweighs the ripples of the horse meat controversy. Consequently, from 

Burger King’s perspective, these results should be worrisome, as it gives indication that their customers are 

dissatisfied with the product offerings and/or the brands conduct. 
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Another interesting example, which showcase the impact of customer satisfaction in comparison to a social 

media crisis, is the discrepancy between Lufthansa and SAS. Lufthansa’s dataset span over a specific period 

containing a PR-crisis (cf. section 8.3.4.1), but the SAS dataset did not. Despite this, SAS has the most actions 

being labelled as ‘Negative’ of all the 16 brands. When comparing the two airlines, it is also interesting to see 

that the General Attitude score is the lowest for Lufthansa. The results are however opposite for the Customer 

Satisfaction score. A possible explanation of such a trend could again be found in the previous explanation 

that the customer satisfaction is outweighing the negativity following a social media crisis or the likes thereof. 

SAS poor customer service and overall high customer dissatisfaction was more problematic than Lufthansa’s 

temporary crisis. The gist of these examples is that a crisis often cause negativity, but it is temporary. A low 

customer satisfaction rate or overall bad perception of the brand however, is more damaging and long-lasting. 

This means that a brand which has a high customer satisfaction rate can survive a PR-crisis or the likes of it, 

if they the brands customers has an overall good perception of the brand and will thus forgive and forget after 

a period of time. 

10.1.2   Interpersonal Communication 

This section discusses the implications of two communication types identified in the social data. One is 

comment-replies, and the other is mentions. The former is included in the analysis as an action type, whereas 

the latter is indistinguishable from the actions (labelled as comments in SODATO output). What they have in 

common is that they both skew the results of text classification, so therefore this section will dwell on the 

complications arising from these communication types in relation of brand valuations and opinion mining. 

10.1.2.1   Mentions 

In the initial data preparation stage, it was discovered that a large part of the text data was made up of the 

previously discussed action “mentions”. Re-visiting the definition of a mention, it is where a user A writes 

user B’s name (or more names) in the comment field on a post, and by doing so user B gets a notification 

which directs him to the post in question. There are two types of mentions apparent in the dataset which needs 

to be distinguished. The first type of mention is where user A tags user B (or several other users) and writes 

no additional text. These types of mentions are here on referred to as Type 1 Mentions. The second type of 

mention is where user A tags user B, but also writes additional text in the comment, and these are referred to 

as Type 2 Mentions. This type is easier for the classification algorithm to classify, as the additional text 

provides more information. Type 1 Mentions on the other hand are not as easy to classify due to their lack of 

information, and for that reason it was decided before the training to label these occurrences as ‘Neutral’ for 

DSM1, ‘No-intensity/neutral’ for DSM2 and ‘Awareness' for DSM4. Despite the insight carried by these 

artifacts is inaccessible, they cannot easily be filtered out, as SODATO does not differentiate them from other 

actions. However, these mentions do still hold value. The true intentions behind user A’s action to share a post 

to user B (by a mention) is only known between user A, and user B, thus exemplifying the problems of 
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accessing the train of thoughts explained in section 6.5.1. However, regardless whether it is positive or negative 

intentions, the post is still shared. For a brand, this translates into reach and awareness of the post, since it is 

effectively being shared to one or more users which could perhaps not have seen it otherwise.  

As elaborated upon in section 6.4.2, the characteristics of Type 1 mentions is corresponding with several 

presented reasons. For one, the communication type is coherent with the third reason why people share, which 

is to grow and nourish our relationships, i.e. it helps to connect with others who share their interests. In those 

instances, given that a user performs a Type 1 Mention, the reason could be to get the word out about a cause 

or to bring valuable content to others. Furthermore, as stated by Berger & Milkman (2011; cf. section 6.4.2), 

positive and/or interesting content may be shared more since it reflects positively on the sender, which is also 

applicable here. Meaning that if a post is perceived as interesting to user A, this tendency may explain the 

action he takes to share it (mention) to user B. 

In light of the aforementioned, Type 1 Mentions are a conundrum in the regard to whether it holds value or 

not. In many ways, the psychology inherent with sharing a post mirrors that of other marketing activities, 

though it is carried out by the customers themselves. Although the actions taken by the users do not actually 

indicate any value by itself, it is a propellent for future brand value creation. Mentions lead to the creation of 

brand awareness, and since most of the reasons for sharing content is due to need for affiliation, very viral 

activities can surely create a lot of value for brand. However, the uncertainty regarding the reasoning behind 

the share makes it ultimately impossible to assign a value to these artifacts. For that reason, it is acknowledged 

as the a “blind spot” of the model and of the SODATO output.  

10.1.2.2   Comment-replies 

As alluded to in section 9.3.1 regarding the model selection, comment-replies unfairly skew the results of the 

scorecard in the sense that they can be directed towards another individual, and not directly to the brand. The 

model was deemed better performing without comment-replies, and since these action types also was 

considered as likely being the product of interpersonal communication, it was argued to be a sound decision. 

Examples of this was apparent in Burger King’s dyslexia campaign and Starbucks launch of Pumpkin Spiced 

latte, where a lot of conversations where not directed at the brands (cf. section 9.2.5). In order to rightfully 

measure these and attribute them to brand value, one needs to look at the comment which the user replies to 

(if its positive or negative), so that context can be established. This section will discuss the meaning and 

implications of this action type, as well as the model implications of removing them from the scorecard’s 

calculations. This will develop a better understanding of how the model may be improved for future research. 

It is recognized that customers may not direct their communication at the firm, but still indicate a certain 

disposition towards the brand. In examples where users are directing their anger towards other users to 

challenge the statements made effectively acting as defenders of the brand., a comment should be 

conceptualized as indicating brand value. Actually, these types of interpersonal communications may indeed 
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be even more significant, as the mere stimuli from a user’s comment sparked this response, it represents a very 

involved user, which value ultimately is neglected due to action type selection. Furthermore, as comment-

replies is largely more prone to indicate a sentiment (see table 11), it is found that emotions are definitely 

expressed in comment-replies as well. However, as the direction of these emotions is not as clear, it is difficult 

to attribute them to a brand. Besides this shortcoming being conceptually true, the actual problem has not been 

possible to gauge, since a certain measure of the intention and direction of a comment is not identifiable. 

Ultimately, it is infeasible with the current pool of data to build a decisive model for understanding the 

subtleties of the differences in language use and thus also sort out the relevant action types for analysis.  

Like mentions however, comment-replies also hold value, as it indicates some form of communication in the 

context of the firm. Aaker and Keller both emphasized the importance of brand awareness, which is an eventual 

outcome of conversation taking place within the sphere of the firm, i.e. its Facebook wall. In summary, since 

these types of conversations are dominated by subjectivity, and as the direction of the sentiments cannot fully 

be understood, the results are bound to be skewed greatly. Due to these challenges in measuring this type of 

communication, it was ultimately deemed to problematic to include these in the modelling of the scorecard. 

10.1.2.3   Conceptual Model for Interactions 

As a response to these two complications, it has been deemed necessary to elaborate and map out how these 

communication types are perceived by the authors and thus treated in this paper. The result is a conceptual 

model, i.e. it takes departure from a general understanding of the types of communication on social media, 

rather than being evidence driven. The relative share of each type of action cannot be identified, due to reasons 

already mentioned, but the model still serves as a representation of how the authors nevertheless perceive the 

ecology of conversations on social media from a brand/customer perspective. The mapping of the 

communication types has been modelled below in figure 21.  

 

Figure 21. Conceptual model for interactions 
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The model has been designed with the notion that a conversation must be initiated with a sentiment towards a 

brand for the response to also hold this. This means that even if a user replies to a comment with some 

sentiment, it is not expected to be targeted at the brand. As indicated by above model, ‘Type 1 Mentions’ and 

‘User responding to conversation’ both are expected to initiate an interpersonal conversation, thus detaching 

the conversation from the brand. These are thus considered as the two examples of conversations, which should 

not be included in a brand valuation. 

10.1.3   Model Design - Less is More 

At the most fundamental level, a classification model is only as strong as the training dataset and the reasoning 

of the labelling structure. In the design of the suggested Domain-Specific models and later the Customer 

Opinion Scorecard, having a rigid academic foundation as justification of the model was emphasized. 

However, this notion seemed more problematic to execute without compromising performance of the model. 

First, DSM3 was abandoned as the intercoder agreement was too low (cf. section 8.5), and the accuracy was 

the worst of the models (cf. section 9.1). Secondly, the classification in DSM4 did not follow the theoretical 

principle of a hierarchical relationship between the five labels (cf. section 9.2.3.1). It is speculated that these 

failures stem from similar weaknesses and not from the classifier accuracy. As mentioned, the data sources 

were often very shallow (34.2% of all actions contains less than four words). This can easily lead to 

misclassifications, as fewer ques is given regarding the class membership. Furthermore, as the two mentioned 

models were also the most complex, misclassification could also be attributable to a design error. In order for 

a data model to perform adequately, it must be able to understand the subtleties of language. For DSM3, these 

subtleties were not even adequately recognized by the coders, whereas for DSM4, the data model were not 

able to discover these.  

Ultimately, less complicated labelling structures seemingly performed better for this specific task, thereby 

indicating that Domain-Specific Text Classification model must be designed to match the richness or 

shallowness of the data source. It thus suggested that future modulations with the same purpose, conflate the 

three classes ‘Interest’, ‘Desire’ and ‘Action’, and re-categorize these under the umbrella term ‘Purchase 

Consideration’. This could alleviate yet another problem, as it would mitigate the skew of the distribution in 

DSM4. Although this departs with the conceptual framework of the AIDA model, it still remains true to the 

intent to portray the customer journey as a list of steps to go through. The following section will elaborate on 

another part of the modelling, the peer-grouping based scaling mechanism, and discuss any potential pitfalls, 

which may arise from this feature. 

10.1.4   The Necessity & Complication of Peer-Grouping 

The biggest modulation decision for the Customer Opinion Scorecard was the Peer-evaluation based feature 

scaling. Therefore, it is necessary to address and discuss the implication of this decision. First, the brand and 
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industry selection were greatly complicated due to the inaccessibility of representative data. This unintendedly 

shaped the findings and results, and reversed the order of selection, as instead of identifying interesting 

industries and then choosing brands accordingly, the tasks were to compile industries from a selection of 

brands. This for example have led to at least one occurrence of an industry being capture a very broad range 

of firms, the food/beverages industry. Additionally, another difficulty lies in defining an industry. According 

to the findings, Ryanair has the happiest customers of all the airlines. Although this may be true, it may also 

be due to the peer-group selection. Despite providing aerial transportation, the low-cost carriers, Norwegian 

and Ryanair, are not directly competing on the same parameters as Lufthansa and SAS, thus making a 

comparison unfair. It is speculated that customers flying with budget-airlines have significant lower 

expectations than those who fly with Lufthansa and SAS. The industries were predominantly chosen due to 

similar product type; however, the quality difference may be too big in this example. Price is expected to define 

expectations, and complaints are expected to occur, not due to low standards, but failure to meet the expected 

standards. As Ryanair and Norwegians customers are supposed to expect a lower service, they are thus also 

less likely to complain. Another skewing factor, which was found was whether firms allowed users to post on 

their Facebook wall. As shown in the findings (cf. section 9.2.4), posts were the most common means for 

customers to complain. Facebook have become another channel for customer to provide feedback to the brands. 

Due to the exposure and subsequent ethos carried by a public display of dissatisfaction, customers may prefer 

this channel over other closed feedback channels. By disallowing user posts, the brand may not be comparable 

with other brands, since this may skew the result. However, this is not certain. despite not being able to post 

on a specific wall, the customer may simply decide to post in a comment instead. It is not at this point certain 

that whether or not posts are in included actually skews the results, despite significant evidence that it is 

primary way of communicating product dissatisfaction. Modelling according these types of unsubstantiated 

beliefs may lead to the next problem which will be discussed - overfitting. 

The suggested approach is considered to be in danger of overfitting in two ways. Since one of the criteria for 

the model selection was unbiased industry means, the model may have been tailored to unfairly include or 

exclude some action types. However, as the methodology for selection of data included for calculating the 

scorecard have been clearly stated, applying the same logic for different sample set can easily be done. It can 

be considered to apply different action type selection for different industries, however this again may cause 

overfitting, which may not be justified. Another risk of overfitting relates to the industry delimitation. As just 

mentioned, price (of products/services) was seemingly an influencing factor in terms of how users are 

communicating with a brand, but there are many other parameters, which may indeed influence this. However, 

taking further parameters in to consideration may also be problematic as this would eventually lead to 

overfitting as well. This would either lead to too granular peer-grouping, or simple clustering high and low 

brand value apart. For these reasons, a simpler premise for industry selection is preferred. Furthermore, 

customer opinion is also one part of the grand spectrum of components influencing brand valuations, and it is 
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not necessary for the scorecard to also capture all aspects of it. Conclusively, peer-grouping is useful as it 

provides researchers and practitioners with an anchoring mechanism to base their evaluation upon, as well as 

somewhat mitigating skews caused by differences in communication. However, as there are many pitfalls in 

peer-grouping as pointed out, one must be wary in defining these.  

10.1.5   How Firms’ social media Communication Influences Customer Behavior 

One of the key criteria for the design of the Customer Opinion Scorecard was the interpretability of it, as the 

efficacy of the evaluation hinges on this idea. Therefore, it must be addressed that communication patterns 

exhibit predictive power for the Customer Attitude score (cf. section 9.3.2), thus leading one to assume that 

the scoring cannot be assessed as easily as intended or may not even be valid. However, in order to understand 

these findings, it is also important to understand the mechanics of communication on social media and how 

users respond to stimuli. It was found in section 9.2.1.1 that communication without brand initiation (user 

posting) were 9.1 times more likely to be negative than positive and had a 69.7% likelihood of indicating a 

‘Post-purchase’, i.e. likely a complaint (cf. section 9.2.4). This may indicate, that firms tending to have higher 

review rate, simply is more likely to attract complaints. Furthermore, as noted, strong language was also more 

likely for negative, post-purchase actions than for positive, post-purchase (cf. section 9.3.2). In conjunction, 

these findings may indicate that though high Review rate correlates with dissatisfied customers, it is not the 

causality. Rather, firms attracting many product reviews, may simply be prone to dissatisfied customers. 

Nevertheless, while interpreting the results, the Review rate may still be useful as a tool, since it allows for 

sanity tests of the results. For example, it was apparent that Lufthansa and SAS were much more prone to 

product complaints than Ryanair, however this may be due to Ryanair not allowing post by users on their 

Facebook Wall. It is therefore necessary to understand the propensity for product reviews, though the main 

metric, Customer Attitude Score, is still valid.  

Additionally, the propensity for customers to indicate a purchase consideration was found to have predictive 

power for customer satisfaction. This is an interesting, as well as surprising a finding. To understand this, it is 

necessary understand exactly what the Purchase Consideration rate measures. Compared to actions indicating 

either simple acknowledgement or sharing of product experience, consideration of a purchase indicates that 

the customer has been influenced by the communication shared by the brand. It is thus acceptable to assume 

that a high Purchase Consideration rate indicates that the content posted by the brand have been largely 

effective from a marketing perspective. It is therefore speculated that good social media marketing also leads 

previous customers to share their positive experiences. Good marketing may indeed initiate a memory retrieval 

process of positive encounters with the product, which thus spark a need for the customers to share these 

experiences. Although this is largely considered as a positive thing for the firm, it may also skew the results 

of the scorecard, thus leading to an over-valuation of the customer satisfaction. Like the effect of Type 1 

mentions in terms of creating brand awareness, good social media marketing creates brand value, but is not 
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considered brand value by itself. It is hypothesized that one must adjust the Customer Satisfaction score 

according to the Purchase Consideration rate in order to achieve a fair metric for brand valuation purposes. 

This adjustment can be executed by subtracting the expected Customer Satisfaction score from the estimated 

score, and rescale the metrics using feature scaling. A linear regression model, predicting the Customer 

Satisfaction score with Purchase Consideration rate as explanatory variable have a significantly low p-value 

(see table 18), albeit not a great 𝑅N	  (0.5075).  

     Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 

(Intercept) 1.1966 1.1431 1.047 0.31294 

Xp 0.669 0.1761 3.798 0.00196 

Table 18. Linear fitted model for predicting Customer Satisfaction score with Purchase Consideration rate 

Using this model, the Customer Satisfaction score was reconfigured, and the new results, compared to the old, 

is presented in figure 22. However, the validity of this reconfiguration is not yet established. First, the model 

relies on a small sample, thus it is difficult to statistically justify this recalculation. Secondly, it is predicated 

on less apparent causal relationship, which may not hold valid if more firms are included in the measurement. 

For now, the Purchase Consideration rate can be utilized as a means of contextualizing the results. 

 

Figure 22. Customer Satisfaction score (thick bar) v. Adjusted Customer Satisfaction score (thin bar) 

Despite these somewhat ambiguous conclusions, it is still alluded that there exists a relationship between the 

way that brands and users communicate, and how eager they are at sharing their thoughts and experiences. 

Besides the discovery of the effect of good marketing on communication, some brands were also highly 
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influenced by fluctuations due to campaigns changing the topics discussed. As exemplified by the Burger 

King’s anti-dyslexia campaign, the topics discussed may not even be related to a brand. In order to ensure a 

proper baseline for the analysis, these must be eliminated from the selection. However, without inside 

knowledge, such occurrences are difficult to sort out, thus requiring manual manipulation. Further studies must 

therefore also elaborate on how to identify changes in the communication. social media can best is understood 

as an ecology, i.e. a byproduct of dynamic development of interactions, rather than simply a means to project 

one's voice to the world. Brand valuations, based on the suggested scorecard must thus also be interpreted from 

this perspective, as well as being evaluated as such. 

10.2  ANSWERS TO RQ IN LIGHT OF FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 
This paper’s research question mainly focusses on the practical aspects of the exercise of brand valuations and 

opinion mining, rather than on the concept as whole. The Customer Opinion Scorecard, a combination of 

metrics indicating different aspects of the customer universe, is this paper’s answer to the research question, 

as it provides researchers and practitioners with a template for developing an easily understood and quantifiable 

output for opinion mining about a brand based on social data. This suggested methodology brings together the 

understanding of emotions as a differential factor leading to purchase and the understanding of the nuances of 

the customer journey. By leveraging fuzzy-sets’ ability to handle ambiguity, this paper has shown how 

Domain-Specific text classification can be operationalized by compiling multiple models into a few relevant 

metrics. The perspective of the hedonic consumption was deemed the best fit for the task and combining this 

notion with a modified version of the AIDA-model was deemed the best means to capture the most inaccessible 

part of brand value, customer opinion. Due to the novelty of the suggested operationalization of NLP, larger 

parts of the paper have centered on self-reflection and validation of the findings. This have led to the design 

of validation measures, but more importantly, revealed how contextual contingencies must be accounted for 

prior to any conclusions being formed, e.g. the skewness caused by effectiveness of marketing, the problem of 

not understanding the direction of communication and the long-lasting effect of customer satisfaction.  

The Customer Opinion Scorecard was designed to encompass a solution to the practical issues of measuring 

customer opinion, however in its current form, the scorecard both fail to exclude interpersonal communication, 

as well being modelled with a too granular understanding of the customer journey by separating ‘Interest’, 

‘Desire’ and ‘Action’ for classification purposes. Nevertheless, it provides a template for building a 

standardized approach for easy insight extraction. The dependency on proper peer-grouping and the data used 

makes it difficult to validify the results without massively expanding the scale of the research. However, as 

the modelling was formed on basis of a broad range of literature (marketing, psychology, data science), and 

that its intention have been to provide a template for opinion mining, the merits of the Customer Opinion 

Scorecard is unscathed.  
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10.3  LIMITATIONS 
This section summarizes the limitations of the paper. As the methodology already have an explained the 

limitations related to the data fetch. Continuing on this, another downside of the mismatch between the date 

ranges for the different brands was that temporal analysis using the scorecard was not possible. This would be 

interesting, as this solidify any findings related to possible crisis fluctuations. The next section will explain the 

reasoning behind the original choice of industries and brands (which could not be fetched/used). The purpose 

of this is to explain the initial idea for creating a tangible output After that, the two consequent sections will 

present limitations with the IT-tools used for the social data fetch (SODATO) and the text analysis 

(MUTATO), and provide recommendations for future use of these, i.e. how to overcome these limitations. 

10.3.1   Data Issues’ Impact on Original Choice of Industries, Case Brands & Output 

Due to problems related to the data fetch, the case brands which were originally intended to be used for analysis 

had to be changed. The issues related to the data fetch are explained in section 8.3.4, along with the contingency 

solution in terms of data fetch. The only reasoning for choice, which is not also present in section 5.3 is that 

the original brands were taken from Forbes list of Most Valuable brands 2017. This list provides metrics such 

as brand revenues, advertising spend and even brand value estimations along with a 1-yr change delta. The 

idea was to use these metrics to later on in the analysis show how the customer opinion could be used to predict 

the brand value. The reasoning for the original choice of industries and brands are found in appendix O. 

10.3.2   Pitfalls of SODATO & Proposed Solution 

Through the course of this study, two limitations of SODATO have been identified. First, its inability to read 

emojis presents a missed opportunity for the platform. Emojis have become an important part of the way that 

people communicate, it is effectively a data loss to exclude this from the data fetch. As these are JSON objects, 

the API call could be reconfigured to read these symbols, despite not being part of the character encoding 

standard, UTF-8. One way would be to convert the JSON objects into readable string. As these symbols is 

loaded with valuable insights, it is considered a limitation not to include these as well. Secondly, as discussed 

in section 10.1.2.1, mentions being classified as comments, and not as a separate action type in the SODATO 

output, also complicates the analysis of Facebook data. Given that SODATO could differentiate mentions from 

other actions on Facebook, it would thus allow for further analysis of this communication type.  

The Facebook Graph API however technically allow for retrieval of the mentions. The API call, 

‘message_tags’, return an array of users being ‘tagged’ in a post or comment (Facebook, 2018). By identifying 

the relationship between word count and number of mentions in a comment, i.e. the length of the array, it 

would be possible to identify comments, which solely consisted of comments. This would allow researchers 

to both gauge the virality of a post and enable a better means of excluding potential interpersonal 
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communication. Instead, as aforementioned, the mentions were treated as a part of the respective classes 

‘Neutral’ (DSM1), ‘No-intensity’ (DSM2) and ‘Awareness’ (DSM4). The obvious issue with treating these 

very large classes as mentions, is that there are other actions in them which are not mentions, so it is not a 

sound approach to treat actions in these classes as solely being mentions. This conflation ultimately leads to 

inoperability of the mentions for brand valuation purposes, and it is therefore a limitation of the current 

methodology for fetching data.  

10.3.3   Pitfalls of MUTATO & Proposed Solution 

Human beings express themselves in many ways, especially on social media (cf. section 6.5.2 and 8.3.4.2). 

Tokens, symbols and capitalization is frequently used to express more than what words allow, i.e. it is noted 

that angry customers tend to write in all capitalized letters to express their anger and also use multiple 

exclamation marks or question marks. Regrettably, the classifier in MUTATO do not process these inputs due 

to the bag-of-words approach. Furthermore, as emojis innately carries a lot of emotional expression, the 

problem of failing to incorporate this JSON object into the model is also considered a limitation when 

analyzing social data. Given that it could incorporate the aforementioned, it would mean that it could more 

easily classify the emotions and intensity of actions, which in turn could have yielded different results. By 

building a custom classifier in Python and expanding the bag-of-words to capture the aforementioned, 

essentially making a less smart approach could overcome these issues for social data text analysis, This may 

seem as counter-intuitive for text analysis and it would make it more computationally expensive. However, it 

would better capture the true language on social media and allow for better analysis. 

10.4   IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH 
Besides providing a template for extraction customer insights from social media, this paper has also yielded 

some general implications for research. First, the paper has showcased how domain-specific models must be 

computed with consideration for the degree of richness of text being classified, thus aided in terms of 

showcasing some of the difficulties in terms of using the techniques applied. The failure to produce a 

satisfactory inter-coder agreement for DSM3 and the failure of the DSM4 in terms of matching the conceptual 

premise of the model indicates that granularity may indeed not be preferable. It has also been shown how to 

operationalize the inclusion of multiple Domain-Specific Model into a few metrics and how to increase 

interpretability by using feature scaling for building easily interpretable measures. The scorecard exemplify 

how fuzzy-sets is extremely powerful at incorporating the ambiguity of NLP into a model, thus leading to a 

truer representation of the composition of labels. Bringing the notions of readability and embracement of 

ambiguity together is believed to also bridge the problems of merging the fields of data science and business. 

Researchers of the former field may have difficulties expressing how to interpret their findings for practical 

purposes, without compromising the sanctity of their modulations. The scorecard is believed to tackle this 
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issue, and other studies seeking to provide a bridge between the two fields could utilize the combination of 

usage of fuzzy sets, feature scaling and scorecarding to build their approaches.  

Moreover, as this paper have both sought to provide a mechanism for interpreting communication on social 

media, as well as contextualizing the results, insights into how people interact on social media has been 

discussed and presented. It was for example alluded to that complaints were more frequently occurring through 

posts, as well the apparent discovery of a correlation between effective marketing and the frequency of positive 

customer reviews. These findings align with the notion of circumstances and associational relationship shapes 

the way that actions on social media occurs. In light of this, the discussion regarding how customer satisfaction 

can outweigh the ripples created by crises (and also to a lesser extent failed social media campaigns), shows 

that it is necessary to understand what factors are the most important in terms of creating brand value. 

Furthermore, it indicates that social media is not existing as a vacuum, but instead a representation of the 

general attitude to towards the brand. Lastly, the paper made an important distinction between communication 

types, and how they ought to be treated when deriving public opinion from social data. As interpersonal 

communication was found to be a prevalent part of the data, it needed to be discussed further. In addition, as 

it was hypothesized that it cannot directly be included in the measurement, but still hold value, points towards 

an interesting notion of social data in the context of brand value. Therefore, the next section will propose what 

future work within this field can accomplish by focusing on these aspects. 

10.5   FUTURE RESEARCH 
Picking up where the previous section ended, the implications of interpersonal communication in social data 

is a focal point for future research. For comment-replies specifically, it is argued that they cannot be included 

in this type of analysis relating to brand value, as it is not certain that it is attributable directly to the brand, and 

without context the action can have. However, in future work going forward, this could be analyzed by joining 

the comment-replies with the ID of 1) the original post (the brand’s), and 2) the comment to which the 

comment-reply belongs to. By doing so, it would allow researchers and practitioners to derive the actual value 

of comment-replies, and in that way allowing it to be included and analyzed in a brand value context, 

effectively making the findings richer. Likewise, for mentions, the proposed solution to separate these in the 

initial data fetch would, together with the aforementioned solution for comment-replies, open up for future 

work focusing on the impact of interpersonal communication specifically from a brand value perspective. 

Future work must encompass a more rigid authentication of the findings in this paper. Just as with the relative 

small size of the datasets (in terms of date range), the scope of the number of brands and firms in each peer-

group is considered to be a bare minimum. In addition, to create a more reliable and valid approach, more 

industries would have to be included to fortify the solution as a general model. Also, the results from the 

methodology would need to be compared to the results of actual surveys from the existing methodologies in 
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order to validate the approach. Future research must also expand on the text classification technique. The 

reliance on the existing tools provided by Copenhagen Business School has its limitations as outlined in the 

previous two sections. An immediate extension of this study would thus be to replicate the results using more 

sophisticated custom-built analytics tools to incorporate the suggestions for improvements outlined in the 

previous section. Additionally, it is suggested to test several classifiers, and compare the performance of each 

classifier against other classifier, such as one-against-all and pairwise Fuzzy Support Vector Machines, as well 

as Neuro-Fuzzy systems and comparing the performance and choosing the best. This would provide a more 

solid foundation for the results found in this paper. 

Moreover, the delimitations outlined that this study did not investigate the relationship between purchase 

frequency (and price of products/services) and social media interactions on brands’ Facebook pages. Therefore, 

it would be interesting for future research to investigate this further and see whether there exist and correlations 

between what products or services brands are offering, and to what price, and how/if the customer interactions 

change depending on this. Ultimately, this paper has found a plethora of difficulties, interesting tendencies and 

general observation related to the analysis of social data in a brand value context, and future research must 

provide more rigid authentication of these. The scope of the paper has disallowed some of these notions, 

however by providing indication of the areas worth exploring further, it is possible for future research to 

solidify or contest the findings indicated in this paper.  

10.6  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRACTICE 
As stated in the beginning of the discussion, the methodology proposed in this paper is to be viewed as a 

template for deriving public opinion to complement brand valuations. This means that for it to be implemented 

and utilized, there need to be certain changes, that must be adhered to. First of all, as with all machine learning 

algorithms, a larger sample (covering a longer date range) would have allowed for more accurate classification 

results. Furthermore, some of the date ranges used, as pointed out in section 8.3.4.1, are not representative of 

real world conduct of a brand due to date ranges covering specific events (crises, campaigns etc.), and would 

thus not be optimal for using in a brand valuation scenario. In a real-world application, the datasets analyzed 

would instead span over 5-10 years so to be more representative for a brand, as both specific periods and 

“normal” periods (where there is business as usual, i.e. no crisis or campaigns etc.) would give a better balance 

to the results. It can then be hypothesized that the classification results would have been different. Peaks with 

negative feedback would still exists, but they could also be balanced by positive peaks due to for example 

potential successful product launches promoted on social media, and/or CSR-initiatives, which are met in a 

positive regard by the brands’ followers.  

In terms of actual implementation of the methodology, in the sense that it would be included in a brand 

valuation, the process would have to be automated to a great extent. This would enable the time- and cost 
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benefits that this approach (analyzing social data) offers, in comparison to conducting surveys etc. Specifically, 

automating the data collection and text classification would allow for the brand valuation firms to gather data 

continuously up to the point where the actual analysis is to be done. This would effectively mean that the 

public opinion part of a brand valuation could, if the valuation firms wanted, include opinions up until a short 

period before it is presented (or up until the time it takes to analyze the classification results). However, since 

brand valuations look at financial statements, which are not released continuously but quarterly, it would not 

be correct to include the output from public opinions (scorecard) for a longer period than the financial 

statements date range. It is more stated here to highlight the fact that this type of methodology allows for quick, 

low-cost, automated and continuous gathering and analysis of public opinion, as opposed to today’s best 

practice of conducting surveys and getting opinions from expert panels. 
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11  CONCLUSION 

This paper set out to explore how Domain-Specific Modelling could compliment brand valuations using social 

media data. The proposed solution, and consequent product, is the Customer Opinion Scorecard. This 

collective of metrics is meant to provide easy interpretation of public opinion about a brand derived from social 

media communication. By combining the results from three Fuzzy Naive Bayes Classifiers, and by using 

feature scaling for peer-evaluation, these metrics provide easily understandable and fair insights that can be 

utilized to complement brand valuations. The scorecard is based on a combination of both psychological 

perceptions of emotions, the customer decision journey and the concept of brand value. Through the 

development of the proposed methodology, two complications were identified.  

First, due to the timing of the paper unfortunately coinciding with the Cambridge Analytica scandal which led 

to a temporary shutdown of Facebook’s Open Graph API, the data used came from Copenhagen Business 

School’s existing data library. However, these datasets were prone to both abnormal events (crisis, campaigns 

etc.), as well as shorter date ranges, which may not be representative for the brands. Secondly, it was found 

that user interactions on social media is heavily dependent on the plethora of contextual contingencies. It was 

evident that the way customers interacted differentiated greatly depending on the industry that the brand 

belonged to. This led to the implementation of a peer-evaluation scheme. However, introducing the scheme 

did not alleviate all obstacles created by discrepancies in communication for different brands. For example, it 

was discovered that dissatisfied customers tended to communicate displeasure through posting on the brands’ 

Facebook wall, rather than commenting on the brands’ post. This could potentially heavily skew the results of 

the scorecard if certain brands within the same peer-group does not allow users to post on their wall. 

Furthermore, it was also found that a firm’s effectiveness in terms of social media marketing tended to spark 

more positive customer reviews. This indicates that Facebook is a platform where brands and users establish 

the conversation through an interconnected relationship, thus requiring researchers and practitioners to also 

take in account the effectiveness of social media marketing. 

Thirdly, as Facebook is not primarily a means for users to communicate with brands directly, it was discovered 

that users extensively utilized the brands’ posted content for interpersonal communication. Some of these 

interpersonal interactions carried emotional expression but were not directed at the artifact created by the 

brand. The methodology curbed the influence of this by removing comment-replies from the scorecard. 

However, currently no definitive means of identifying these types of unrelated interactions is available, thus 

regrettably being part of the analysis. Lastly, due to the shallow nature of social media communication and the 

uniqueness of its semantics, it was found that the labels utilized for classification, as well as the existing 

machine learning tools, did not suffice. social media is packed with alternative means of expressions, such as 

emojis, slang and all upper-case letters, which was not interpreted by the data fetch nor the machine learning 
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tool applied. Furthermore, as communication on social media is not elaborate nor rich in expression, it was 

found that complicated Domain-Specific models did not match the task. In order to mitigate these 

complications, this paper provides suggestions to the redesign of both the labelling structure applied for the 

classifier, as well as the tools used, SODATO and MUTATO respectively.  

Despite these aforementioned complications, it is again pointed out that the methodology is still serves as a 

template for future research and implementation. Combining multiple academic fields to design Domain-

Specific models and from these, devising a time- and costs efficient methodology for extracting customer 

opinions as a means to complement brand valuations.  
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13  APPENDIX 

Appendix A - DSM3 Classification examples 

1 ) “
O

M
G

 this just m
ade m

e so happy!”
 

2) “
I love W

endy’
s, I really love the chili!  

3) “
O

h m
y goodness, I need to try these!”

 

4) “
Stop your transport of greyhounds, its a 

sham
e for your com

pany!”
 

5) “
The app isn’

t w
orking...”

 

6) “
Y

ou get rid of everything I like”
 

7) “
G

ross, dry &
 tasteless”

 

8) “
H

ow
 m

uch are they??”
 

9) “
W

ait w
hat??”

 

10) “
W

orking for m
e.”

 + m
entions 

C
om

m
ents 

X
                   

H
appy 

  X
                 

A
ffection 

    X
               

A
nticipation 

      X
             

A
nger 

        X
           

Irritated 

          X
         

Sadness 

            X
       

D
isgusted 

              X
     

Interested 

                X
   

Surprised 

                  X
 

N
eutral/N

o-Em
otion 
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Appendix B - Inter-coder agreement DSM2 

 

Appendix C - Inter-coder agreement DSM3 

 

Appendix D - Inter-coder agreement DSM4 

 

Appendix E - Classifier Performance DSM1 

 Negative   Positive   Neutral  

Negative   60   10   8  

Positive   6   74   13  

Neutral   10   17   102  
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Appendix F - Classifier Performance DSM2 

 Mild   Strong  No-Intensity  

Mild   152   40   14  

Strong   18   36   1  

No-Intensity   15   2   20  
 

Appendix G - Classifier Performance DSM3 

 Affection   Anger   Anticipation   Disgust   Happy   Interested   Irritated  
Neutral/No-
emotion   Sadness  

Affection   5   0   1   0   7   0   0   6   0  

Anger   0   16   0   0   1   2   1   5   1  

Anticipation   0   1   15   0   3   2   0   2   0  

Disgust   0   1   1   7   2   0   1   1   0  

Happy   4   0   3   0   23   3   0   15   0  

Interested   0   1   3   0   5   12   0   4   0  

Irritated   1   4   0   0   0   0   3   2   1  
Neutral/No-
emotion   1   4   0   1   3   4   0   99   0  

Sadness   0   1   0   0   1   2   0   4   6  

Surprised   0   0   1   1   2   0   0   5   0  
 

Appendix H - Classifier Performance DSM4 

 Action   Awareness   Desire   Interest   Post-Purchase  

Action   17   5   0   2   2  

Awareness   2   146   1   9   4  

Desire   1   7   7   1   0  

Interest   3   11   1   23   1  

Post-Purchase   1   11   3   1   41  
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Appendix I - Figure 6  
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Appendix J - Figure 7 

 

Appendix K - Figure 9 
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Appendix L - Figure 10 

 

Appendix M - Label probabilities for DSM4 

Most probable Second most probable Count Original Probability P Pt Pw 

Action Awareness 5012 3% 28% 18% 12% 

Action Desire 777 3% 4% 13% -10% 

Action Interest 8006 3% 45% 25% 27% 

Action Post-Purchase 3882 3% 22% 34% -17% 

Awareness Action 27001 63% 7% 10% -4% 

Awareness Desire 59778 63% 15% 13% 2% 

Awareness Interest 123339 63% 30% 25% 7% 

Awareness Post-Purchase 195300 63% 48% 34% 22% 
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Desire Action 790 3% 4% 10% -7% 

Desire Awareness 11871 3% 58% 18% 49% 

Desire Interest 2723 3% 13% 25% -16% 

Desire Post-Purchase 5072 3% 25% 34% -13% 

Interest Action 8713 8% 16% 10% 6% 

Interest Awareness 29139 8% 54% 18% 43% 

Interest Desire 5357 8% 10% 13% -4% 

Interest Post-Purchase 11071 8% 20% 34% -20% 

Post-Purchase Action 29186 23% 20% 10% 11% 

Post-Purchase Awareness 71057 23% 49% 18% 38% 

Post-Purchase Desire 17453 23% 12% 13% -1% 

Post-Purchase Interest 27173 23% 19% 25% -8% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix N - Scorecards 

Industry Brand Xs Xg Xe Xf Xc Xp Xr Model 
Apparel Adidas 7 0 0 0 0 9 2 All/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel H&M 4 4 3 2 3 10 8 All/Peer-Grouping 
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Apparel RL 10 10 10 10 1 8 0 All/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel Zara 0 3 9 4 10 0 10 All/Peer-Grouping 
Tech Apple 10 3 0 0 0 5 0 All/Peer-Grouping 
Tech EA 2 0 6 2 7 7 8 All/Peer-Grouping 
Tech Microsoft 0 10 10 10 10 0 10 All/Peer-Grouping 
Tech Netflix 5 5 7 7 6 10 5 All/Peer-Grouping 

Food/Beverages 
Burger 
king 0 7 5 5 6 3 6 All/Peer-Grouping 

Food/Beverages Coca-cola 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 All/Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Starbucks 2 8 10 10 10 0 10 All/Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Wendys 10 10 5 7 3 10 9 All/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Lufthansa 4 0 10 5 8 3 2 All/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Norwegian 6 6 3 4 4 6 4 All/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Ryanair 10 10 0 10 0 10 0 All/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines SAS 0 5 10 0 10 0 10 All/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel Adidas 7 0 0 0 0 6 2 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel H&M 9 4 3 3 0 10 2 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel RL 10 10 10 10 2 6 0 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel Zara 0 3 9 4 10 0 10 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Tech Apple 10 2 0 0 0 5 0 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Tech EA 2 0 6 2 7 7 8 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Tech Microsoft 0 10 10 10 10 0 10 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Tech Netflix 5 5 7 7 6 10 5 Comments/Peer-Grouping 

Food/Beverages 
Burger 
king 0 6 6 5 7 4 7 Comments/Peer-Grouping 

Food/Beverages Coca-cola 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Starbucks 2 8 10 10 10 1 10 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Wendys 10 10 6 7 4 10 10 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Lufthansa 9 5 4 5 4 3 0 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Norwegian 5 0 4 0 7 5 7 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Ryanair 10 10 0 10 0 10 1 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines SAS 0 3 10 0 10 0 10 Comments/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel Adidas 8 3 2 1 1 7 1 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Tech Apple 10 4 0 0 0 7 0 All/No Peer-Grouping 

Food/Beverages 
Burger 
king 7 6 5 6 2 9 1 All/No Peer-Grouping 

Food/Beverages Coca-cola 8 5 3 4 1 9 1 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Tech EA 5 3 3 1 2 8 2 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Apparel H&M 7 5 3 3 2 8 2 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Lufthansa 2 0 10 3 9 2 5 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Tech Microsoft 4 6 5 4 3 5 3 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Tech Netflix 7 5 3 3 2 9 1 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Norwegian 3 3 8 2 7 5 6 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Apparel RL 10 10 6 10 2 7 0 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Ryanair 5 5 7 6 4 8 4 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines SAS 0 3 10 0 10 0 10 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Starbucks 8 6 6 8 3 8 1 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Wendys 10 6 5 7 2 10 1 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Apparel Zara 5 5 5 4 4 6 2 All/No Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Coca-cola 1 0 0 0 0 10 0 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Starbucks 0 0 1 1 2 6 1 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Wendys 10 10 10 10 10 0 10 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel H&M 10 10 0 0 0 0 10 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Apparel RL 0 0 10 10 10 10 0 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Lufthansa 0 0 10 0 10 0 0 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Norwegian 10 10 0 10 0 10 2 Posts/Peer-Grouping 
Airlines SAS 2 10 0 1 1 4 10 Posts/Peer-Grouping 

Apparel Adidas 7 0 0 0 0 9 2 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Apparel H&M 4 4 3 2 3 10 8 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Apparel RL 10 10 10 10 1 8 0 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 
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Apparel Zara 0 3 9 4 10 0 10 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Tech Apple 10 3 0 0 0 5 0 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Tech EA 2 0 6 2 7 7 8 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Tech Microsoft 0 10 10 10 10 0 10 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Tech Netflix 5 5 7 7 6 10 5 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Food/Beverages 
Burger 
king 0 7 5 5 6 3 6 

Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Food/Beverages Coca-cola 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Food/Beverages Starbucks 2 8 10 10 10 0 10 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Food/Beverages Wendys 10 10 5 7 3 10 9 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Airlines Lufthansa 4 0 10 5 8 3 2 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Airlines Norwegian 6 6 3 4 4 6 4 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Airlines Ryanair 10 10 0 10 0 10 0 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Airlines SAS 0 5 10 0 10 0 10 
Comments/No Peer-
Grouping 

Food/Beverages Coca-cola 6 6 1 4 0 10 0 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Apparel H&M 4 6 0 1 0 6 3 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Lufthansa 0 0 7 0 10 1 6 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Tech Microsoft 4 5 0 1 1 5 4 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines Norwegian 2 6 4 1 5 3 7 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Apparel RL 1 4 3 1 4 10 0 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Airlines SAS 0 6 3 0 6 2 8 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Starbucks 6 6 2 4 1 6 2 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 
Food/Beverages Wendys 10 10 10 10 9 0 10 Posts/No Peer-Grouping 

 

Appendix O - Reasoning for original choice of Industries and Brands 

The technology industry was the first industry to be chosen and although the brands that were originally chosen had to change, there 

were still tech brands to choose from in the existing database so the industry remained but with different brands, where the original 

choice of brands within it included marketplaces such as Amazon and Ebay rely heavily on user-generated content, primarily in the 

form of reviews. It is speculated that this may make them more prone to emphasizing the customer relationship on social media. 

Another industry which was chosen originally but had to be replaced (by the food/beverages industry) was the financial services 

industry. It displays different characteristics, especially in terms of customer lock-in. Here, it is the longevity of customer relations and 

loyalty that was interesting to investigate. Banks and other large financial actors put big focus on the retention of their customers 

(source?), so it is interesting to see how these “traditional” major firms can utilize the new landscape of social media. For example is 

it of interest to understand whether they are currently using social media to improve their customer acquisition, or strengthening their 

retention strategies. This would have been an interesting notion to consider when analyzing the interactions and actions taken on their 

respective Facebook pages. The automotive industry was the other industry which had to be replaced, and it was replaced by the airline 

industry. The reasoning behind this industry choice was primarily driven by two factors: 1) They involve large (costly) purchases which 

affects the frequency of purchase/change, and 2) the individual identifies themselves with their choice of a automotive brand (source). 

Although technology brands, such as Apple, also inherently holds strong identity claims and thus some lock-in effects) to their 

customers (Source), the purchase rate between a new phone every year and a new car every year differs significantly. Lastly, the 

apparel/luxury industry remained as an industry, however the brands within them had to be replaced. The supply of existing data did 

not include luxury brands, which meant that the distinction between luxury and non-luxury brands was no longer a feasible analysis 

point. Overall, the apparel industry equals with the automotive industry in terms of the strong identity related to the brand you choose 
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to purchase from. However, having two luxury brands and two “regular” brands would mean, just as with cars, there is a strong link 

between luxury and the perception you display (source). Although it was acknowledged that, the frequency with which you are 

purchasing apparel (luxury or not) is greater than that of the cars. All in all, many of the brands across all industries display similar 

characteristics, and for that reason it is interesting to investigate how customers (social media followers) behave towards these brands. 

Appendix P - R Code 

1.   ################Loading files############################# 
2.    
3.   folder <- "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/" 
4.   fileEnd <-  "_all_clean_new-classified.csv" 
5.    
6.   df.dsm1 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"DSM1_senti",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";", dec = ",") 
7.   df.dsm2 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"DSM2_inten",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";", dec = ",") 
8.   df.dsm4 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"DSM4_aida",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";", dec = ",") 
9.    
10.   df.dsmA <- cbind(df.dsm1[,1:15], df.dsm2[,11:15], df.dsm4[,11:17]) 
11.    
12.   df.dsmA <- df.dsmA[!apply(is.na(df.dsmA[,10]) | df.dsmA[,10] == "", 1, all),] 
13.    
14.    
15.   df.dsmA$Industry <- '' 
16.    
17.   df.industries <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"Industry_List.csv"), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
18.    
19.   df.dsmA = merge(df.dsmA[,-28],df.industries, by = 'Brand') 
20.    
21.    
22.   ################Test of functions############################# 
23.    
24.   c=customer(df.dsmA, brand = 'Burger king', col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
25.   g=general(df.dsmA, brand = 'Burger king', col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
26.   e=engagement(df.dsmA, brand = 'H&M', col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
27.   f=fans(df.dsmA, brand = 'H&M', col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
28.   h=haters(df.dsmA, brand = 'H&M', col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
29.   pf=pfunnel(df.dsmA, brand = 'Burger king', col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
30.   act=action(df.dsmA, brand = 'Ryanair', col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
31.   des=desire(df.dsmA, brand = 'Ryanair', col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
32.   int=interest(df.dsmA, brand = 'Ryanair', col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
33.   r=review(df.dsmA, brand = 'Lufthansa', col.purc = 27) 
34.    
35.    
36.    
37.   ################All actiontypes - peer grouping############################# 
38.    
39.   industry <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),28]) 
40.    
41.   scoresAP = t(data.frame(c("Industry", "Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr"))) 
42.   scoresAP = scoresAP[-1, ]  
43.     
44.    
45.    
46.   for (i in industry){ 
47.    
48.    
49.   brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,28] == i & df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),1]) 
50.    
51.   x <- df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,28] == i & df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),] 
52.    
53.   for (j in brands ){ 
54.    
55.   c=customer(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
56.   g=general(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
57.   e=engagement(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
58.   f=fans(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
59.   h=haters(x, brand = j, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
60.   pf=pfunnel(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
61.   act=action(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
62.   des=desire(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
63.   int=interest(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
64.   r=review(x, brand = j, col.purc = 27) 
65.    
66.   scores1 = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(i,";",j,";",c,";",g,";",e,";",f,";",h,";",pf,";",act,";",des,";",int,";",r),";"),";"))) 
67.   scoresAP = rbind(scoresAP,scores1) 
68.    
69.     }# for j 
70.    
71.   }# for i 
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72.    
73.   colnames(scoresAP) = c("Industry","Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr") 
74.   rm(scores1,x,brands,industry,c,g,e,f,h,pf,act,des,int,r,i,j) 
75.    
76.   ################All actiontypes - No peer grouping############################# 
77.    
78.    
79.   scoresAN = t(data.frame(c("Industry", "Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr"))) 
80.   scoresAN = scoresAN[-1, ]  
81.    
82.      
83.   brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),1]) 
84.    
85.   x = df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),] 
86.    
87.     for (j in brands ){ 
88.        
89.        
90.       c=customer(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
91.       g=general(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
92.       e=engagement(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
93.       f=fans(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
94.       h=haters(x, brand = j, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
95.       pf=pfunnel(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
96.       act=action(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
97.       des=desire(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
98.       int=interest(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
99.       r=review(x, brand = j, col.purc = 27) 
100.        
101.       scores1 = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(j,";",c,";",g,";",e,";",f,";",h,";",pf,";",act,";",des,";",int,";",r),";"),";"))) 
102.        
103.    
104.       scoresAN = rbind(scoresAN,scores1) 
105.        
106.     }# for j 
107.    
108.   colnames(scoresAN) = c("Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr") 
109.    
110.   scoresAN = merge(df.industries, scoresAN, by = 'Brand') 
111.    
112.   scoresAN = scoresAN[,c(2,1,3:12)] 
113.   rm(scores1,x,brands,industry,c,g,e,f,h,pf,act,des,int,r,i,j) 
114.    
115.   ################Only comments - peer grouping############################# 
116.    
117.   industry <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == 'COMMENT'),28]) 
118.    
119.   scoresCP = t(data.frame(c("Industry", "Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr"))) 
120.   scoresCP = scoresCP[-1, ]  
121.    
122.   for (i in industry){ 
123.      
124.     brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,28] == i & df.dsmA[,9] == 'COMMENT'),1]) 
125.      
126.     x <- df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,28] == i & df.dsmA[,9] == 'COMMENT'),] 
127.      
128.     for (j in brands ){ 
129.        
130.       c=customer(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
131.       g=general(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
132.       e=engagement(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
133.       f=fans(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
134.       h=haters(x, brand = j, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
135.       pf=pfunnel(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
136.       act=action(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
137.       des=desire(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
138.       int=interest(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
139.       r=review(x, brand = j, col.purc = 27) 
140.        
141.       scores1 = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(i,";",j,";",c,";",g,";",e,";",f,";",h,";",pf,";",act,";",des,";",int,";",r),";"),";"))) 
142.       scoresCP = rbind(scoresCP,scores1) 
143.        
144.     }# for j 
145.      
146.   }# for i 
147.    
148.   colnames(scoresCP) = c("Industry","Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr") 
149.   rm(scores1,x,brands,industry,c,g,e,f,h,pf,act,des,int,r,i,j) 
150.    
151.   ################Only comments - No peer grouping############################# 
152.    
153.    
154.   scoresCN = t(data.frame(c("Industry", "Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr"))) 
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155.   scoresCN = scoresCN[-1, ]  
156.    
157.    
158.   brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == 'COMMENT'),1]) 
159.    
160.   x = df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == 'COMMENT'),] 
161.    
162.   for (j in brands ){ 
163.      
164.      
165.     c=customer(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
166.     g=general(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
167.     e=engagement(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
168.     f=fans(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
169.     h=haters(x, brand = j, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
170.     pf=pfunnel(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
171.     act=action(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
172.     des=desire(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
173.     int=interest(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
174.     r=review(x, brand = j, col.purc = 27) 
175.      
176.     scores1 = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(j,";",c,";",g,";",e,";",f,";",h,";",pf,";",act,";",des,";",int,";",r),";"),";"))) 
177.      
178.      
179.     scoresCN = rbind(scoresCN,scores1) 
180.      
181.   }# for j 
182.    
183.   colnames(scoresCN) = c("Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr") 
184.    
185.   scoresCN = merge(df.industries, scoresCN, by = 'Brand') 
186.    
187.   scoresCN = scoresCN[,c(2,1,3:12)] 
188.   rm(scores1,x,brands,industry,c,g,e,f,h,pf,act,des,int,r,i,j) 
189.    
190.   ################Only posts - peer grouping############################# 
191.    
192.   industry <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST'),28]) 
193.    
194.   scoresPP = t(data.frame(c("Industry", "Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr"))) 
195.   scoresPP = scoresPP[-1, ]  
196.    
197.   for (i in industry){ 
198.      
199.     brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,28] == i & df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST'),1]) 
200.      
201.     x <- df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,28] == i & df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST'),] 
202.      
203.     for (j in brands ){ 
204.        
205.       c=customer(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
206.       g=general(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
207.       e=engagement(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
208.       f=fans(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
209.       h=haters(x, brand = j, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
210.       pf=pfunnel(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
211.       act=action(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
212.       des=desire(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
213.       int=interest(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
214.       r=review(x, brand = j, col.purc = 27) 
215.        
216.       scores1 = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(i,";",j,";",c,";",g,";",e,";",f,";",h,";",pf,";",act,";",des,";",int,";",r),";"),";"))) 
217.       scoresPP = rbind(scoresPP,scores1) 
218.        
219.     }# for j 
220.      
221.   }# for i 
222.    
223.   colnames(scoresPP) = c("Industry","Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr") 
224.   rm(scores1,x,brands,industry,c,g,e,f,h,pf,act,des,int,r,i,j) 
225.    
226.   ################Only posts - No peer grouping############################# 
227.    
228.    
229.   scoresPN = t(data.frame(c("Industry", "Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr"))) 
230.   scoresPN = scoresPN[-1, ]  
231.    
232.   brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST'),1]) 
233.    
234.   x = df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST'),] 
235.    
236.   for (j in brands ){ 
237.      
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238.      
239.     c=customer(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.purc = 27 ) 
240.     g=general(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.aware = 24 ) 
241.     e=engagement(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
242.     f=fans(x, brand = j, col.pos = 15, col.strong = 20 ) 
243.     h=haters(x, brand = j, col.neg = 13, col.strong = 20 ) 
244.     pf=pfunnel(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
245.     act=action(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
246.     des=desire(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
247.     int=interest(x, brand = j, col.int = 26, col.des = 25, col.act = 23) 
248.     r=review(x, brand = j, col.purc = 27) 
249.      
250.     scores1 = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(j,";",c,";",g,";",e,";",f,";",h,";",pf,";",act,";",des,";",int,";",r),";"),";"))) 
251.      
252.      
253.     scoresPN = rbind(scoresPN,scores1) 
254.      
255.   }# for j 
256.    
257.   colnames(scoresPN) = c("Brand","Xc","Xg","Xe","Xf","Xh","Xpf","Xact","Xdes","Xint","Xr") 
258.    
259.   scoresPN = merge(df.industries, scoresPN, by = 'Brand') 
260.    
261.   scoresPN = scoresPN[,c(2,1,3:12)] 
262.   rm(scores1,x,brands,industry,c,g,e,f,h,pf,act,des,int,r,i,j) 
263.    
264.   ################write scorecards############################# 
265.    
266.    
267.   write.csv2(scoresAP, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardAP.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
268.   write.csv2(scoresAN, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardAN.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
269.   write.csv2(scoresCP, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardCP.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
270.   write.csv2(scoresCN, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardCN.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
271.   write.csv2(scoresPP, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardPP.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
272.   write.csv2(scoresPN, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardPN.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
273.    
274.   ################Adjusted Customer############################# 
275.    
276.   df.score <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"scorecardAP.csv"), header= TRUE, sep = ";", dec = ",") 
277.    
278.   xpf = 0.6690 
279.   b = 1.1966 
280.    
281.   df.score$Xc_adj = df.score$Xc - (df.score$Xpf*xpf+b) 
282.    
283.   industry = unique(df.score[,1]) 
284.    
285.   Xadjc = data.frame(c("V1")) 
286.   Xadjc = Xadjc[-1,] 
287.    
288.                    
289.   for (i in industry){ 
290.      
291.     x = df.score[which(df.score$Industry == i),] 
292.      
293.     max = max(x$Xc_adj) 
294.     min = min(x$Xc_adj) 
295.       
296.     brands = unique(x[,2]) 
297.      
298.     for (j in brands){ 
299.        
300.       val = sum(df.score[which(df.score$Brand == j),13]) 
301.        
302.       adjc = data.frame(round(((val-min)/(max-min))*10,digits = 0)) 
303.        
304.       colnames(adjc) = "V1" 
305.        
306.       Xadjc = rbind(Xadjc,adjc)  
307.        
308.     } 
309.      
310.   } 
311.    
312.   colnames(Xadjc) = 'Xadjc'  
313.    
314.   df.score = cbind(df.score,Xadjc) 
315.    
316.   write.csv2(df.score, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/scorecardAdj.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
317.    
318.   rownames(scoresAN) = scoresAN[,2] 
319.    
320.    
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321.   hclustScoresA <-hclust(suppressWarnings(dist(scoresAP[,2:11]))) 
322.   hclustScores0 <-hclust(suppressWarnings(dist(scoresAN[,2:6])), method = "min") 
323.    
324.    
325.   scorecard <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"scorecardAP.csv"), header= TRUE, sep = ";", dec = ",") 
326.   scoresAP[,3] = as.integer(scoresAP[,3]) 
327.    
328.    
329.   df.score1 = df.score 
330.   lmscore = lm(Xc ~ Xpf  , data = scorecard) 
331.    
332.    
333.   summary(lmscore) 
334.    
335.   x =cor(scoresAP[,c(3,12)]) 
336.   plot(x) 
337.    
338.    
339.   par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 
340.   library(ape) 
341.   plot(as.phylo(hclustScoresA), type = "fan") 
342.   plot(as.phylo(hclustScores0), type = "phylogram") 
343.    
344.   df.ccc = df.score[,c(1,2,3,14,15)] 

 

1.   folder <- "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/Datasets/" 
2.   fileEnd <-  "_clean.csv" 
3.    
4.   df1 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"apple",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
5.   df2 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"microsoft",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
6.   df3 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"ea",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
7.   df4 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"netflix",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
8.   df5 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"cocacola",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
9.   df6 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"starbucks",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
10.   df7 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"wendys",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
11.   df8 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"burgerking",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
12.   df9 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"sas",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
13.   df10<- read.csv(paste0(folder,"norwegian",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
14.   df11 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"lufthansa",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
15.   df12 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"ryanair",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
16.   df13 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"adidas",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
17.   df14 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"hm",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
18.   df15 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"ralphlauren",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
19.   df16 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"zara",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
20.    
21.   df<-rbind(df1,df2[-1,],df3[-1,],df4[-1,],df5[-1,],df6[-1,],df7[-1,],df8[-1,],df9[-1,],df10[-1,],df11[-1,],df12[-1,],df13[-1,],df14[-1,],df15[-1,],df16[-1,]) 
22.    
23.   set.seed(100) 
24.   dfshuffle <- df[sample(nrow(df)),] 
25.    
26.   write.csv2(dfshuffle, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/all_clean.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
27.    
28.   df.all <- dfshuffle 
29.    
30.   df.all <- df.all[!apply(is.na(df.all) | df.all == "", 1, all),] 
31.    
32.   set.seed(1) 
33.   df.dsm1 <- df.all[sample(nrow(df.all)),] 
34.   df.dsm1 <- df.dsm1[1:3001,] 
35.    
36.   set.seed(2) 
37.   df.dsm2 <- df.all[sample(nrow(df.all)),] 
38.   df.dsm2 <- df.dsm2[1:3001,] 
39.    
40.   set.seed(3) 
41.   df.dsm3 <- df.all[sample(nrow(df.all)),] 
42.   df.dsm3 <- df.dsm3[1:3001,] 
43.    
44.   set.seed(4) 
45.   df.dsm4 <- df.all[sample(nrow(df.all)),] 
46.   df.dsm4 <- df.dsm4[1:3001,] 
47.    
48.   write.csv2(df.dsm1, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm1.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
49.   write.csv2(df.dsm2, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm2.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
50.   write.csv2(df.dsm3, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm3.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
51.   write.csv2(df.dsm4, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm4.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
52.    
53.   length(grep("\\<W+", df[,10])) 
54.    
55.   df.all2<-df.all[!(is.na(df.all$TextValue) | df.all$TextValue==""), ] 
56.    
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57.   write.csv2(df.all2, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/all_clean_new.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
 

1.   folder <- "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/" 
2.   fileEnd <-  ".csv" 
3.   df.andre1 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm1_andre",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
4.   df.andreas1 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm1_andreas",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
5.   df.andre2 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm2_andre",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
6.   df.andreas2 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm2_andreas",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
7.   df.andre3 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm3_andre",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
8.   df.andreas3 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm3_andreas",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
9.   df.andre4 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm4_andre",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
10.   df.andreas4 <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"dsm4_andreas",fileEnd), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
11.    
12.   df.andreas1 = df.andreas1[-2000,] 
13.    
14.   df.andre2 = df.andre2[,1:11] 
15.    
16.    
17.    
18.   df.dsm1 <- merge(df.andre1,df.andreas1) 
19.   df.dsm1$Combined <- paste(df.dsm1$Andre,df.dsm1$Andreas) 
20.   df.dsm2 <- merge(df.andre2,df.andreas2) 
21.   df.dsm2$Combined <- paste(df.dsm2$Andre,df.dsm2$Andreas) 
22.   df.dsm3 <- merge(df.andre3,df.andreas3) 
23.   df.dsm3$Combined <- paste(df.dsm3$Andre,df.dsm3$Andreas) 
24.   df.dsm4 <- merge(df.andre4,df.andreas4) 
25.   df.dsm4$Combined <- paste(df.dsm4$Andre,df.dsm4$Andreas) 
26.    
27.    
28.   write.csv2(df.dsm1, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm1_combined.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
29.   write.csv2(df.dsm2, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm2_combined.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
30.   write.csv2(df.dsm3, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm3_combined.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
31.   write.csv2(df.dsm4, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/dsm training/dsm4_combined.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
32.    
33.   brands <- unique(df$Brand) 
34.    
35.   for (i in brands){ 
36.    
37.      
38.   val = length(which(df$Brand == i & df$ActionType == 'POST')) 
39.    
40.   val1= length(which(df$Brand == i)) 
41.    
42.   val2 = val/val1 
43.    
44.   print(paste0(i," ",val2))   
45.    
46.   } 
47.    
48.    
49.   df.bk <- df.dsm1[which(df.dsm1[,1]=='Adidas'),] 
50.    
51.   df = df.dsmA[,c(1,6,10,15)] 
52.    
53.    
54.   df.dsmA$len = sapply(gregexpr("[[:alpha:]]+", df.dsmA[,10]), function(df) sum(df > 0)) 
55.    
56.    
57.    
58.   df$len1 = log(df$len) 
59.    
60.   plot(df[,c(4,6)]) 
61.    
62.   length(which(df$Brand == 'Apple' & df$TextValue == 'apple'))/length(which(df$Brand == 'Apple')) 
63.    
64.   length(which(df$Brand == 'SAS' & pmatch(df$TextValue,'customer service', nomatch = 0)))/length(which(df$Brand == 'SAS')) 
65.    
66.    
67.   dfLen = sqldf('select Brand, avg(len), max(len), min(len) from df group by Brand order by avg(len)') 
68.    
69.   write.csv2(df, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/date_CommentLen_withBrand.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 

 

1.   ################################Customer################################ 
2.    
3.    
4.   customer <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.pos, col.neg, col.purc) { 
5.      
6.     customerFunc <- function(x){ 
7.        
8.       val =sum((x[,1]-x[,2])*x[,3], na.rm = TRUE )/sum(x[,3], na.rm = TRUE ) 
9.        
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10.     } 
11.      
12.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
13.      
14.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.pos,col.neg,col.purc)] 
15.      
16.     val <- customerFunc(x.1) 
17.      
18.     min.val <- val 
19.     max.val <- val 
20.      
21.     for(i in brands){ 
22.        
23.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.pos,col.neg,col.purc)] 
24.        
25.       val.b <- customerFunc(x.2) 
26.        
27.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
28.         max.val <- val.b  
29.       }#if max 
30.        
31.       if (val.b < min.val){  
32.         min.val <- val.b  
33.       }#if min 
34.        
35.     }#for 
36.      
37.     c <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
38.      
39.   } 
40.   ################################General################################ 
41.    
42.   general <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.pos, col.neg, col.aware) { 
43.      
44.     generalFunc <- function(x){ 
45.        
46.       val =sum((x[,1]-x[,2])*x[,3], na.rm = TRUE )/sum(x[,3], na.rm = TRUE ) 
47.        
48.     } 
49.      
50.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
51.      
52.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.pos,col.neg,col.aware)] 
53.      
54.     val <- generalFunc(x.1) 
55.      
56.     min.val <- val 
57.     max.val <- val 
58.      
59.     for(i in brands){ 
60.        
61.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.pos,col.neg,col.aware)] 
62.        
63.       val.b <- generalFunc(x.2) 
64.        
65.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
66.         max.val <- val.b  
67.       }#if max 
68.        
69.       if (val.b < min.val){  
70.         min.val <- val.b  
71.       }#if min 
72.        
73.     }#for 
74.      
75.     g <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
76.      
77.   } 
78.   ################################Engagement################################ 
79.    
80.   engagement <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.pos, col.neg, col.strong) { 
81.      
82.     engagementFunc <- function(x){ 
83.        
84.       val =sum((x[,1]+x[,2])*x[,3], na.rm = TRUE )/length(x[,3]) 
85.        
86.     } 
87.      
88.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
89.      
90.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.pos,col.neg,col.strong)] 
91.      
92.     val <- engagementFunc(x.1) 
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93.      
94.     min.val <- val 
95.     max.val <- val 
96.      
97.     for(i in brands){ 
98.        
99.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.pos,col.neg,col.strong)] 
100.        
101.       val.b <- engagementFunc(x.2) 
102.        
103.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
104.         max.val <- val.b  
105.       }#if max 
106.        
107.       if (val.b < min.val){  
108.         min.val <- val.b  
109.       }#if min 
110.        
111.     }#for 
112.      
113.     e <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
114.      
115.   } 
116.   ################################Fans################################ 
117.    
118.   fans <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.pos, col.strong) { 
119.      
120.     fansFunc <- function(x){ 
121.        
122.       val = sum(x[,1]*x[,2], na.rm = TRUE )/length(x[,2]) 
123.        
124.     } 
125.      
126.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
127.      
128.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.pos,col.strong)] 
129.      
130.     val <- fansFunc(x.1) 
131.      
132.     min.val <- val 
133.     max.val <- val 
134.      
135.     for(i in brands){ 
136.        
137.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.pos,col.strong)] 
138.        
139.       val.b <- fansFunc(x.2) 
140.        
141.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
142.         max.val <- val.b  
143.       }#if max 
144.        
145.       if (val.b < min.val){  
146.         min.val <- val.b  
147.       }#if min 
148.        
149.     }#for 
150.      
151.     f <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
152.      
153.   } 
154.    
155.   ################################Critics################################ 
156.    
157.   haters <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.neg, col.strong) { 
158.      
159.     hatersFunc <- function(x){ 
160.        
161.       val = sum(x[,1]*x[,2], na.rm = TRUE )/length(x[,2]) 
162.        
163.     } 
164.      
165.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
166.      
167.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.neg,col.strong)] 
168.      
169.     val <- hatersFunc(x.1) 
170.      
171.     min.val <- val 
172.     max.val <- val 
173.      
174.     for(i in brands){ 
175.        
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176.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.neg,col.strong)] 
177.        
178.       val.b <- hatersFunc(x.2) 
179.        
180.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
181.         max.val <- val.b  
182.       }#if max 
183.        
184.       if (val.b < min.val){  
185.         min.val <- val.b  
186.       }#if min 
187.        
188.     }#for 
189.      
190.     f <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
191.      
192.   } 
193.    
194.   ################################PurchaseFunnel################################ 
195.    
196.   pfunnel <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.int, col.des, col.act) { 
197.      
198.     pfunnelFunc <- function(x){ 
199.        
200.       val = sum(x[,1]+x[,2]+x[,3], na.rm = TRUE )/length(x[,2]) 
201.        
202.     } 
203.      
204.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
205.      
206.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.int,col.des,col.act)] 
207.      
208.     val <- pfunnelFunc(x.1) 
209.      
210.     min.val <- val 
211.     max.val <- val 
212.      
213.     for(i in brands){ 
214.        
215.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.int,col.des, col.act)] 
216.        
217.       val.b <- pfunnelFunc(x.2) 
218.        
219.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
220.         max.val <- val.b  
221.       }#if max 
222.        
223.       if (val.b < min.val){  
224.         min.val <- val.b  
225.       }#if min 
226.        
227.     }#for 
228.      
229.     pf <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
230.      
231.   } 
232.    
233.    
234.   ################################Review################################ 
235.    
236.   review <- function(x, brand = '', col.brand = 1, col.purc) { 
237.      
238.     reviewFunc <- function(x){ 
239.        
240.       val = sum(x, na.rm = TRUE )/length(x) 
241.        
242.     } 
243.      
244.     brands <- unique(x[which(x[,col.brand] != brand),col.brand]) 
245.      
246.     x.1 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == brand),c(col.purc)] 
247.      
248.     val <- reviewFunc(x.1) 
249.      
250.     min.val <- val 
251.     max.val <- val 
252.      
253.     for(i in brands){ 
254.        
255.       x.2 <- x[which(x[,col.brand] == i),c(col.purc)] 
256.        
257.       val.b <- reviewFunc(x.2) 
258.        
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259.       if (val.b > max.val ){  
260.         max.val <- val.b  
261.       }#if max 
262.        
263.       if (val.b < min.val){  
264.         min.val <- val.b  
265.       }#if min 
266.        
267.     }#for 
268.      
269.     r <- round(((val-min.val)/(max.val-min.val))*10,digits = 0) 
270.      
271.   } 

 

1.    
2.    
3.   df.dsmA$Date_YearDay = substr(df.dsmA[,6],1,11) 
4.    
5.   df.dsmA$NegStrPost = ifelse(df.dsmA$classified_as == 'Negative' & df.dsmA$classified_as.1 == 'Strong' & df.dsmA$classified_as.2 == 'Post-Purchase',1, 0) 
6.    
7.   summary(glm(NegStrPost ~ len,family=binomial(link='logit'),data=df.dsmA)) 
8.    
9.   plot(df.dsmA[,31:32]) 
10.    
11.   brands <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),1]) 
12.    
13.   subjPol = t(data.frame(c("v1", "v2","v3"))) 
14.   subjPol = subjPol[-1, ]  
15.    
16.    
17.   for (i in brands ){ 
18.      
19.   x  = df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,1] == i),c(1,11)] 
20.      
21.     subj = sum(x[,2] != 'Neutral')/sum(x[,2] == 'Neutral') 
22.     pol = sum(x[,2] == 'Negative')/sum(x[,2] == 'Positive') 
23.      
24.     placeH = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(i,";",subj,";",pol),";"),";"))) 
25.     subjPol= rbind(subjPol,placeH) 
26.      
27.   } 
28.    
29.   types <- unique(df.dsmA[,9]) 
30.    
31.   subjPolT = t(data.frame(c("v1", "v2","v3"))) 
32.   subjPolT = subjPolT[-1, ]  
33.    
34.   for (i in types ){ 
35.      
36.     x  = df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] == i),c(1,11)] 
37.      
38.     subj = sum(x[,2] != 'Neutral')/sum(x[,2] == 'Neutral') 
39.     pol = sum(x[,2] == 'Negative')/sum(x[,2] == 'Positive') 
40.      
41.     placeH = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(i,";",subj,";",pol),";"),";"))) 
42.     subjPolT= rbind(subjPolT,placeH) 
43.      
44.   } 
45.    
46.   colnames(subjPolT) = c("Dates","subj","pol") 
47.    
48.    
49.    
50.   (sum(df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST' & df.dsmA[,30] == 1)/sum(df.dsmA[,9] == 'POST'))/(sum(df.dsmA[,9] != 'POST' & df.dsmA[,30] == 1)/sum(df.dsmA[,9] != 

'POST')) 
51.    
52.   colnames(subjPolD) = c("Dates","subj","pol") 
53.    
54.   write.csv2(subjPolT, "C:/Users/Andreas Arentoft/Desktop/Thesis/subj_polT.csv",row.names = FALSE ) 
55.    
56.   dates <- unique(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,9] != 'COMMENTREPLY'),30]) 
57.    
58.   subjPolD = t(data.frame(c("v1", "v2","v3"))) 
59.   subjPolD = subjPolD[-1, ]  
60.    
61.    
62.   for (i in dates ){ 
63.      
64.     x  = df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA[,30] == i),c(1,11)] 
65.      
66.      
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67.     subj = sum(x[,2] != 'Neutral')/sum(x[,2] == 'Neutral') 
68.     pol = sum(x[,2] == 'Negative')/sum(x[,2] == 'Positive') 
69.     count = length(x[,1]) 
70.      
71.     placeH = data.frame(t(unlist(strsplit(paste0(i,";",subj,";",pol,";",count),";"),";"))) 
72.     subjPolD= rbind(subjPolD,placeH) 
73.      
74.   } 
75.    
76.   df.subjpol <- read.csv(paste0(folder,"subj_pol_Dates.csv"), header= TRUE, sep = ";") 
77.    
78.   df.subjpol1<-df.subjpol[which(is.finite(df.subjpol[,2]) & is.finite(df.subjpol[,3])),] 
79.    
80.   df.subjpol1 = df.subjpol1[-3,] 
81.   cor(df.subjpol1[,2:Considering that positive makes up the largest portion of the classified data, this is indeed a somewhat interesting finding, as it indicate the], 

method = 'pearson') 
82.    
83.   summary(lm(X2 ~ X3, data = df.subjpol1)) 
84.    
85.   sum(df.dsmA[,11] != 'Neutral')/sum(df.dsmA[,11] == 'Neutral') 
86.   sum(df.dsmA[,11] == 'Negative')/sum(df.dsmA[,11] == 'Positive') 
87.    
88.   length(df.dsmA[,1]) 
89.    
90.    
91.   df.len = df.dsmA$len[which(df.dsmA$ActionType == 'COMMENT'),] 
92.    
93.   mean(df.dsmA[which(df.dsmA$ActionType == 'COMMENTREPLY'),31]) 

 


